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INTRODUCTION
Hakeem Mohammad Akbar Arzani (d. 1721 AD), some

other stated as (d. 1722 AD)1, a renowned Unani physician, is
considered the pioneer of Unani Medical literature in Persian
language. Prior to his writings in Persian, all the classical
literature of Unani medicine was available in Arabic language
only and it was a general perception that the technicalities of
the system could not be expressed in Persian even it was the
official language during the medieval period. As Hakim Arzani
himself states in Tibbe Akbar2. His father’s name was Haji Mir
Muqeem. He had a son named as Mohammad Shukrullah. As
the sources reveal Arzani migrated to India from Shiraz, Iran3,
during the reign of Aurangzeb and settled in Burhanpur (MP).
Inscription on his mausoleum in Burhanpur reveals that he
went to Burhanpur via Bengal and settled there. He earned a
great name and fame as a successful physician of unani
medicine by providing his medical services there for poor and
elites as well. He probably took part in the moghal military
campaign in Deccan under Aurangzeb.4 He was a very popular
physician vis-à-vis had keen interest in compiling the treatises
on Unani Medicine.

As per the record available, he himself states in the preface
of ‘Qarabadeen e Qadiri’ published by Munshi Nawalkishore
Press Lucknow (1882)5 that he has completed books on Unani
1www.iranicaonline.org/article/Mohammad-Akbar-Arzani (Encyclopedia Iranica).
2 Akbar Arzani ‘Tibbe Akbar’ ‘Preface’ vol. I, p. 2, as mentioned by .Hassan Nagrami,
Tareekh-e-Tibb, NCPUL Pubs. New Delhi, p. 286.
3 Cyril Elgood, A medical history of Persia as narrated by M. Hassan Nagrami, Tareekh e
Tibb, NCPUL Pub, New Delhi, p. 286.
4www.iranicaonline.org/article/Mohammad-Akbar-Arzani (Encyclopedia Iranica).
5Akbar Arzani, ‘Qarabadeen-e-Qadri’, Pub.MunshiNawal Kishore Press, Lucknow, 1882, p. 2.

http://www.iranicaonline.org/article/Mohammad-Akbar-Arzani
http://www.iranicaonline.org/article/Mohammad-Akbar-Arzani
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Medicine, which are

(i) Talkhees-e-Tibb-e-Nabwi

(ii) Tibb-e-Akbar

(iii) MufarrehulQuloob

(iv) Meezan-e-Tib

(v) Hudood-alAmraz

(vi) Mujarrabat-e-Akbari

(vii) Qarabadeen e Qadri

Besides all the above mentioned books, Storey6has mentioned
the name of the present manuscript “Shifaussibyan/
IlajulSibyan”. A manuscript as ‘Tibb-e-Hindi’ is also found in
Oriental Mansucript Library and Research Institute,
Hydrabad7, which is attributed to Arzani. It seems that these
two treatises had been compiled by Arzani after ‘Qarabadeen-
e-Qadri’.

The present manuscript “Shifaussibyan/IlajulSibyan”8

has not been published so far. The copies of this manuscript,
as traced, are available in Govt. state Raza Library Rampur
(MS No. 1351), Nadwatul Ulama Library, Lucknow and
Maulana Azad Library AMU Aligarh in Habeebganj Collection
(No. 3474/2). Besides, another copy was indicated by Prof.
Shareeful HasanQasmi in the Library of Hindustani Pracharini
Sabha, Gandhi Bhavan Charni Road, Mumbai, I personally
went there but could not find in it the treasury of that library.
The present illustration has been brought out on the basis of
the copy of the manuscript available in Govt. State Raza
Library, Rampur after collation with other copies.
1Storey, ‘Persian literature’, vol. 2, p. 268.
2S.M.Hussan, ‘TareekhaTibb’, 2009, ISBN 81-7587-276-4, NCPUL, p. 291.
3Ibid., p. 290.
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The manuscript is in “Khat-e-Kham” but readable
altogether, containing 65 folios. There are two parts of the
treatise, first part deals with the obstetrical description viz.
Antenatal care which includes signs and symptoms of
pregnancy, the routine disease of the gravida, the possible
complications and their management during the pregnancy and
labour, under six chapters. This first part also deals with the
problems regarding the lactating mother, whereas the second
part deals with the diseases of the children;neonates, infants
and small children, vis-à-vis the diseases of the feeding mother,
in forty five chapters.

In the first part, the first chapter explains the sign and
symptoms of pregnancy, does & don’ts during pregnancy
mainly regarding exercise and diet; the treatment of various
diseases, and discomfort during pregnancy. Second chapter
belongs to the management of labour, the third chapter explores
the regimens for the newborn, the fourth chapter encompasses
the standards to select the Murzea(midwife) for surrogate breast
feeding and its regimens, the fifth chapter explains the
decreasement or increment of the milk secretion and its
correction, it also explains the quality of milk, it’s vitiation and
rectification. The sixth chapter deals with the details of Qitam
(weaning).

In the second part of the manuscript the very first chapter
deals with the regimens for the diseases of the children, the
second chapter contains the description of Sara (Epilepsy) of
Ummussibyan (mothers of children), third chapter describes the
details of continuous sneezing, chapter four presents the details
regarding the thirst, chapter five is related to convulsion in the
children, chapter six is related to insomnia and ill nature of the
children, the seventh chapter is regarding fear/nightmare, the
eighth chapter belongs to the fearing of children during day
time or awakefulness, the ninth chapter is regarding bluishness
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of the eyes of the children, the tenth chapter explains the
problems of eye lashes and the whiteness which appears over
the blackishness of the eyes or the gap appeared in between
the eyelids, the eleventh chapter is regarding the sticking of
eyelids and coagulation of blood within eyelids, the twelfth is
regarding Ramad(conjunctivitis), the thirteenth chapter is
regarding Balkh, the fourteenth chapter presents the condition
of having the water in the eyes, the fifteenth chapter is regarding
protrusion of eyes and Sulaq, the sixteenth chapter presents
the description regarding getting in any particle in the nose:
entanglement which happens during the feeding, the
seventeenth chapter presents the details regarding Otalgia of
the children, the eighteenth chapter presents the details
regarding the inflammation of the gums of the children, the
nineteenth chapter is regarding the inflammation in the root
of the tooth after dentition, the twentieth chapter is regarding
the stomatitis of the children, the twenty first chapter presents
the details of inflammation of the throat of the children, the
tewenty second presents the details regarding warm-e-Loztain
(Tonsillitis) and Istarkha-e-Zuban (Flaccidity of the tongue), the
twenty third chapter contains the details regarding ‘zukam’,
the twenty fourth chapter is regarding the description of
sneezing, the twenty fifth chapter explains about wheezing or
Dyspnoea, the twenty sixth chapter presents the detials of
hiccups of the children, the twenty seventh chapter presents
the details regarding excessive vomiting of the children,the
twenty eighth chapter presents the details regarding the
sourness of milk in the stomach of a child, twenty ninth chapter
presents the details regarding Zof-e-meda (weakness of the
stomach) and Hisha-e-Hamiz (acidic stomach), the thirtieth
chapter is regarding the constipation without hotness, the thirty
first chapter encompasses the details regarding such Diarrhoea
of the children which appears due to weaning, the thirty second
chapter presents the details regarding the Dysentry of the
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children, the thirty third chapter presents the details regarding
the tenesmus in the abdomen, the thirty fourth chapter explains
the complication of umbilicus, the thirty fifth chapter deals with
the protuberance of the umbilicus of the babies, the thirty sixth
chapter deals with the description of Reehi/BaadiHernia of the
children, the thirty seventh chapter presents the description
regarding HurqatulBaul (Burning micturition) in children, the
thirty eighth chapter deals with the Bed wetting of children,
the thirty ninth chapter presents the description of Dysuria,
the fortieth chapter deals with the intestinal parasites, the forty
first chapter deals with the rectal prolapse, the forty second
chapter presents the description regarding haemorrhoids, the
forty third chapter presents the description regarding prickly
heat eruptions, the forty fourth chapter deals with the Tap-e-
Lazim(chronic fever) and forty fifth chapter presents the details
regarding measels and smallpox.

Arzani starts the text as “I, Mohammad Akbar, S/o Haji
Meer Muqeem humbly submit that since the most of the
persons need the treatment of children and neonates, therefore,
I compiled a brief tract for these ailments, so that these diseases
can be managed easily ……..”.

This is a testimony that his father’s name was Mir
Muqeemuddin. He was having a son named Shukrullah. The
purpose of this writing has been explained that it is an abridged
compilation of such material on the health issues of a pregnant
lady, starting with the signs and symptoms of pregnancy he
explained the various regime to be carried out during
pregnancy. One important and interesting feature is found
regarding the drugs which are contra-indicated during the
pregnancy and more specifically he has shared the knowledge
of the side effects of the drugs during prengnacy on specific
tissues and organs. He advised to refrain from regular use of
Khayarshambar for the purpose of purgation, since it may
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damage the eyes and heart of the foetus. Another distinctive
feature is the management of abnormal symptoms during the
labour. While treating  the infants and children he has
prescribed all the drugs in the form of syrups and palatable
semisolid compositions. Besides medicaments, he has stated
various tricks while treating the infants and children e.g. in
case of persistant hiccups in infants, take a piece of thread and
paste it on the tip of the nose of the child with the help of saliva,
the hiccups will go off. He also believes in prayers with
medicaments. He also suggested the use of amulets during
various indispositions, probably due to his beliefs, based upon
the principles of Sufism, since he belonged to the Qadri order
of Sufism.

As editor & translator of this text, I have done this job for
the welfare of mankind, the translations have been done to
provide the benefits of this treatise to the Urdu and English
knowing persons. I have taken ultimate care in producing this
treatise, but it can’t be free from mistakes. I hope my well
wishers will excuse me for this fault and expressing the positive
attitude will communicate me these faults so as to be rectified
in future. I feel duty bound to express my heartfelt thanks to
the former Director of National Mission for Manuscripts Prof.
Deepti Tripathi as she provided this task to me few years back
with full confidence in me. I am really indebted and thankful
to Dr. Sanghamitra Basu, Coordinator, Publications NMM,
whose keen interest in this work cordial sympathies, and every
support remained with me throughout compilation of this
work.

I express my thanks to my friends, Dr. Abu Saad Islahi,
Dr. EhsanAzmi, Dr. NazishIhtatashamAzmi, Dr. Waseem
Ahmed Azmi, Dr. Ata Khursheed and Dr. M. Raza for the
utmost help in procuring the photocopies of this manuscript
from Govt. state Raza Library and Maulana Azad Library
(Habeeb Ganj Collection). I also feel necessary to extend my
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thanks to Prof. Riyazurrehman Khan Sherwani to permit me
to access this manuscript of the HabeebGanj collection in
Maulana Azad Library.

The task of editing the text needs much time and
tranquility, this was provided to me by my better half Dr.
ShaguftaRehman and my children Fatima, Mayeda and Yusha.
I can not express the gratitude for their contribution in words,
thus I just thank them for all this.

Dr. Shariq Ali Khan
Former Dy. Director,
CCRUM, Ministry of AYUSH,
Govt. of India
302, Ohad Residency Phase-2
Dodhpur Road
Aligarh-202001
drshariqakhan@gmil.com

mailto:drshariqakhan@gmil.com
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In the name of ALLAH ,the most beneficent and merciful

Al Hamdolillahe Rabbil Alameen wal Aaqebatul muttaqeen
wassalatuwassalam ala Rasoolihi Mohammad (SAW) wa
Aaalehi wa Ashabehi Ajmaeen

I, Mohammad Akbar, S/o Haji Meer Muqueem humbly submit
that since the most of the persons need the treatment of children
and neonates, therefore, I compiled a brief tract for these
ailments, so that these diseases can be managed easily….

This tract is comprised of two volumes (articles), the
first article is related to the diseases, clinical features and
treatment of pregnant ladies which is comprised of six chapters,
second volume (article) is comprised of the clinical features of
the diseases of the children and its management which is
comprised of 45 chapters.

First chapter of the first part
It is related to the treatment of the pregnant ladies. Let

it be understood, when the symptoms and signs of pregnancy
become evident, the use of salt and sour articles are
contraindicated to the pregnant ladies, and such articles which
increase the flow of menstrual blood e.g. Horse gram, Lobia,
Sharaab (alcohol), Podina (mint), Ajmood and kibr (Capparis
spinosa), are essentially avoidable. And Fasd (blood letting
through venesection), wet cupping, Istafragh (Elimination/
expulsion of morbid material) and purgation is totally
contraindicated. But whenever any disease occurs, helplessly,
such as ‘fever’, then in place of venesection, we will have to
apply cupping with scarification on upper parts of the body.

In this condition don’t apply any type of venesection
before four months and after seven months of pregnancy,
because it will damage the foetus and the ‘Mulayyin’ (Laxative)
articles like Sheerekhisht and Turanjabeen should be given to her
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but Khayarshambar, the usage of which damages the heart and
eyes of the foetus, should not be used regularly and essentially,
i.e. occasionally. It should be given with Gule Angabeen or
Sikanjbeen so that the stomach becomes clean and clear, and it
clearout the …….. from it. It should not be done in the early
and late pregnancy so that she can take maximum comfort.
And use to adopt the happiness cheerfulness, relaxation and
amusement, and used to eat light diets like patridge (Teetar)
and the flesh of wild sheep, cleaned wheat from drinks, Sharbat-
e-Rehani to be taken and from fruits, Safarjal (Behi), Apple,
Pomegranate, Kishmish (Resin) and Turanj etc. to be liked to
consume. And some physicians have stated that if there is
vomiting or unconsciousness in early pregnancy, it should not
be stopped until this condition exceeds to the extreme. Some
physicians have the opinion that it should be discouraged after
four months, first induce the vomiting, therefore decoction of
Shibbat and Tukhme Turb (seeds of raddish) with or without
cleaned lukewarm honey to be given, so that she vomits easily
and the stomach becomes cleaned from the morbid materials,
thereafter, moderate exercise e.g. riding and a little Muquwwi-
e-Meda (Gastric tonic) and Musakkinat-e-Qai (Antiemetic) articles
like Sharbat Anar and Podina, Sharbat-e-Anar and Leemoon
(Lemon) and ……… which contains Jawarish Ood, to be given,
Sirka (Vinegar), Piyaz (onion) and Sadab (Ruta graveolans)
relieve the nausea. And this drug is also beneficial, the
composition of it is this – Qaranfal (clove), Qust, Jaifal, Mastagi,
Sak, Qaqila and Oode Hindi, take all in equal proportion and
then add its three times the Qand (Raw sugar) and Honey, of it
to make the drug. And if prepare this drug with Rubb-e-Anabi
or Seb and use, it will check the vomiting promptly. This syrup
should be used one Misqual to one and a half Misqual.

If there is unbearable pain in stomach of the pregnant
lady after four months of pregnancy, then she should be given
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Majoon-e-kamooni and the following powder, which is
composed of Darchini (cinnamon), Badiyan (fennel seeds) and
Mastagipowdered in equal quantity, then add the Qand (Brown
sugar) in total sum quantity, to be given after meals, the meals
to be taken in lesser quantity, light movements are allowed
and appropriate. And if the pregnant lady is having palpitation
due to cold morbid material, then it will be cured by taking
lukewarm water, Rose and performing exercise. Most of the
time, the pregnant lady should be given the following
Muqawwiyat-e-Qalb (cardiac tonics) drugs so that the foetus can
get vigour e.g. Mufarrehat-e-yaqooti, Triyaq Masroodeetoos,
Dawaul Misk Moatadil, Behmanain, Daroonaj and Zaranbad etc.
And if the pregnant lady got affected with oedema on the upper
part of the feet and face than apply the Roghan-e-Gul with Sirka
(vinegar), would provide relief. In the same way the liniment
made from Qaimooliya and salt with Sirka (vinegar) and Sharab
(alcohol), local application of Berge karnab, Rasot with Aab-e-
kannab locally, grind the Sibr (Aloe vera), sandal and fofil narm
(raw chewing nut) and apply locally as Tila with Aab-e-
Enabussalab (water of Solanum nigrum), very beneficial
medicaments. And if the pregnant lady is affected with pruritus
vulvae and feels burning then she will get complete relief if
Loab-e-khitmi (Mucilage of khitmi) dissolved in Gul-e-sarshom
to be given orally and the same combination is applied locally
in and around the vulva. If the muscles of the back, shoulder
and abdomen becomes tender and swollen due to weight and
Bukharat of pregnancy, then these sites should be massaged
with Roghan-e-Gul and the same to be applied. And the
lukewarm local application or a bread made of goat’s dung,
barley flour and corn after getting fermentation and the hot
formulation through a bag (small bundle) made from these
articles, provides a good relief and it is well experienced. And
Fad-e-zeher Haiwani i.e. Fad-e-zehar of an animal assimilated with
milk or butter milk provides an unexpected excellent relief.
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During pregnancy if there happens menstrual bleeding then
make a decoction of Masoor, Sumaq, Post AnarTursh, Gulnar
(Punica granatum, Abortive variety), Mazoo and Baloot and then
sit in this decoction. And these drugs after getting crushed to
be applied on pelvis. It will provide relief, in such type of heavy
bleeding use Qurs-e-kehruba with Rubbulwah or Sharbat zarik
(Phitkari).

The composition of Qurs kehruba is as follows – Nishasta,
Samagh-e Arabi, Kehruba, Kateera, Maghze-Tukhm-e-chahar,
Maghz-e-Tukhm-e-kadu, 3 diram each, Gulnar, Aqaqea Gond  1½
diram each, to be powdered and sieved, then with the help of
the mucilage of Bazarqatoona (Aspghol), make tablets. And
administer two Deram with the water of Lisan ul Hamal
(Bartang) or Sharab-e-Gulnar and with that Aab-e-Qabiz,
prepared from Gulnar, Aas, Gul-e-Surkh, Mazoo,  and the rind
of pomegranate. In the same way a shaffa (suppository) to be
prepared as mix the Surma, Gulnar, Shibb-e-Yamani, Mazoo,
Kundur, Aqaqea and use it. And apply the following preparation
on the pelvis – Sandal, Aqaqea, Gul-e-Surkh, Sumaq, Post-e-Anar
and Moorid in equal parts, to be powdered and Mazoo to be
boiled, this preparation to be soaked by woolen sponge and
used after mixing the Surma. And apply the Falonia and Moorid
with the water of Lisanul Hamal.

Galen states that the ingestions of the extract of Kharqoola
and its seeds, sitting in this extract and the anema of either
side is beneficial. This shayyaf is also beneficial which is
composed of Kuhal, Gulnar, Shah Baloot and Moorid with the
water of Lisanul Hamal, use it. And use, as diet, the soup
prepared as Sumaq or Zarik or Aab-e-Ghora to be taken prepared
in the water of Masoor (lentil) or the soup of gram which is
prepared by the dry Coriander and the birds fleshes of either
Chakor or chicken or……
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And if there is weakness, take the eggyoke of hen, boiled
in si rka, w ith Fawakeh Aabi prepared from Anar sheereen,Daulana
and Amber. If the post partum haemorrhage continues beyond
forty days due to irresponsible act of midwife or any tear during
labour, then bring the patient to the Hammam and the waist
of the patient to be treated through Tila with Qawabiz-e-Garam
(hot Qabizat) and sprinkle on it the Moorid…..

There will be benefit, if to be relaxed for quite some time
and sitting in cold water. This is experienced and trialed. And
if the flour of Masoor to be sprinkled over the hen’s egg yoke
and paste over the loin’s surface until it is dried, it is beneficial.
And this Halwa (sweet) is also beneficial, crush and sieve the
bark of plant Azda, mix the fine flour in this powder in double
quantity then fry it in pure Ghee and pour the juice of grapes in
it, so that it becomes a sweet whenever indicated use it with
inclusion of small quantity ofMastagi and Darchini after getting
powdered, so that it become assimilated, thereafter use it and
carry on the job. And stop the purpureal bleeding after 40 days,
not in during these days as it is harmful. And when the expected
date of delivery of the pregnant lady comes closer, then in ninth
month every morning, she should be given Roghan-e-Badam.
And every day her body to be washed with warm water, and
her back, loin, grim and abdomen to be massaged with Roghan
e Khitmi, Roghan e Nargis or Roghan-e-Gao (pure cow’s ghee),
and she should be given oily nutritive food. And when the
symptoms of labour become evident then this pregnant lady
should be feeded Loab-e-Tukhme katan, Tukhme maru and a little
Zafran with sugar and pure ghee, so that the labour takes place
easily, And refrain from sour and Qabiz (Astingent) diets, so
that the dryness does not take place in her temperament.
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Second Chapter of First volume (stating the
management of labour)

It is to be understood when the days of labour come
closer, the hypogastrium (the area below Umblicus) and back
become heavy and she feels pain in the muscles of the thighs
and her buttocks become sluggish. At this juncture, she should
be instructed to deficate and moderate and the tapid water to
be poured (Nutool) over the abdomen and back, and take sitz
bath in such water which is being boiled  withkarnab, Hulba,
Shibbat and Tukhme katan, take this sitz bath until the sweating
appears, apply the oil in the vagina of the gravida by the mouth
of Muzilqa massage with Roghan-e-Shebbat and Roghan-e-Baboona
over the sacrum. And the diet should be given comprised of
fowl’s soups, Halwa-e-Qand (sweat confectionary) and Roghan-
e-Badam, so that the delivery takes place easily. Cold and sour
articles should be avoided during this time. Pain and discomfort
should be beared up patiently. And until the pregnant lady
herself feels the appropriate time of delivery, she should not
force to deliver and if due to the obesity, shortening of uterus
or narrowing of passage or weakness of the expulsive power
(Qawwate Dafea), there is difficulty in labour then the Jullab
(purgation) to be given comprised of Persiaoshan,
Mashktaramashee and Nabat (Jaggery). Massage the abdomen,
back and grim with Roghan-e-Shibbat or R. banafsha or Zanbaq
or the fats of Duck or other birds, and do the massage with
bone marrow of the legs of cow. Boil the Shibbat, Marzanjosh,
Ikleel, Namam, Leaves of Karnab, leaves of ….. and …… give
sitz bath to the pregnant lady in this decoction. Crush the Jund
e-Bedastar, Kundush, Shooneez, separately or combinedly, sieve
it, then put it before the nose, clutch the mouth so that, due to
sneezing, it gets the expulsive power. She should be given the
soup of a healthy (big and powerful) fowl’s flesh, and any bird
like fowl or duck’s fat and Tamar-e-pukhta (ripen dates) with
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Roghan-e-Badam Sheereen (sweat almond oil), two or three times,
so that it should not be the cause of vomiting. If one Misqal
Ghalia dissolved in alcohol (Sharab) to be given orally, then the
delivery will take place smoothly (easily). And if the bark of
khyar shambar with four Misqal fresh sowawith soup of the fowl
or sharbat Banafsha or the soup of horsegram, to be given, it
will provide complete relief. And this decoction is also very
useful, the details are as follows – Shibbat, Hulba, Tukhme katan,
Khubbazi, Khitmi after boiling, administer sitz bath in it. This
decoction superadded with Roghan-e-Til, zuroo, Shibbat to be
massaged over back, hypogastric region, right and left iliac
regions, loin, groin around vagina and both medial folds of
the thigh. And the gravida to be instructed to walk for few
steps and sit on her foot and try through this posture, this
practice to be repeated for several times. By the time the labour
attendant (mid wife) should massage and pour into the vagina
the medicative prepared from Loab-e-Tukhme katan, with
Roghan-e Katan, Roghan e Badam, Roghan-e-Til, fats of duck or
other birds and Roghane Banafsha.

On attaining the day of delivery, the gravida to be told
to release her respiratory movements freely and try to fit her
feet. And in diet, a trialed Hareera prepared with Roghan e murgh
or Roghane Badam, Berg e khubbazi and khitmi added with Hulba
to be given. For drinking, Hilteet, Junde Bedaster, Darchini,
Mashktaramashee, each of these in appropriate quantity in
cooked condition, understood to be more beneficial. And I have
instructed some ladies to take Murmakki (as peas size) and
Zafran half of it, Sowa in decoction of Hulba. They got relieved
very shortly. This majoon is very beneficial and unparalleled
during labour composition of it is as follows – Junde Bedastar,
Mea-e-Saila, one misqal each, Darchini and wood of Abhal half
misqal each to be crushed and sieved then add shahad (honey).
And the pregnant lady to be given this with either lukewarm
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water or shahad and hot water or Sharab-e-fatir, instantly it will
relieve the heaviness. And Bukhoore chashm, feather of pigeon,
the stony shield of turtle, scalphair of a man should be added,
will be beneficial or Post Khushk khar-e-Badrang 4 diram to be
rubbed and administer to drink, the gravida will deliver the
issue easily. If the agony is due to fear of delivery and it is
primary, the gravida to take walk and the persons around her
should be needed to divert the direction of the discussion
toward the other topics other than the labour, before reaching
to the time of labour, so that she forget about the fear under
which she is reeling and deliver the baby easily. And if the
baby comes out with his/her both feet, don’t obstruct its
delivery in anyway, because the obstruction will be more
dangerous than this situation, but if one foot or one hand comes
out then it is essential to intervene and obstruct. The best
situation of the delivery is that the baby to be delivered through
its head (vertex position). No other organ should come before
the head and the face of the baby to be towards the back of the
mother. This presentation is deemed as the best by the
physicians. As far as possible the lady should be forbidden to
recall the memories of the agony during labour, because the
natural power becomes weaken due to it and the foetus got
traumatised. If the gravida is brought up in very worldly
comfort and she bears a subtle and elegant manner then she
should not be treated with tough regimens, instead put Hajre
maqnatees in her hand and tie the Beekhe marjan on her left thigh,
the heaviness will be released easily and the pain will be
reduced. A fumigation should be given below her with hoof of
horse, donkey or pony this will benefit. And if there is agony
during labour in the winter due to cold breezes, the lady should
be brought in warm bathroom, and make to sit her in hot water
tub for one hour.
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And if the difficulty is due to heat of hot waves then
massage her abdomen and back with Roghan e Banafsha,
Sandalain and Gulab, and Aab-e-Anar or Turanjbeen to be given.
If the foetus is straight due to urinary bladder or intestinal loop,
it will not come out, in this situation use the Roghaniyat, Loabiyat
and Muzliqat, give the medicament of Roghan-e-Arand. If there
is difficulty in labour due to retention of urine or dryness of
the temperament, then release it with Huqna-e-Mulayyin and
the meat of the birds cooked in the soup of grams and spinach
with Tukhme Maasfar, to be given to eat, will be beneficial. And
4 diram rhizome of Nargis with Maul Asal to be made to drink,
it will relieve the heaviness. And if a little shibb e yamani mixed
in Pashm e para to be put on the external os, the delivery will be
taken very easily. And if the Zohra sheera is massages into
vagina, it will relieve the heaviness shortly very often the
difficulty in parturition comes due to Batra ….. so in this
situation, there is no wayout except the midwife should drag
it with her left finger and mind that the unwanted material
(……) should be cleaned with a cloth, so that the baby comes
out easily. And if the Baby is not in its normal shape, then try
to get rid of this condition i.e. carry forward the baby and
laydown it in prone position i.e. the back on upper side and
abdomen to be relaxed so that it comes to be normal shape, if it
does not come to its normal shape…..

If the labour pains exceed more than four days, then let
it be known that the foetus is dead. Hence, at this juncture try
to expel the foetus so that, due to putrifaction and the
transmission of Bukharat to the heart of the gravida, it should
not be proved fatal to the pregnant lady. The clinical feature of
the death of foetus in womb is that the gravida doesnot feel
the movement of the foetus, the extrimities of the lady become
cold and respiration becomes fast, then the treatment of this
condition in that Hulali, Mashktaramashee&Abhal, 3 Diram each
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and Turmus and fodnaj two derham each and Nabat ten misqal,
to be eaten. And crush Junde Bedastar, Jaosheer, Qand, Zohragaoin
equal proportion, make to drink one derham from this. And
the smell of Shooneez, kundush or Sibr to be administered in her
nose and mouth. So that,the foetus comes out. And crush the
Abhal, Zarawand, Turmus, Harf and use with Zohra Gao,Shahme
Hanzal, Qust, Saddab and Kharak three derham each and Murr
one derham to be crushed and mixed with Zohra Gao and apply
on umbilicus and pelvis. And Bukhoore Maryam, Barzad, Jaosheer
and karnab to be rubbed and mixed with zohra Gao, make tablets,
one of them to be passed over her face, so that its fumes to be
reached to the extremities of the gravida, the other one to be
put on the fire of the coal, take one such vassel which contain a
aperture on it, put this vassel on the burning coal in such a
way that the gravida should face its vulva towards the aperture
so that the fumigation should be reached to that place and the
dead foetus and placenta to be expelled out. Or rub the Beekhe
Hanzal and mix with Roghane Gao, this should be passed
through the uterus of the gravida. Or Murr, Khyar shambar and
Sakbeenaj, crush in equal parts, make pills of it, gulp this in the
quantity of three derham. And it take sheer and Asal one
Rataleach and mix them and drink. In diet, to be taken the
concentrated soup of grams, the dead foetus and placenta will
come out. And if make the fumigation of post mar (snake skin)
and excreta of pigeon, the foetus will come out easily, this
prescription is very much trialed. If the dead foetus and
placenta does not come out then the midwife should separate
the organ of the foetus one by one by a razor (knife) and bring
out, but this procedure is dangerous. The vitality of the gravida
to be maintained with the help of soft soups and due to
difficulty during labour bukhoor …. and …. to be used
essentially at this place, and Jadwar to be given to eat with Loab-
e-Hulba.
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Ushnan 3 derham with decoction of Hulba will be
beneficial. And making to sniff Jundebedastar and Murmakki and
make to eat these in such a way as already has been described,
is very beneficial and trialed. And the passery made from
Kharbaq, Zarawand e Madahraj, Maweezaj, Bukhoor-e-Maryam and
Habb-e-Mazaryoon take all these medicine and crush and sieve
the Shahm e Hanzal, ushuq, mix with Zohra gao then it will be
very useful. And if the placenta comes a little late after the
delivery, then it should be mind that the midwife should take
care of it with her hand, keep her palm on her (gravida) and
sustain for some time, so that it returns back, let it be mind
that in such circumstances the palpitation and hysterical fits
may happen, that should be avoided. And it should not be
pulled out forcibly, it produces prolapse of uterus. The proper
regimen to bring out the placenta is the same as of the baby,
provide Aabe khakastar to drink and zafran with Aaab-e-Sauda
to be given, it will be beneficial, or Habbe safed to be divided in
two parts, one should be covered with paper and to be taken
orally other part to be kept into vagina, the placenta will come
out. And if it does not come out by these regimens then it is
better to make sleep the lady and tie some object on her and
leave. And administer the Muzaliqat as described earlier, so
that the placenta become detached without any haemorrhage
and expelled out easily. If the lochial discharge becomes ceased
and not comes normally, due to this if there occurs pain and
tenderness, then the following single or compound drugs to
be given –

Razmasa, Bazar-e-karafs, Anisoon, Hurf (Haliyoon), Khardal,
Hilteet, Waj, Junde Bedastar, Sadab, Filfil, Zeera safed, Rootas,
Saleekha, Darchini, Mastagi, Shibbat, Badiyan, Hulba, Khubbazi,
Khitmi, Gandana Pukhta, Tukhme Gandana, Piyaz pukhta-o-kham,
Tukhme Maroo, Zard chob, Maul Asl, Tabeekhul Bel, Tabeekh e
Nakhud Siyah, Tabeekh-e-Lobia Surkh, Tabeekh-e-Beekh-e-Ikleel,
Baboona, Wia Jalali Az tukhme Karafs Daraz, Persiaoshan,
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Mashktaramashee, Qust, Rewand, Asaroon Humana and Jada 3
derham each.

Put Tukhme karafs, Raziyana, Anisoon and Mushk in it and
mix the drugs, take a piece of wool, Zinjabeel, Aqarqarha, Jaosheer,
Azfarutteeb, Miae Saila, Dood and Kundur put into fire of the
coal and keep below. Adminsiter the tabkheer with Alak ul Batam,
Jaosheer, Muquil, Shooneez and Nakhud Siyah or fill the vagina
with Gul-e-Bustan Afroz and leave it for two or three days. And
such mudirrate haiz i.e. Amenogogue drugs to be given as stated
earlier.And Back and genitals to be kept soft with the soft oils.
The retained puerperal bleeding will be released khubbazi to be
wrapped in a wet cloth, keep beneath the hot ashes so that it
should be cooked properly. After that this should be  soft down
mix with the ghee of cow or buffalo and apply after luke
warming it. The lady to be slept in supine position with raised
head, the way of purpureal bleeding will be opened. And gram,
Aaabe kibr&Shibbat, Darchini give relief. And if after delivery
there starts pain in the uterus then Sharbat-e-Ma-ul usool and
soup of Kashkusshaeer to be given. And fumigation of the wool
of horse and camel to be given. And if there is …… in the uterus,
Loab-e-khitmi and Khubbazi and their leaves to be cooked and
mixed with fats or oil of cow or buffalo or donkey, warq e khasak
and Gandna, to be cooked and used as deemed fit. Sleep is useful
in such condition. And if thrse happens the inversion of uterus
due to the vigorous attempt of the mid wife during labour,
this will be represented as the pain will be started in the genitals,
stomach, back and around the back. And it will be felt than a
thing has been retained in the pelvis and  there is difficulty
and heaviness on standing. If there is retention of urine, the
remedy of this is that the uteruses of dog and cat to be dried
and powdered to be given orally daily, until the lady got
repulsion to it. Puerperal period for delivery male child is 25-
35 days while for female child is35-40 days, some physicians
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say that there is no puerperal bleeding in such cases and if
there is, it is very less and they are exempted from the treatment
– God knows better.

Third Chapter of First Part (Regarding the
regimens for newly born)

It should be understood when the pregnant lady get
delivered the baby, or it is very near to deliver, she should be
kept in such a house which is moderate i.e. suitable according
to atmosphere. And when she comes in the moderate
atmosphere she should be covered with a suitable cloth to save
from the coldness of the air. During this period, her ears, nose
and throat to be kept clean. The membranes in which the baby
is covered to be torned out and bring the baby out slowly and
with the index finger to be inserted in the mouth of the baby
and bring out the phlegm and other viscid material whatever
is there, from his/her mouth, and then his/her umblical cord
to be caught by index finger and very gently massages from
the abdominal side toward the mating (coupling) end so that
every mixed thing or air within it should be expelled out. Then
this should be tied at two places with a soft silky cloth dipped
in oil, one near the umbilicus and other at one span distant to
it. It should not be tied forcefully so that the baby does not be
pained. After tyeing the second knott, cut at the distance of 3
or 4 fingers with the help of a scalpel. It is observed especially
by the physicians that if it is cut keeping upon the Gulqand,
the baby will not feel pain at all. Some persons cut this cord
less than a span, but it is not better, because it is proved by the
experience, when it is cut more than a span distance then the
vigour and vitality of the urinary bladder of this baby will be
increased and the baby doesnot micturate very less on his
clothes and himself. And if it is cut less than one span then the
baby micturate himself until she/he grows up well, his/her
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habit doesnot end. And it has been proved through experiences
that if the cord is not tied after cleaning well from the humours
and air, then the air is produced in the genitals and testicles of
the baby, and the symptoms of weakness appear in her/his
uterus and stomach. After that the Namak e Sauda to be rubbed
on the whole body of the baby, eyes should be kept covered on
its original position, so that his body become salted and the
skin get rid of the infections and do not feel burning. After that
in a broad vessel, the baby should be washed with tapid water
or put the salt in lukewarm water and the baby should be
bathed keeping this in view that the water should not be
reached in the eyes and nose of the baby. Thereafter, wash with
tapid Aab-e-Fatir and the water which contains the Sumaq,
Shadna, Hulba and Qust. It will be better to warmup the water
containing Khas khushboo and Qaqila and wash with this water.
This will also be beneficial or whatever available suitable, to
be utilized. After that to be washed with lukewarm water
without salt. If the skin still contaminated with dirt and does
not become clean with this washing again the process should
be repeated systematically And the anus of the baby should be
tickled so that it becomes dialated, and firmness, if present, to
be removed. The eyes should be cleaned softly with the silk
keeping the hand over the urinary bladder, so that the urine
comes out, if it is there. A cotton piece dipped in Roghan-e-
kunjad to be put on fontenelle. And some Namak-e-Sang and
Roghane Gao mixed with honey to be applied into mouth and
tongue so that the laxation take place….. The skin to be
massaged with oil and a piece of cloth dipped into Roghan-e
Sheetraj or zait to be put on the umblical cord, and/or mix Qust
in Aab-e-Sauda and Roghan, Zard chob and fats mix together,
and make ointment and apply on it. Or Dammul ukhwain, zard
chob, Anzaroot, Zeera, Ushna and Murr to be taken in equal
proportion and apply more or less one week. And when the
cut umbilical cord becomes prominent then a little Surma, Aab-
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e-sadab, Moorid khushk mix with ashes to be sprinkled on it, so
that it absorb it’s fluid and umblical cord becomes dry and
stable, at this time it is to be wrapped in Qamat or Findaq. Those
organs of the neonate which were traumatized or become an
isometric during delivery, these should be corrected as per need
and desire through the regimenal procedures like massage,
especially head and fore head and his extremities to be
corrected as deemed fit. The baby should be taken out 3 times
from the cradle and the clothes where he is resting during day
time, and once during night time. After it should be softly tied
so that any potential trauma or trouble should not come on the
baby. Whenever open or close the baby, his extremities to be
stretched and tied, because their organs are very soft and the
nerves are very slow and weak. The baby to be slept in supine
position so that part of the body becomes more stronger and
he feels the pain inconvenience lesser. The baby should be kept
….. in a moderate home in relation to atmosphere. A black cloth
should be hanged before his eyes. And due to the identification
of dry air, his body to be aquainted with gradually.Everyday
his body to be stimulated gently. At this juncture he should be
breast feeded as per the principles and direction, to be stated
during the regimen of breast feeding. And it should be taken
into consideration that before breast feeding the lips of the baby
should be moist, therefore, the index finger dipped in a sweat
liquid rub on his lips and then feed the milk. Experiences
proved, whatever to be given into the mouth of a baby to
eat……. then it becomes less painful. I have seen some persons
who used to rub the scorpions and administered the sugar.
Therefore, when scorpion used to bite to them, they felt no
pain. In English people, there are some scholars, who if they
understand that a particular organ is susceptible to accept any
disease, they cauterize such organ and it become prevented
from such disease. Hence, for prevention from Epilepsy and
Junoon (Insanity) to the forehead, and for the ailments of the
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eyes and related diseases do the cautry on both temples. It is
not beyond the assumption that if there is circulation of toxic
humours and Bukharat due to vital organ in the vassels/
arteries of the baby, and could be prevented through
cauterization, then with ultimate wisdom and carefulness, to
remove the diseases of these organs, cautry or ampule or tying
the small bundle, will be beneficial for these organs. During
the sleep the bed of the baby should be soft and dry so that the
nerves of his back should not be troubled or his organs should
not be burnt due to the hotness of his urine and during the
summer season the baby should be washed with tapid water
daily or alternate day and during winter after 3 days or 5-40
day will be appropriate to give bath as per these principles.
And it is better boil this water with Hulba, Bhangra and Khar-
eTuranjbeen. Care should be taken in hot and dark places, his
body should be kept dry and massage with Roghane Banafsha.
After 40 day, the male child should be given bath or Istehmam-
e-moatadil once in a week. And massage his body with fresh
ghee of cow, goat, sheep or fat-tailed sheep (this regimen should
be continued for four months). And for female child should be
given massage with Roghan-e-banafsha, Badam and such oils for
two months. After taking bath, sprinkle crushed Tukhme moored
with Gule Sarsho on the epigastrium, behind the ears and
around the axilla and thighs, so that it should not get putrified,
and in winter season Gule sarsho will be sufficient. During
massage with oil, it should be minded that the organs and
nerves of the neonate should be massaged from the root of the
back upto neck on both sides. And the oil massage should be
done slowly so that the spasm and lavity appeared during the
delivery should be removed. And after three day of delivery,
keep the baby in cradle and make to swing slowly, so that the
stomach should not become full and don’t draw the cradle
vigorously since this is a regular physical stimulation Tehreek-
e-Riyazi for the baby. And speak to the baby in moderate and
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happily tone, because those possess a very delicate Tabiyat
(milieu interior) and can tolerate only gentle sounds. And they
are repulsive to the gargling sound. Moreover, I have seen so
many babies that they used to weep and don’t accept feeding,
and possible they become fainted. When their legs distracted
from the abdomen, they become quiet when the child vomit of
the milk, don’t check it, so that the stomach become cleaned,
to do this the baby becomes healthy shortly, and becomes larger
in size i.e. gets development, but when exceeds to the limit of
increment then check it. And I have seen some of such babies
who used to vomit profusely and whenever the lady used to
change her clothes, she rub the Amber over the body and clothes,
the nipple of the breast of the lady become covered with this
Ambar, and the baby used to feed with this Ambar covered breast
and smell the fragrance of this Amber with the feeding of milk,
the vomiting become lessor. For those excessive vomiting is
useful and beneficial. And after four months the treatment of
this excessive vomiting is essential for such babies. Besides, it
should be minded that nostrils of the baby should be cleaned,
keeping the nostrils in the equal level. If the nasal secretion
become solidified within the nostril the milk should be applied
over it and when become soft, clean it. In the same way his/
her eyes and ears to be cleaned from the dirt. And if the eye
lashes have become sticked, soften it with milk and then clean.
And the Surma should be applied in her/his eyes daily so that
his Quwwat e Basira (optic power) becomes more. And after
forty days the extremities of the baby should be stretched so
that the movement should be initiated in his extremities, and
the strength cheerfulness and activeness should be initiated in
then. And the innate heat should be increased and the milk get
digested in the stomach. And save him from evil eyes by Aqeeq
and other Taweezat (Amulets) for protection prevention, and
burn the salt and Aspeed before him. And understand essential
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to keep him in old clothes. This work is well understood by
the midwives.

Fourth chapter of I Part

(The selection of Daya/Murzea (Midwife)/
(Foster mother) for surrogate breastfeeding
and its regimes)

It should be understood that the best breast feeder is
that who is the real mother feeds herself. Because the love and
affectionate kindness of the mother is the real for the baby,
and the others affection and love are temporary/transient.
Therefore, it should be kept in mind that after passing the
duration one week to forty days, the mother should feed her
baby, so that the mother gets relinquished and fresh from the
pain and distress came upon her during the labour, and from
the ill behaviour generated during this period, otherwise breast
feeding during this period will be the cause of change in the
behaviour of the baby. And if the mother has some difficulty
in breastfeeding due to the paucity of milk or repulsiveness
(non inclineness) for feeding, then at the time of selection of a
surrogate breast feeder, it should be kept in mind that she
should be acquainted with the following qualities, e.g. her age,
way of talking and behaviour should be of good nature. And
she should be beautiful and pleasant, morphology of her breast
(size and consistency) should be big and soft. Her chest should
be broad. The water contents of her milk should be moderate
in terms of hardness and softness (moderate viscosity), i.e. in
the term of the physicians, this should not be thin but thick.
And the colour and consistency of her milk should be moderate.
The colour of the milk will be reasoning for the milk of breast
feeding. The temperament and psyche of the surrogate breast
feeder should also be according to the temperament of the
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mother and baby. This surrogate breast feeder should not have
been very closed or very distant during the labour to the baby.
She should be neat and clean, good mannered, fragrant, choosy
for fragrance and good smell should come from her body
instead of bad smell. And she should be young, i.e. prime of
her youth, i.e. the appropriate youth is understood between
25-35 years. And if the baby is a male child, this surrogate breast
feeder will be the best who has delivered a male baby. And if
the baby is a female child then the surrogate breast feeder will
be the best who has delivered the female baby, so that there
should be suitability and uniformity in the milk and the
surrogate feeder. Moreover, there is a vast difference and
disparity in milk of a feeder having male and the feeder having
female child. Some physicians, on the basis of experiences, have
said that if the milk of a feeder having daughter feed to a son,
than the temperament of this boy will become like this
daughter. And if the milk of a surrogate feeder having son feeds
to the daughter, then the temperament of this girl will become
like this son. And such girl will not be subordinated/ obedient
to her husband and will be ambitious for coitus. And it should
also be cared that the son of the surrogate feeder should be
alive, because if her son is dead then her temperament will be
sad and sorrowful, and her blood will be vicious due to grief
and sadness, due to this her milk will also become vicious. She
should not be forbidden to feed her son, let it not be so that
due to his separation sadness takes place in her hoist and the
milk becomes vicious. Moreover to feed with this milk the child
will get deficiencies in his body. Due to this reason physicians
state that for surrogate feeding there should be selection for
two feeders. So that the surrogate feeder should feed half of
the milk to her own child and half to the foster child,  so that
the baby to be satiatedand his faculties become powerful. And
as far as possible, the surrogate feeder should be restricted for
psychic movements like sadness and anger. Because due to
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these movement the constitution of the milk becomes changed.
But most of the time moderate exercise should be essential, so
that it changes the milk from alteration to the correctness. It is
harmful to feed the baby during the pregnancy. Some of the
physicians consider the feeding permissible from the
conception to two months of pregnancy subject to the condition
that the pregnant lady is expected for a male child and never
aborted in past. Therefore, such lady should be instructed to
do moderate exercise and should be given such diets which
produces the good Kaimoos, so that there should not be any
harm to the psyche and temperament of the child. Moreover,
it should also be kept in mind that the baby should not be feeded
just after coitus, because it is stated to be like poison. Instead
most of the persons have denied to intercourse with lactating
lady so that this becomes the cause for initiating menses or she
may got pregnant during lactating period, on the basis of it the
lactating lady or the feeding baby may get affected with
diseases and whatever is injurious get to be exhausted due to
menstruation. And there will be damage to the foetus because
a part of its diet becomes the milk. Therefore, for the sake of
child and feeding lady, during the feeding period, it is essential
to take care of it. Hence, Hakeem Jalinoos (Galen) states that
during intercourse the milk becomes destroyed and due to
hotness and anxiety, there happens the decreasement in the
matter and quality of it i.e. this milk got vitiation. And the baby
becomes diseased by consuming this vitiated milk. So, during
this period the surrogate feeding lady should be restrained to
consume the hot, sour and bitter articles and always should be
happy so that the constitution and volume of the milk get to be
increased. Thus when the surrogate lactating mother becomes
exhausted and sluggish, there is change in the milk also.
Therefore, if there is no any hurdle then do not feed the baby
for these days and three nights of the birth, until the baby starts
weeping and movements. Moreover, the crying and movement
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of the baby itself produce reasoning for real demand and
providing the movements to his throat and stomach, produces
the relaxation. And whenever the baby is feeded, first of all the
surrogate feeder should squeeze away some drops of the milk.
After that the nipple should be entered into the mouth of the
baby, so that, he starts to suck it, make habit to feed two or
three times in a day, and feed in a little volume, so that there
should be inclination towards feeding step by step.

Before feeding one drop of honey or jullab to be dropped
in his mouth. The nipple of the breast should be massaged
gently than put into his mouth, so that feeding becomes easy
and there will be no harm to his mouth and throat. And on the
basis of experience, physicians have observed who feed first
time to the baby and he becomes calm and tranquil, this child
will be grown up calm and less talkative. Weeping of child
before feeding upto one year or more is fruitful. The baby
should be feeded one week through his right side and another
week through his left side, so that both side should get the equal
position and composition. When the baby becomes calm after
feeding, it means he was hungry. And if he does not become
calm or doesnot take milk then undoubtedly he is suffering
from any pain or distress, or there is fear or horror in his
temperament. In this condition, it should be redressed
immediately, so its treatment does not become difficult. In this
condition, don’t feed profusely so that it should not become
the cause of convulsions. If feeded more then it should be cared
the quantity should be less. It should not be so, that the blood
got vitiated and become the cause of fullness, flatulence and
Riyah-e-Ghaleez. The symptoms and identification of this
condition is that the urine becomes white, its treatment is that
feeding should be stopped for one day so that due to hotness
of hunger that matter gets resolved. And if she (surrogate
lactating mother) gets such disease which is painful e.g. severe
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purgation or constipation etc. which produces the morbidity
then at this juncture, she should take medication, don’t take
medicines without any disease. When the child is feeded
completely and become sleep, then his cradle should be moved
gently, so that whatever morbidity has been produced due to
this milk got resolved. After that he should be brought outside
and washed with water, and rub a little oil. And second time
put him into cradle and second time the cradle should be
swinged for sometime with gentle rhymes, because the
melodies rhymes are very beneficial to these babies. If such
surrogate feeding mother acquainted with all such qualities
could not be available, the baby should be feeded with the milk
of cow or sheep which is young and good in temperament and
first time delivered. And it’s diet should be purely green fodder,
so that this milk will be beneficial and useful. And the diet and
feeding of the surrogate feeder should also be cared. And the
hot diets like karafs, Gandna, Khardal, Badrooj, Charchata, seer and
Busl should be restricted because these are responsible for
deficiency of milk and by consuming of there articles these
appears weakness and headache. But Nana (podina) and other
eatable like Ghee of the cow, wheat flour and barley are free
from suspection. Khandroos which is Roman wheat, the flesh of
male or female baby goat, Angoor, Anjeer, Kahoo and fresh fish
which inhabits into fast flowing water and Maghze Badam
should be taken regularly (Allah knows the right course).

Fifth (5th) Chapter of I Part
Knowing the decrease or increment and good or
badness (Rectification & vitiousness) of the milk

It should be kept in mind, the physicians state that the
milk will be Moatadil al Qiwam i.e. equal in respect of Leenat
(softness) &Salabat (hardness), Ghilzat (concentration) and
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Riqqat (dilution). And its taste is sweat and fragrant not bitter.
And its colour denote the extreme whiteness, means extreme
white in colour. And free from blackishness, greenishness,
yellowishness, bluishness and redness, moreover, the foul
smell, bad taste and froaths are not appeared in it, and if due
the milk becomes vitiated due to grief or putrifaction then it’s
taste becomes sour (bitter) and inclined to hotness. Hence, when
we mix it in the water then the appearance (mark) of it becomes
evident on the surface of water And when the baby consumes
it, the burning sensation is felt in his stomach. And the phlegm
which appears, possess the saltish and bad taste. And when
mix with water, it settles down, and its temperament becomes
different. And if it is mixed with another article, then the mixed
characters of both will be appeared. And some people have
the opinion that if the drop of the milk is dropped on the nail
and if it get sustained, it is thick or moderate, and if it is not
sustained, it will be thin in consistency. Therefore, for surrogate
feeder, such regimens should be adopted that the milk become
thicker. And if the milk becomes very thick then the surrogate
feeder should be given Mulattifat i.e. the articles make milk
thin e.g. Sikanjabean, so that it produces the milk of good quality.
In morning, she should take bath with warm water. And during
summer it will be better to take bath with saltish water. And
when the summer is over, her hands, legs, chest and back
should be massaged moderately; and there is more hotness in
the milk then she should be given Sikanjbean-e-Bazoori and
Fodnaji or use Zoofa, Hasha, fresh Satar, Nankhwah and salted
fish. The use of Turb (Raddish) is very useful and beneficial in
diet, and she should be instructed for vomiting with Sikanjbean
and moderate exercise, so that the consistency of the milk
becomes moderate after getting mixed with these articles.
Sometimes, the temperament of the surrogate lactating another
will be hot, in such condition she should be given as diet the
Aarad-e-Jau, Maghz-e-Tukhme Khayarain, Khurfa, Khashkhash,
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KunjadMuqassher and Qand. And Sharab-e-Sikanjabean and
Sharab-e-Angoori should be given sometime in combination or
sometime in single form. And if the milk is thin then such
regimens should be adopted that it become thick. And prevent
from movement and exercises and she should be given the
following dietary articles as diet e.g. Hareera, Kalla, Paya, the
flesh of the young shegoat, meat of hegoat and Sareed. Sometime
she will refuse to take sweet syrup, then give some other thing
or give Sharbat-e-Angoor which is known as Dostab, and let her
sleep most of the time. And as far as the question arises of the
deficiency of milk, it might be happened due to some reasons,
especially due to intake of dry and hot articles, the milk
becomes very deficient. And if the milk becomes deficient very
deficient. And if the milk becomes deficient due to Anaemia
or less dietary intake then she should be feeded regularly and
repeatedly. Such diets are here, e.g. Sheera-e-Nakhala-e-Gandum-
o-Jau to be mixed with Tukhm-e-Raziyana, Shibbat and Shooneez,
and to be taken. In the same way the meat of healthy birds,
Zardak, Shalgham, half fried egg yolk and kabab etc. will be
beneficial. And Aab-e-Badiyan possesses all qualities of
increasing the quantity of milk. And take Kishneez, Shaqaqul
Misri, Kharikhasak, 3derham each to be ground with milk and
sugar and to be eaten. And Sharbat Maul usoolincreases, the
milk, and the flatulence and flatus in the abdomen of the baby
get resolved. The composition is this – Post Beekhe Karafs, Post
Beskh-eBadiyan, Post Beekh-e-Kibr, Post Beekh-e-Kasni, 3 misqual
each crushed Badiyan, Anisoon, Tukhme kasni, 2 misqual each
and Qand 70 misqual, to be boiled and take the Qiwam after
cleaning, this should be given to the surrogate feeder to eat.
And if the baby is one year old, then he/she should also be
given. Or the surrogate mother should take out the milk from
the uddars of buffalo or sheep to drink, it will increase the milk.
And, mix the brain of the fowl and Turangbeen in the Qiwam,
and take, it will increase the quantity of milk. If the fried head
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of Mahie Shor mixed with Ghee of the cow or sharab, after
cleaning to be taken, it will be the basis of increment of the
milk or Raziyana, Namake-e-Sang and Zeera to be ground, in
equal proportion, and takewith such buttermilk which is sweet,
it will increase the milk. And if Nakhala-e-Gandum and Turb,
dissolved in the Sharab, and to be eaten, it will be the cause of
increment of the milk. Or Tukhm-e-shibbat 03 Angia, Tukhme-
Hind Ququa and tukhme Gandana one Auquia each, Tukhme
Aspast and Hulba two Auquia each, which will be 15 misqual
mix all these items with Usara-e-Raziyanaj and honey, then
drink, it will increase the milk. To eat Nana (podina) and
massage of the breast gently will be the cause of increment of
milk. Sometimes, it will happen that the cause of deficiency of
milk will be Amraz-e-Hadda (acute disease) or domination of
excavation  or domination of blood or excessive menstruation
or the morbidity of the basic constituents of the food or dirt or
weakness, due to this Kaimoos is not formed or unsuitable
movements of the body or unnecessary use of the body on the
disturbances in the temperament constitute and narrowness
of the breast, which due to dryness, makes it hard and dry, or
the cause of deficiency of milk, happens due to Imtala e Ratoobat.

And the milk which becomes vitiated due to morbidity
of the composition of blood, it’s identification is that there is
domination of all mixed articles and alteration of temperament
over this milk. However, Sheer-e-Safrawi is of yellow coloured,
irritant, hot and pungent in taste and Sheer-e-Balghami is sky
bluish in colour, saltish or sour in taste, and Sheer-e-Saudavi
will be viscid blackish in colour or in such a colour which
appears densely after thickness of any material. And the best
milk according to consistency and colour will be moderate. The
taste of it will be pleasant and the smell will be fragrant, as per
the principles of healthy animals. And whatever the
disturbance will appear in the temperament of breast, weakness
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and hardness and dryness of the flesh of the breast, that will
be the evidence of excess of hotness of the temperament or
constitution of the breast. In the same way the softness,
increment in the size and appearance of the bluish vessels over
it, will be the evidence of coldness and moistness in it. Hence,
for such condition the regimen for treatment will be identically
the same as the regimen of the treatment of removal of
weakness. To fulfill these purposes, from the all above
mentioned reasons, for each and every reason, the principle of
treatment will be based upon the diet. And in this regimen
and treatment, what beneficial and experienced medicament
is, as follows –

And every such item increases the blood and rectify it,
will be beneficial for milk also. And every such thing which is
harmful to it, that will be harmful to the milk. And if the
surrogate lactating mother got affected with cold temperament,
she should drink the soup of the gram and the flour of barley
which is to be given in equal quantity, don’t take it. The thick
Sheera of Jau and Gandum one Darham, Tukhme Badiyan, mixed
withTukhme khashkhash3 derham, and to be given with fresh milk.
And Tukhme chuqandar, Tukhme Badiyan, Shibbat and …..
provides complete benefit in increasing the milk. And if there
is deficiency of milk due to vitiation within the milk and due
to that humour which is dominated over the milk. Therefore,
if there is domination of safra in the milk, the feature is that
there will be greenness, hotness and thinness. Then its treatment
will be by cleansing of the body by using Chahar sharbat.
Therefore, she should consume Sharbat-e-Sikanjabean, Leemun,
Naranj, Sheera-e-khurfa (juice of Lobia or Baqla), Aas Sumaq, Aab-
e-Anarain and Ghora. And if the presenting features in the milk
denote the presence of phlegm such as the whiteness, liquidity
and sourness in the milk, then the treatment of this, is that the
body should be cleansed through Mushilat-e-Balgham, and the
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surrogate lactating mother should be provided to eat the
Sikanjabeen e Buzoori and after meal, make it to vomit by giving
Aab-e-Shibbat and Asal, and provide to eat her that soup which
contains Darchini and ….., it will benefit. And if there is vitiation
in the milk due to the Saudavi matters, which is represented as
there is blackness and thickness in the milk, then the treatment
of it, is expulsion of Saudavi matters from the body. And take
Ashrab Ratab which is inclined towards hotness, and take the
oily soup of young fowl and flesh of sheep. And if the cause of
the alteration of temperament is Majari-e-Badan or breasts, then
diagnose by touching both breast, if it denotes the hotness, then
she should be given articles like Kashk-u-shaeer and Isfanakh in
the diet. And there is obstruction due to the application of
leeches over the area below the breasts, then these seeds such
as Tarbooz, Kharboooza and Gajar will be sufficient. And if there
is excess of the milk beyond the limits and becomes oozing
and reaches near vitiation then it is suitable to make deduction
in the diet of the surrogate feeder. And she should be given to
eat such articles which are less nutritious so that it produce
less milk e.g. Aas, Sumaq, Ghora, Leemun and similar sour
articles. And Murdar sang mixed with Sirka and Roghan-e-Gul
to be rubbed on the bust, it will calm down the hotness of milk.
Or Zohra with Sirka or Gil-e-Armani with Sirkacooked with
Masoor Dal, or Sirkawith Aabe shor, to be eaten it will benefit
or, Baqla, Aarad-e-Hulba, Gulab should be rubbed with Roghane
gul, it will decrease the milk. And she should be given to eat
Zeera, Saddab in single or compound form, or mix Pancha and
Adas and give to eat, it will decrease the milk. If the milk is
having bad smell then its treatment should be done by Sharab-
e-Reehani. For eating Zard Aaloo, Kankar and Alwarish in this
condition will provide complete relief. It is essential to feed
her/him articles having pleasant smell. If this disease is
produced due to extrinsic cause, the baby should not be feeded,
so that the baby should not be affected with any disease due to
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this cause. The flour of Gandum and Baqla, mixed with Roghane
Gul and water, to be pasted on the breast, it is very beneficial
in deficiency of milk. If she is having very hot temperament,
then the liniment of Loab-e-Aspghol to be applied on the breasts.
However, whenever apply the above mentioned Tila or Zimad,
first of all the breasts should be amptied from the milk, so that
the vitiated milk should not be clotted within the breast, it may
lead to abcess. And if, sometimes, due to hot temperament,
the milk gets solidified within the breast, then apply the
liniment of Roghan-e-Banafsha, or Mom Bee wax, Roghane
Banafsha, Kishneez NarmandShakh e-khurfashould be crushed in
a mortar and this Zimad (Bandage) to be tied over the breast.
And sometimes pasting of Tila prepared from Sirka and Roghane
Gul over the breast, resolve the solidified milk in the breast. If
the milk is not solidified due to coldness of temperament then
Mom to be mixed with Roghane Qust or Sosan to be applied as
liniment. And crushed Hulba mixed with Roghane Gul and Sirka,
to be plastered on the breast, it provides relief. And if Fodnaj is
cooked until it becomes like extract or prepare the Zimad
(plaster) of Mom, Roghan, it will be beneficial, and take the moist
articles e.g. Raziyanajor its fresh twig or its seeds etc., eating of
it is also beneficial. And tieing of the liniment prepared from
crushed Kharateen is bizarre and beneficial. Apply Zimad
prepared after crushing and filtering Arad-e-Jau, Hulba, Karnab
and Tukhme katan, and abstain from nutritious diet and articles.
And the articles coagulate the milk like Fad-e-
zaharHaiwanishould not be given. But it is better to give …..
dissolved in Sirka. And the lukewarm Nutool (spurting) should
be performed over the bust with such water boiled with
Qaisoom, Namaam, Baboona and Banafsha. And if the thickened
milk in the breast got putrified, then Salaq should be cooked
until it reaches to …. Then . it should be mixed and crushed
with Maghz-e-Nan, Arad-e-Baqla and dry bred, and apply as
Zimad, but every day, several times and freshly prepared, so
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that it gots relieved shortly. And it will be beneficial to
foment….. with hot water ….. And if there is inflammation in
the breast due to consolidation of milk; the sign and symptom
of it is that both breasts will be tender, painful, red in colour,
hard and swelling essentially will be there. The treatment of it
is that Khurfa, getting wet with Gulab and Sirka, to be passed
(apply) over it. And if there is extreme hotness then Arad-e-
Baqla, Arad-e-jau, Mighas mixed with Aab-e-kishneez, Aab-e-khurfa
and Safaidi-e-Murgh, to be tied as tila (liniment). And if the pain
and tenderness is localized, then prepare the zimad of
resolvents. And if the pain and tenderness in the whole mass
then Munzijat to be used, and after that it should be opened.
And if the blood coagulates in the breast then resolve it with
Arad-e-Baqla and Asal, and boil Bazarkatan in water and wash
the bust with this water. At this juncture the baby should not
be feeded so that he/she should not get affected with any
distress. And if there appears glandular hardness or lump in
the breast then make tila with Roghan-e-Banafsha, zarda and
Baiza-e-murgh. And if Roghan-e-kunjad, a little sirka and crushed
Saddab, is rubbed over the breast, there will be relief (Allah
knows Better).

Sixth Chapter of First Part

Regimen of Qitam i.e. (weaning) Refrain the
child from feeding

It should be kept in mind, before weaning, the child
should be accustomed to taste such diets to which the parents
are used to, so that until the child refrain from the feeding, he
should have been accustomed to other diets. In the same way
the diet should be increased gradually. And the light articles
mixed with the milk, and cooled as much as milk, should be
given to eat. And the half fried hen’s egg mixed with the milk
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to be given to eat, and reduce the feeding of milk, thereafter
refrain from the milk. Because if we refrain suddenly from the
milk then there will appear the dryness in the body of the child.
After that let it be relaxed, until the child feels nausea and
vomiting then delay the diet, till the nausea reaches near to the
digestion. After that wash the child with lukewarm water, a
little later give him the diet. And the milk of the surrogated
mother to the child should not be given regularly i,e. sometime,
during day time and sometime during night, and sometime
neither during the day time nor during night, till the child
forgets the feeding completely, the feeding baby has the choice
of duration of feeding i.e. feed the baby from one year to two
years. Because, before one year their digestive power is not
more than this, and their basic organs are still immature and
not brought up completely. And after two years they need and
ask for more diet because their digestion becomes more
powerful. Therefore, the physicians understood this period
lawful. And some people stated that the children become
effectionate very much with milk and breast, therefore, before
them, there should be revealing of condemnation and harm of
breasts e.g. colour the breast with black ink so that he becomes
afraid of it and a little Sibr or any other bitter but harmless
thing to be rubbed over the breast so that due to the basis of
disgust and fear, he quits the feeding, and doesnot become
distressed and engrieved due to dissociation from it. And keep
away the desire and fondness of milk from him,and keep busy
his tabiyat (nature) with his favourite articles, and if gets hungry
during night then give him the light diets to eat and mind it
that the diet should be passed through his stomach, and if feel
thirst, then he should be given water to drink, especially juice
of the sweet pomegranate. After that upto a particular duration
the diet of the child should be prepared separately and
differently, and on few times, give to eat as his/her desire, keep
an eye on his bad habits also, he should be showed the eating
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articles, and to keep him inclined, if it is understood that he
desires food, and the children like him, and himself, and other
children than him, should be kept busy in suitable games, good
lullaby and suitable incitements, so that there should not be
worry of …… and the best and suitable weaning season for
children is spring, and if needed then summer season, and at
end of winter season, it can be weaned. But in between the
forty days of summer and winter season, the weaning is
harmful. Because during summer, there appear severe diarrhea
and during winter, due to the thirst, on consuming the cold
water, there appears indigestion and harmful effects on the
stomach. The harmful effects during summer is even more than
the winter. And if there is need of weaning during this period
e.g. if there is no lactation in the child’s mother or surrogate
lactating mother or she got a long standing disease then it is
essential at this juncture to refrain the child from feeding during
summer and winter. As far as the summer season is concerned,
the articles quenching the thirst to be dried in Aabe Qabiz and
to be given him hourly as the buttermilk of sweet water, Aaab-
e-Tukhme khayar, Bartang, Aab-e-kadu, the water of unripe fruit,
Sheera-e-khurfa, Boorani khurfa, Maast (curd) and Pulao wa khushka
with the curd and Naan with the curd, are the suitable diets for
them. In the same, Aroonia with curd and buttermilk, roasted
young fowl or Pulao and Khushka……. will be better to give
with Anardana. And Aas, Anardana, Mutton and rice with Podina
will also be beneficial. And to be refrained totally from excessive
fats and laxatives. And the soft place of the head, his legs and
hand should be moved daily (do massage), and Nishasta, Gulab
dissolved in Sirka to be applied as liniments, the thirst of the
baby………………….

And to eat from the fruits, watermelon, sour sweet
pomegranate, Muskmelon, Shaftaloo, Behi Tursh, Sour Apple and
sour Guava and at noon to make sit him in the sour buttermilk
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of cow and to wash his body with this, will be better and
beneficial. And if in the peak of winter season, the child is
weaned,then delicious, hot and mildly cooled diet to be given
to child to eat. Refrain from cold diet and drink, and the milk,
rice, Hareesa, ground meat, the bread cooked in milk and honey
to be given to him to eat, especially those diets which can be
chewed easily, to be given him to eat, e.g. the inner part of the
bread dipped in honey and the water mixed with the sharbat
(syrup), dipped in the milk only, to be given him to eat. From
fruits, the sweet pomegranate, sweet apple, sweet Behi, sweet
Guava will be better to give him to eat. If find the softness in
the temperament of the children, then the Qabiz
(astringent)diets and fruits to be given to him to eat, and refrain
totally from the cold fruits, because regular use of it produces
the bladder stone, and fish or chicken should not be given to
him to eat, because it causes the epilepsy. The children should
also be supervised and cared very effectively, should be tried
best for the sake of uprightness and goodness of etiquettes, so
that be protected from any harm. They should be behaved with
gentleness, softness and delicacy. His desire or whatever he
likes at the utmost, it should be fulfilled. He should be cared
for his fun and frolic and comfort, and he should not be
forbidden for running but till the time when there is excess
perspiration and keep aloof from heat, his tiredness, jumping
and leaping, so that his body organs should not get harm. It is
better when the times reaches to the standing of the baby and
the child desires to get up from the floor and try to more than
refrain from violent pull and shake, and don’t put to
inconvenience to walk himself until he standsup with his own
will, firstly sit him on the floor and put soft articles beneath
him. At this time to provide the vigour to their liver. Behi and
Amrood e Sheereen for stomach, Seb for heart, Turshi Reewas,
Buttermilk, Aaloo and likewise articles, to be used.And oftenly,
to remove their hotness and tiredness, Khayar Madrang, Kahoo
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and likewise articles to be used. Besides, occasionally these
articles will be proved beneficial and suitable to produce
coldness and moistness in their temperament, hot and dry
articles are totally harmful to clean the kidney and urinary
bladder, kharbooz and Tarbooz will be suitable and beneficial.
For the same purpose, Tukhme Jundain mixed with a little
Bediyan and Shakar, crushed and to be used, will also be
beneficial. In relation to the children’s diseases and their
treatment every such article which is felt unpleasant to their
nature of hate, refrain from these. Don’t adopt any hard
regimen against their nature and temperament, since, their
nature is very delicate and it is very harmful due to mismatch
of the temperament. The condition of the sucking baby should
be considered (equated) with the conditions of lactating mother.
Because, most of their diseases are ractified by the treatment
of lactating  mother and just caring the feeding and milk. When
the baby starts to talk, it is suitable to take him very gently in
elegant and clear language, and train him to talk. And if delays
in talking then the honey to be rubbed below his tongue daily
in morning with a finger. Or put the …… and ….. on his tongue
so that salivation takes place. And in diet Zeera and Saatar, or
everything similar to this, to be used. In the same waykeep
away the hard diets and every thing which he likes, do not
remove away before him, so that becomes pleased natured and
cheerful. And every thing to which he hates cannot bring before
him never ever, so that do not happened to be displeased
natured. Take care of grief and pains. And let him eat more
than the usual daily dose but don’t put much diet before him
at one time, give a little so that his sight becomes satisfied and
the willingness gets satiated. Keep away from him the turbid
water, hard, dry and bitter diets so that there should not be
produced the stones and sand in his kidneys. And when the
child gets up from the sleep, leave him, so that he may do fun
and frolic for some time. Then after fun and frolic, give him
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food to eat. After that make busy him in playing. Don’t give
him water or Sharbat to him to drink during this period so
that his nature becomes accustomed. And wash his body with
warm water so that his development and growth should be in
a better way.

Second Part
(In relation to the diseases of the children, its
clinical features and management)
Second part is comprised of 45 chapters based upon the diseases
of the children their symptoms and management.

Chapter I is regarding the regimens for the diseases of the
children

It should be kept in mind, whenever the temporary or
external disease appears in the body of the children then inspect
the lactating mother and her milk thoroughly. If the disease is
due to lactating mother, her regimenal treatment should be
understood essentially, thereafter the child to be treated. But
some physicians stated that even to the disease is not due to
the illness of lactating mother both should be treated. But it
should be diagnosed that if the disease of the child is due to
the morbidity of the blood, then the surrogated lactating mother
shou l d  be t r eated  w i th  Fasd (venesection) and Hejamat
(cupping) as per the severity of the disease, and the requirement
of their status. Therefore, if there is domination of the causes
of Safra (yellow bile), then she should be given Mushil and
Mulayyine Safra. And if it is due to morbidity of Balgham
(Phlegm) then give her Mushil-e-Balgham and its resolvent, and
make use of suitable diets. And if due to Sauda (Black bite),
then eliminate out Sauda from her. And at the time of
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medication, especially Mushilate Qawi (strong purgatives), the
child should not be feeded from the surrogate lactating mother.
If the surrogate lactating mother becomes ill, the child to be
refrained from her feeding. If the Murzea (surrogate lactating
mother) gets purgation then there will be need of Qabiz
(Astringents) drugs. Hence, in this condition too (or this day
also), don’t feed the baby from her. And if the baby is not
feeding, due to purgation, from the surrogate lactating mother
having the disease of constipation, then it is lawful to feed. In
the same way if the surrogate lactating mother is needed the
Muqai (emetic) drug or there is vomiting itself automatically,
then all the prevention and precautions should be implemented
which are stated in relation to feeding i.e. the child should not
be feeded. Now I start to state those diseases which very oftenly
happened to the children.

Chapter II

In the description of Sara (Epilepsy) and
Ummussibyan

Sara (epilepsy) and Ummussibyan which is resembling
to Sara, rather it is the real epilepsy. And Tashannuj
(convulsions) which is occurred in small children, rather in
children having moist temperament. Very oftenly due to
ascending the Safravi fever to the brains or this disease also
occurred due to abundance of Balgham (Phlegm). Some persons
call it as Ummussibyan. If some one got affected with this disease
in childhood and he got relieved, then during his rest of the
period of life cannot be saved from epilepsy. It is said if someone
is not affected with this disease in childhood, then it may
happen at other times. And if it is not happened at another
time, likely may occurred at the time of exodus i.e. death. The
sign and symptoms of this disease is that there is convulsions
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in extremities, spreading of yellowness over the face, coming
of froaths from the mouth and respiration becomes rapid,
disappearance of blackishness of the eyes and appearance of
whiteness in place of it, moreover, the colour of the other organs
of the body appears like a dead body. The treatment of this
disease is – Jund Bedastar, zeera and Saater to be ground and
mix sugar three times in it, to be given with water or mothers
milk, and powdered Oodsaleeb to be given to eat, and a broken
piece of it to be ingested in throat, will provide complete relief
or 10 derham Aqarqarha to be ground and sieved through a cloth,
and ten derham khall (vinegar) mixed with 20 derham cleaned
honey, after coming the foams, grind in a mortar, so that it
becomes like a Majoon after getting mixed to each other, after
that 10 derham, to be eaten from it or the bone of the skull of a
dead person to be ground and sieved, and mix with one derham
Aqargarh and clean honey, to be used as per need. This remedy
is trialed and one of the selected remedy of the most of
physician. And after rubbing Qaisoom and mixing with honey
is made to be licked by the child, will provide good relief. And
Barzahra and Bak to be applied in both eyes as Surma and the
feeding mother to be restrained from sour articles and flatulent
artilces. And if the disease occurs more than once, increasing
to thrice then manage it completely and as per rule, so that the
disease should not become chronic. Sometime Safra
(yellowishness) becomes dominant in this disease,in such
condition, Mutaffiat-e-Safra i.e. use the articles clear away Safra,
and the things which are written for this disease, will be
beneficial. It is said that a baby got affected with this disease
more than three times, a pearl was red hottened and the
forehead of that baby was cauterized by this pearl on in between
the eye brows, by this hot sensation, the patient become
conscious immediately and the disease was not relapsed
further. And if cauterized in the same manner with the dung/
drifting of sheep or goat will be beneficial, on the same way.
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And if Jundebedaster is rubbed inner and outside of ear, near
the nostril, over the palm and sole, will be beneficial. And Paneer
maya-e-khargosh, half Dang to one Dang, dissolved in water is
specifically beneficial, its order has been described during the
description of Ishal. During first month of the disease the
movement and severity is more. Therefore, if the baby when
got this disease second time and the way to get rid of this
disease is still unknown, it is needed in first month that the
fumigation of Jundebedaster to be given. Moreover, it should be
sprinkled over his cradle/place and clothing and a little to be
given to eat. And when during the early days of the month, he
weeps without any reason or becomes mischiveous or becomes
a little careless, then these children will be affected with Sara
(Epilepsy). Therefore, on appearance of these symptoms and
signs, the care will be inevitable. During the treatment of the
child, it should be cared that he should not be exposed with
intense light i.e. keep him away from this. In addition to that
he should be forbidden to travel in about hearing of loud sound,
to visit such a high place which possess unexplained depth i.e.
very high place, psychic disturbances, excessive sleeping and
excessive awakening. He should be cared, after getting up from
sleep, he should be engaged with work regularly. During these
days his body should be massaged extensively. He and the
feeding mother should be forbidden for the beef, mutton,
….and  pyrogenic articles, and forbidden for the articles which
thickened, liquify or make vicious to the milk. The coitus should
not be done with the feeding lady of this child. Try to remove
normalize Safra i.e. yellowness and to normalize the
temperament of this child. It is inevitable to forbid hot
surrounding, weeping articles and Safra producing substances.
And if the child is breast feeded, the temperament of the lady
feeder should be cleaned. And she should be given the diet
which normalizes Safra and these should be given with Fad-e-
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Zahar Haiwaniwith milk or buttermilk. Tying the extremities
or cupping on ankles will be beneficial.

Chapter III
Continuous Sneezing

Infact it appears due to inflammation (around) nearly
to the brain of the children. It should be treated by cooling of
brain with the application of cold liniment and with the
massage of suitable oils and extracts e.g. oil of Kadoo and the
extracts of Barge makoe, BergekishneezwithRoghan-e-Banafsha and
Roghan-e-kishneez. Second cause of the sneezing, the cause of
the second type of sneezxing is that there will be no
inflammation nearby the brain, hence, in this condition, Reehan
(Badrooj) to be rubbed and make solution, this solution to be
dripped into nostrils, will be beneficial. Moreover the water
which comes out during the roasting of sheeps kidneys, if luke
warmed and dripped into patient’s nostril, will be beneficial.
A child got affected with continuous sneezing for three days
and nights, until he reached near to death, physicians done
every efforts but could not relieved. A person said that crush
the sugar and leaf of zafran mix together and make to eat and
pass through the nose. Therefore, the same was done, thus the
child got relieved.

Chapter IV
Regarding the thirst
Utash, infact is a type of inflammation which appears on the
membrane of the brain of these children. The clinical and
distinguishing feature of this disease is that the location of the
brain becomes distant and separated from the soft place of the
head and its effect appear on eye and throat. Moreover, the
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body of the patient becomes pale in colour and inspite of taking
plenty of water, does not get satiated quenched his thirst, this
is known as utaas. Its treatment is done through coldness and
moistness (Tabreed-o-Tarteeb) of the brain. Therefore, slice fresh
kadoo and kheera (cucumber) and mix the extracts of the leaves
of Enabussalab, Khurfa and kishneez with a little of Roghan Gul
and Sirka, and put upon the soft site of the head (fontenelle).
And mix the hen’s egg white with Roghan-e-Gul and apply this
liniment over his head. In the same way the Nishasta (starch
taken from wheat) to be applied as liniment with Roghan-e-Gul
and Enabussalab or only Roghane Gul, will provide relief. And
Banafsha to be ground with fresh leaves of Hina, apply bandage
of it will also be suitable and the child to be feeded with
Tabasheermixed with the seeds of khurfa after roasting and
grinding it. And wash his body with Kharpazah, Khar-e-Shatur
or fresh buttermilk of cow or the water of Kharpaza, and to apply
Hina on his palm and sole, and his hands and legs should be
kept in cold water. And the diet of the child and his feeding
mother should be cooling and moistening to the brain e.g.
Quliya of the fowl, Kadoo, Palak, Kashkusshaeer and like wise
articles etc. Sometimes, it will also be happened that these will
get Warm-e-Har (Acute inflammation) on the site of brain, then
the treatment of this disease will be beneficial with the same
treatments.

Chapter V
(Regarding Convulsions)

Mostly it appears due to Fasad-e-Hazm (digestive
disturbance) or due to severity of nervous weakness, especially
such persons whose body is very viscid and moist treat it with
the massage of Roghan-e-Sosan, or Roghan-e-Hina or Roghan-e-
Khairi. And use the decoction of Qisa-ul-Himar and remove what
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is there in the form of burning/distress. Therefore, after
Hummiyat-e-Har (Hot fevers) there will be produced a heaviness
of severe emesis (Evacuation), and it appears slowly. Its
treatment is Tafreeq i.e. means it should be through separation
i.e. Roghane Banafsha with only Roghan-e Badam or mix Mom (in
equal parts) to be massaged lukewarm on the scalp and his
body (skin) to be rubbed with it, and the patient to be kept in
such place where there, air to be inclined toward hotness and
moistness, and the feeding mother to be given soft and hot
articles to be eaten. And sustainable efforts to be done remove
the effects of burning and emesis (evacuation). And sometimes
it will be happened that due to dryness and insomnia
(sleeplessness), the child will weep aggressively, the treatment
of this is shayaf-e-khasakand keep the child silent through tricks
and evasions, give the mukhaddirat. The feeding mother to be
given to eat the mukhaddirat (intoxicants) and make sleep the
child as stated earlier in the description of insomnia. By
upholding these regimens, if there is appearance of the
domination of moistness (wetness) in the temperament of the
child and/or feeding mother then its treatment to be done by
producing dryness in the temperament of the child and feeding
mother. For this purpose repeated use of wet and hot shayyafat
will be beneficial and better. And the feeding mother essentially
to be feeded with Naan (Bread) and Asal (honey) or she should
be given to eat the Nakhud Aab and pana and instead of water,
the syrup made from honey to be used. And the massage of
the child with hot and dry oil will be beneficial. And the
convulsions which appear due to fever and even the fever
persists then this fever will be fatal. Moreover, the nerves
become stretched during the status of anxiety and restlessness
of the child and the pain they feel during dentition or the
digestion becomes weak, the treatment of all these ailments is
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eventually based on the appearance of teeth fastly, these
regimes will be discussed afterward.

Sixth Chapter
Regarding Insomnia and ill nature of the
children

When the causes of the indisposition appeared, then it’s
treatment is that a little Junde Bedastermake to be sniffed to the
child and also give to eat, it will provide relief completely. And
he should be engaged in pleasant songs and pathetic lullaby
and it will beneficial to make him a little fearful. If there is
needed strong regimens then soften his abdomen with Shayyaf-
e-Mulayyin. And his nerves and abdomen to be massaged
efficiently. And to be cared sufficiently regarding his goodwill
and pleasure, and fulfill his desire or provide the article into
which he has interest, and the feeding mother to be given this
pill to eat, the details of it are as follows –

Zinjabeel 01 Misqal, Rewand two misqal, Joz-e-Masal three
misqal, grind and sieve all these items add twice of it the Honey
so as to make Majoon so that the pills are made and use as per
requirement, and the feeding mother to be given pills to eat,
details of these are as follows –

Darchini, Badiyan, Filfil, Jozboa, Mastagi one part of each and
Mushk 3 parts, Kundur 1½  part and Joz masil, all to be ground
and sieved  and make majoon mixing with honey and make
gram sized pills and use, give milk to the child after one hour,
if needed more, the child also to be given from these pills
dissolved in milk, or give to eat Post-e-khashkhash safed, Tukhme
safed and tukhme kok, with milk, in addition to that syrup of
Khashkhash will also be beneficial, and keep the roasted
Shahdana, tukhme kahoo and Khaskhash in a bag and its smell to
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be carried to the nose of the child so that it produce sleep, and
it will be suitable to keep it near the child’s pillow. And massage
with Tukhmekhas Banafsha, kadoo and Roghane Khashkhash over
both temples, in the centre of the head and both shoulders. In
the same way prepare Qalia of Sheera khashkhash and Kok and
give him to eat. Soemtimes mediated with amulet and prayers.
If there is ill temper, insomnia and bewailing without any
reason then its treatment to be done with extremely humbleness
and politeness through inducing sleep by the massage with
oil.

Seventh chapter
Regarding Fear/Nightmare

If the cause of it is that the child got feared during
awakening by any person or article and getting feared during
sleep with this, it should be keenly observed and try to remove
this fear from the child’s brain by tricks and evasional regimes.
And if it’s cause is the fullness of stomach due to its disease,
the sensory faculty becomes unmatched and changed due to it
and Quwwate Musawwira (imagination power) and Q.
Mutakhayyila (Faculty of thought and Imagination) becomes
vicious due to viscid bukharat which make brimful to the brain
and troubles it, due to this fearful images and faces appear
during sleep. The treatment of it is that the feeding mother to
be administered Ghiza-e-Lateef (light diets), and the regimens
which are stated regarding the insomnia of the children, to be
applied here also. Leave the child after taking food so that he
becomes sleep himself. And if he does not desire, then move
his cradle sufficiently so that the food becomes dissolved and
digested, likewise, Mastagi to be crushed in a small Naan (bread)
and given, will be beneficial. Besides, in this condition amulet
will provide complete relief. It is said that Billor-e-Aala (a type
of glass) and the skin of the forehead of donkey to be hanged
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near the child, will subside the disease of nightmare and
insomnia of the child. The child gets relief if the shahd (honey)
one finger is made to be licked to the child daily on empty
stomach. Likewise, the persons whose disease has been reached
to the status of  Kaboos (this is a condition which happened to
the sleeping persons like that the person got terrified (feared)
by seeing a fearful face or emergency trouble during the sleep/
dreams, and his total body becomes rigid, inspite of that he
makes shout and screams but the voice does not come out. The
disease in Arabic knowns as “Zaghoota’ and in Persian ‘Sagacha’,
then it is needed to make sniff Junde Bedaster to them at bed
time. And the treatment which is stated in the description of
Epilepsy, to be carried out. And sometimes the abdomen should
be evacuated on retiring with the Shyafof soap.

Eight chapter
Frightening of the child during day time with
any object and awakefulness

The treatment of this condition is that, if possible, make
the child fearless and bold/brave against such thing by which
he has frightened. Make him friendly with such object. In first
situation, the water after washing the rice to be given to drink
him, he will get relief. And burn the kharchang(crab), grind
roasted khurfa mix with Nabat and give to eat, he will be
relieved. And Amulet etc. will also be beneficial in this disease
according to earlier stated principles. And by the different ways
of tricks and evasions, he should be engaged to such extent
that he forgets his fear/fright. Otherwise he will yet fever due
to fear, in such condition carryout the treatment of Yaumiya
Bukhar.
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Ninth Chapter
R e g a r d i n g  b l u i sh n ess  o f  t h e  e y e s  o f  t h e  ch i l d r e n

Means regarding that bluishness of the eye which is
abnormal and unsuitable. Its treatment is that during the  chilla
period (40 days, after the delivery), every week, a few times
Zafran and Mushk in equal parts after rubbing and mixing with
honey, to be applied in the child’s eye with a Salai(a rounded
thin smooth stick of metal or ivory used for applying Kohl or
collyrium in the eyes) or apply in the eyes after dissolving in
woman’s milk, and make one part of Mom shayaf and after
rubbing with Mushk and Zafran, this shayyaf to be applied over
it. It should be done twice in each week, will give relief
completely. If there is no pain during perpurial period, do not
administer any drug, it will be disappeared automatically, it is
experienced. And if there is a dire need of treatment or its
treatment has not been done during the purperial period of 40
days then burnt Funduq after rubbing in olive oil, rub over the
soft part of the head (Ant. fontenelle) of the child and it should
be done repeatedly. The extract of Enabussalab and the extract
of Post Anar Sheerin to be used in the eye and do repeatedly
with the condition to take repeatedly with the water of Halela
regularly.In the same way regularly with Gulab, Zafran and
Mushk to be rubbed and made collyrium and use. It is said that
mix honey with Hanzal and apply as collyrium in the eye for
few times, it will be beneficial. And this collyrium will also
provide relief, the details are given as –

Surma Isfahani 3 derham, Zafran and Murwareed nasufta
(unpierced pearl) one deram each from both, Kafoor and Mushk
one Dang i.e. six Ratti, oil of crab or crab and Roghan-e-zaitoon
two deram, all to be kept after grinding, use every week for
few times, will be beneficial.
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Tenth Chapter
Regarding eye lashes and the whiteness which
appears over the blackishness of the eyes and
the gap appeared in between the eyelids)

It’s treatment is that the water of Makoe to be dropped
several times in the eye during day and night. And as far as
possible the child should be forbidden for weeping. Do not
give trouble for him. Every act that makes him weep. Don’t do
aggressive treatment and every morning wash with lukewarm
urine, after that apply the water of Enabussalab in the eye, the
lines of the eyelashes will be disappeared, and sumaq and
samagh in small quantity, equal to four nabat after rubbing to
be applied in the eye.

Eleventh Chapter
Regarding sticking of eyelids and coagulation
of blood within eyelids

Besides the persons used to sleep, this will happen in
small children, which is predisposition of Ramad
(conjunctivitis). Its treatment is that wash his eyelids with your
lukewarm urine and apply Surma isfahani in it and around his
eyes, externally the dry Tutiya (copper sulphate) after washing
it, to be rubbed, provides complete relief, and avoid the foul
smell even shamama, Kharpaza and the smell of donkey.

Twelfth chapter
Regarding pain in eyes i.e. Ramad (conjunctivitis)

It’s treatment is that the drug to be dropped in the eye
and its upper part for three consecutive days essentially. The
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milk taken in neat and clean old cotton, of such a lady who has
given the birth to a female baby, to be applied over the eyes.
And after three days this milky cotton to be rolled over the
back of the eyes i.e. eyelids. This treatment will provide relief
for severe pain in eyes and swelling over the lids, and wash
with warm urine. Moreover, Zeera and Maghz-e-Akhrot to be
taken in equal parts and to be ground and put on the palm,
mix efficiently with saliva until it becomes like ointment, after
that spread over the cotton, shed milk over it and tie over the
eyelids day and night, this act will be beneficial in the pain,
swelling (inflammation) and indisposition of sticking of the
lids of the eyes to each other, especially during the winter
season, and several persons have got relieved from this disease
in the condition of Ramad Hubaibi. And if there is needed the
strong medication then Turbud safed to be used as medicament.
The details are as follows – after decoating Tukhme chashmeezaj,
equally Nabat safed and Anzaroot, in double quantity Aspghol,
to be ground in pestle and mortar or Sange Sumaq like corylium,
and especially use during cold breezes, and as far as possible
don’t use the strong medicines in the eyes of small children,
because their eyes are very much tender and …. becomes
essential.

Thirteenth chapter
Regarding Balkh

This disease is that in which there is severe pain in the
eyes of the children as much as it covers the blackishness of
the eyes and in the temperament of the brain, domination of
moistness, and due to weakness and strongness of the eyes it
will happen that like the mucilage of fish, white material will
be produced and will be sticked over the eye, due to this the
opening and closing of eye lids will become difficult and
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painful. And the treatment of this disease will be done as in
the case of Ramad (conjunctivitis). And as far as the application
of cupping on the nape of the neck is concerned, its practice is
little difficult as per its conditions and principles so that
maximum vicious matter comes outside, and leeching over the
forehead givesrelief, take kishneez e Sabz, mix with zafran and
eggyolk, make a bandage of it, then warm this bandage over
heat and put over the eyes, it will be better to mix a little
Enabussalab in it, and incise the abdomen of a mole and tie this
over the eye, warmth, will be beneficial. And Gule surkh, Adas
e Muqasshar, Berge Enabussalab, Arad-e-jau and Roghane Gul,
grind altogether and sieve it perfectly then make a bandage.
After coming out whatever the viscid, vicious mixed with
bukharangez (may be read as Pyrogenic) matter, but at this place
the intention of the author might be to indicate the
inflammatory exudate in the eye; grind Zohra perfectly with
the eggyolk of a hen, warm in a earthen pot and apply over the
eyelids as liniment, it will be beneficial. And, if there is dryness,
cut the wax over the flame of the candle and rub with water on
the palm aggressively after that wash it with water seven times
until it becomes like snowwhite, after that mix smell of this
Burood with cotton and rub over the eye lids as liniment, it will
be beneficial. And this medicament is also beneficial, the details
of which is as follows – Anzaroot cooked in the milk …….
Nishasta, Samagh-e-Iraqi, Nabat-e-Safed grind in equal parts and
sieve through the silk cloth, and use. Apply the liniment of
Rasaut rubbed in the milk of woman, provides complete relief.
And if the eyelids are so much injured (inflammed) that these
cannot be opened then use this medicament also, the details of
it are as follows –

After burning ten deram Tutiya Maghsool and Sadaf mix
in five derham Nabat, grind and sieve it and make powder, it
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is to be sprinkled over and under the eyes. Moreover, this
liniment also gives relief, the details of which are as follows –

Outer coat of Pista, Adas-e-Muqashhar, Hazeez, Shaham-e Anar
(the inner part of pomegranate) and Kasni, after grinding all
mix a few drops of Roghane-Gul, thereafter pass over the eye,
it will be beneficial.

Fourteen Chapter
(Regarding getting in the water in the eyes)

Without any pain or without getting any article in it, if
the reason of it is the getting in the water in the ear during
bathing then comparative observation to be done with the
water of other eye. It’s treatment is, in which eye the water has
been entered, a suppository of the cotton to be entered in the
ear of the same side, and the baby make to sleep towards the
same side so that it’s water to be absorbed and come out, and
if ….. the meatus of the child’s ear to be put on your mouth
and suck (inspire) toward your side, so that the water of the
ear comes outside, it will be better. And if the fine flour put
into the meatus perfectly and the baby sleep toward the same
side, will be better.

Fifteenth Chapter
(Regarding protrusion of eye and sulaq)

So far as the protrusion of the eye is concerned, the
reason of it is that, due to injury or falling anything in the eye,
this indisposition is produced. The treatment of it is that Hazaz
makki to be ground in woman’s milk, and spreaded over cotton
to be applied over the back of the eye closed (eyelids) make a
decoction of Baboona in water and wash his head and eyes with
this. In the same way after applying Kuhal (collyrium) and tila
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(liniment), wash with Aab-e-Badrooj or Aab-e-Gulab, will be
beneficial in retraction towards inside. And the mother feeded
baby to be feeded with Muqawwiat-e-Meda (Gastric tonics)
articles.Flatulants and Balgham (Phlegm) producing foods and
articles to be avoided. And keep close the eyes (most of the
times, will provide relief. And as far as the Sulaq(Redness) of
eyes of children is  concerned; this disease is infact one of the
kind of redness which appears near to the menstruation.
Sometimes, it happens that the hair falls inside of it and often,
due to during weeping intensely, through a piece of a paper
getting into the fluids, it gets dialated. This disease is also
treated with the liniment of Enabussalab.

Sixteenth Chapter
(Regarding getting in any article in the nose or
entanglement which happens during feeding)

Means due to sneezing or coughing any article gets into
nostril and entangle in it. The child try to expels it out, to speak
correctly and rub the noses becomes irritated due to it. The
bukhar (fumes) of it unease the brain of the child, due to this
the child becomes frighted, and terrified, shows illtemperness,
insolvency, and very often rub his hand over the nose. He has
no interest and affinity towards food and eating articles, his
colour becomes pale, gets insomnia and becomes frailed and
weak physically. And very often he got persistently mild fever
due to fear and phobia. And he does not respire from the side
where an article is entangled, without sneezing, the rubbing of
the hand of the child towards that side is evident that he should
be treated. Therefore, first of all his nose to be massaged
perfectly with oil internally and externally. On retiring to sleep
keep him in supine position, and grip his mouth strongly with
your hand, and after inflation your mouth, blow in his nostril
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intensely, thereafter blow in the other nostril intensely, so that
whatever entangled within the nose of the child, is expelled
out due to severe blowing, sometimes, it happens that after
massage with oil, his nostrils become dialated which is caught
intensely so that his mouth becomes opened, thereafter, after
holding his nostril blow perfectly so that whatever is entangled
inside, expels outside through the throat. I have seen so many
children that they got severe fever due to this. And through
these regimens, rice, gram and rotten and stinked pomegranate
seeds expelled out and become healthy with this treatment after
few days. Very often it also happens that their nostrils are
massaged externally with oil and a few drops of oil are dropped
inside their nostrils. At the same time air is blown inside their
noses, due to this, whatever there is inside their nose becomes
expelled out.

Seventeenth Chapter
(Regarding Otalgia of the Children)

The clinical feature and identification is that the colour
of the pain affected area becomes as red as stool. There is felt
spasm in the head and neck. The ear becomes hot. There is
restlessness and wailing. Moreover, keeping hand over the site
of the pain and keeping sleep towards this side got relief. The
treatment of it is, whatever is seen through meatus, expel it
out, and Namak (salt) and Tabrzad (Misri) (crystallized sugar)
to be mixed equally, grind, and sieve it and administer inside
the ears very carefully. Badiyan, after getting chewed perfectly,
mix into the piece of cotton, apply inside the meatus, will be
beneficial. Take one span the semidried stem of Badiyan, cotton
dipped in oil to be put at one end of this wood and ignite with
fire, the other end to be put at the meatus in such a way that
it’s smoke should enter in the ear and expels the water, this
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action, however, will be beneficial. Administration of milk in
the ear is beneficial. And Hazaz, Saatar, Marzanjosh and Roghan
to be warmed and dropped lukewarm in the ear. And as
described regarding the diseases of Insomnia and ill nature of
the children, the same drugs to be given to the fearing mother
once each in a day and night. And if the strong medication is
needed then a suppository made from Kaghaz-e-Hareer dipped
in Ziyad (Perfumes) to be applied on the painful ear, Roghan-e-
Baboona and Roghan-e-Bedanjeer to be luke warmed with cow’s
ghee mixed with eggwhite, to be dropped into the ear and the
same oil to be applied external part of the ear so that it provides
relief to the pain and itching of the ear. And a suppository
dipped in honey and Funduq to be placed into the ear; or Sibr
means Elva dissolved in water or dissolved in the usara(extract)
of Kishneez-e Sabz or Enabussalab, to be rubbed nearby the ear
and root of the ear, will provide relief, and never administer
the strong medication in their ears, that produces hotness and
inflammation. Physicians say the Baboona to be boiled perfectly
and put this warmth in Aftaba means lota (a small round metal
or earthen pot with a sport) then the opening tube of this to be
put nearby the meatus of the ear so that its steam gets into the
ear and gets relief from the pain. And if there is severe pain
then Hazaz, Saatar, Abhal, Har Namak and Tabarzad to be warmed
in Roghan-e-kunjad and dropped into the ear, and if after there
is otorrhoea ¼flowing of vicious fluid/pus) after the pain and
tenderness from the ear then it should not be treated. Moreover,
that vicious fluid which does not comes out means even if there
is no pain before discharging the dirty fluid should also not be
treated; instead leave it as such for some days, till the vicious
matter comes outside completely. After that try to treat it.
Besides, the treatment of this conditions that the honey (shahad)
to be applied on a pessary, after that Anzaroot to be ground
and sieved finely, and applied on it, thereafter this pessay to
be put into the ear for a few times during day and night times,
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so that, the dirty fluid becomes clear and the wound of the ear
becomes healed up, and if during night time the pessay made
from Anzaroot and Shahad to be left inside the ear, it will also
be suitable. It is said that a three years old child got pain in his
ear, he was treated with the oil prepared from some volatile
articles like Roghan-e Piyaz and Roghan-e Zaroo (white grape
fruit which contains big seeds) etc. and the oil of the likewise
items, thus luke warmed and dropped into the ear and after
one day and one night when the ear was opened then the dirty
water started to comeout but the pain slightly remained intact,
a person told that a little Moongi sajna dissolved in the water
and boiled in Roghan-e gul so much so that it’s water becomes
dried, thereafter during day and night, it was dropped luke
warmed, and sometimes the oil of Badam kohi was dropped
until he became healthy after three days, and several persons
trialed as whatever the agony was there before the pain and
after the pain, it was proved beneficial and useful. And if there
is pain after getting out the dirty fluid after then takes Safed
Aab-e-Zareer (Majeeth) in the quantity of eight Diram, Samagh-
eArabi five Diram, Afiyoon and Kateera in the quantity of one
diram and each and mix in the eggwhite of hen’s egg, and make
like Shayyaf (passery), and take a little from it, dissolve in
woman’s milk and drop in the ear, there will be complete relief.

Eighteenth chapter
(Regarding the inflammation of the gums of
the children)

Regarding the inflammation of the gums of the children
which is produced in gums like inflammation during eruption
of teeth and is a cause of severe pain and tenderness, moreover,
due to hotness of pain and distress in temperament the child
doesnot likes interaction. And due to pain his digestion also
becomes affected, this results the initiation of Diarrhoea, and
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sometimes it will happen that this pain and distress will be the
cause of displeasure, convulsions, the itching and inflammation
of eyes and ears. And when all the teeth become erupted, then
these diseases subsided. Besides, the remaining treatment of
this disease will be discussed during the description of the
disease of Ishal (Diarrhoea). Or the regimens which are being
carried out to remove the Ishal (Diarrhoea), these should be
opted means carried out. The treatment of which is that these
every such item which is needed to me more chewed or very
hard, these should not be given to eat them, so that their dental
material doesnot get injured due to its rubbing. And there
occurs foul smell due to this rubbing and distress is produced.
And when the tooth starts to erupt then there should
beTamreekh (massage) with Mughz-e-khargosh, Batakh, the fats
of young fowl and butter. And Roghan-e-Badam and Mom to be
massaged over it so that it becomes soft and get erupted
swiftly………………………………………………………….
gently  and softly so that there will be no more discomfort to
the child, massage his head and neck with R. zaitoon or R.
Bunafsha mix with hot water, and a little from this oil to be
spread over Ghamoor and oftenly,Roghan-e-Banafsha, Roghan-e-
Badam and Roghan-e-Gul after making lukewarm, to be dropped
his that ear which sided tooth has the pain. And Asal means
shahad (honey) mixed with Samagh Barsak which is also known
as Batam, massaged on the flesh of the tooth i.e. gums, will
provide relief. And decoction of Baboona and Shibbat to be
applied over his head, but mind it should be luke warm, will
provide relief. Rubbing of shahad (honey) over the point of
eruption of tooth will be beneficial. And if the child aggressively
chews (bites) his finger then washhis mouth with Shahad and
Namak, and Beekh-e-mehak, a piece of Uslussoos put in his hand.
And in ‘Khawas’, it is stated if Aab e Sak (if Nafa-e-mushk is
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dipped in water and sak is mixed in this water then it is known
as Sak-ul Ma (Aaab-e-sak). And the baby to be layed down on
the same side or Taaleeq (oily massage) should be done over
the same side of the baby then the eruption of the tooth will be
earlier; and for strengthening of the nerves and to reduce the
sensation of severe pain, moreover, to remove the restlessness,
Makoe to be boiled and rub in the root of the tooth alongwith
Roghan-e-Gul; and from those pills which have been described
during the pain of the teeth, to be given to the child in small
quantity, and when the baby starts to speak then massage him
so that starts to speak shortly.

Nineteenth Chapter
(Regarding the inflammation in the roots of
the teeth after dentition)

The cause of it is the reaching of the Bukharat of stomach
due to indigestion and excess of the fluidity. The treatment of
it is that the treatment which is stated for the inflammation of
the gums, to be carried out here also; and rub the finger gently
over it. If the blood comes out through this, it is better, thereafter
Mujaffifat like powdered Halela and filfil to be sprinkled over
it, will provide relief.

Twenteeth chapter
(Regarding stomatitis of children)

This is known as ‘Qula’in Arabic language. This is a type
of blister/ulcer which erupts on the internal portion of the lip,
upper part of the tongue and the gums of the teeth, which
produces burning, mild pain and a little discomfort, and during
masticulation or eating some sore article, this disease is
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aggravated; and the disease is of four types of colours, and
mostly it is of red and white colour, and white coloured is
known as ‘yazmak’, and these two types are safe, and that
which is of yellowish coloured, is most painful and burning;
and which is hot wet and black-wet, that …… is fatal, the clinical
features of it is hotness, redness and dryness of saliva of mouth,
which is of red type should be treated at the time of retiring to
bed as – the flour of the roasted Barley which is known as ‘Pist’
(sattoo), it is to be applied over the lesion and leave it, so that it
removes this condition, and this action to be repeated. In the
same way Banafsha, Gul-e—Surkh and dry kishneez after grinding
alongwith Qand or Turanjbeen to be used, will provide relief.
And this medicine will also be beneficial. Tukhm-e Gul or Gul-
eSurkh, Tabasheer, Adas, Nishasta, Tukhme Khurfa, Kishneez, Berg
e Hina, Aaqarqarha ech in equal parts and equal to all Nabat or
Qand to be mixed with these and ground perfectly, apply in
the mouth; after that a little Sirka, Gulab and Roghan-e Gul to be
applied in the mouth. Mostly, it has been observed that at bed
time, application of Turanjbeen after grinding, has been proved
beneficial. This regime has been trialed (experienced) several
times. The discomfort of this disease persists three to five days,
and mostly it has been cured within three to five days without
any treatment. And if Banafsha is being sprinkled after grinding,
will be beneficial or application (sprinkling) of Aslussoos after
grinding will be beneficial completely. Give a drink of the
Sharbat (syrup) of Shahtoot and in the same way the Sharbat of
Faramar which is known as Shanj is also very beneficial, but it
should mind that the mouth to be washed with the ‘Maul
Asal’(water of honey), after that the drug to be sprinkled in the
mouth, so that it shows the maximum benefit; and apply Halela
after grinding, will provide the same relief. And if applied
Sumaq, Gulnar or Kharnoob, individually or mixed with Warq e
Gul, a little Zafran and Kharnoob, will provide relief. And
sometimes it also happens that Khas, Rubah, Turbuk, Bark Khurfa
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and if needed more than it, then Beekh-e-Mehak after grinding
to be applied over it. And as far as Qula-e Zard-o-Safravi is
concerned, the clinical and distinguished feature of it, is that
the colour becoming yellow, sourness of the tongue and the
severity of pain and distress. The treatment of it is that Halela
zard, Sandal safed, Tukhm e gul or gul, Adas, Kishneez and Tabasheer
to be ground perfectly and sprinkled in the mouth; Or this
liniment will also be beneficial – Sumaq, Gul e Surkh, Kishneez-
e-Khushk, one part from each and Zafran half part of it, after
grinding and sieving all, these to be mixed with Mom and
Roghan e Gul, and after Safi in Mom, mix together perfectly,
thereafter, apply as liniment in the mouth, and if wash with
the Sharbat of Kharnoob i.e. water, and give to eat a little to eat
to the child, will be beneficial, likewise Sharab-e-Ghorah i.e. to
give to drink Sharab (sharbat) of the raw grapes will be
beneficial, in the same way Aarad-e-Adas, Tabasheer, Kishneez e
khushk after roasting, grind a little Kafoor in it and after sieving,
apply in his mouth, and give milk to drink ……., and Kashkaab
i.e. Aash-e-Jau (barley water) and Roghane Badam to be used,
will provide relief; and if there is ‘Qula-e-safed’ which is
produced due to Balgham-e Shor then it’s sign is that the colour
of the saliva and the colour of the individual itself becomes
white. It’s treatment is that, first of all, wash it with ……..
orMaul Asl (honey water), thereafter this ‘Zaroor’ (sprinkling
powder) will provide complete relief – it’s composition is that
Jalnar ……. PostSumaq, Ruz (grapes) and Choba, six Diram from
each, Mazoo four Diram, Shibb e yamani two diram and a little
Jalnar (gulnar), all to be ground and sieved, spread in the mortar
and holding the baby with both hands, his head to be put into
it so that the saliva comes out from the mouth and get into the
inside through throat. And this medicament is also beneficial,
the details of which is as follows –
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Mameeran, Gulnar, Qaqila and Sazij hindi to be ground and
sieved perfectly and apply in the mouth or rub in the mouth
with Shahad (honey); and as far as the Qula-e Siyah is concerned
which is appeared like burnt black ink. It’s identification is that
the colour of the tongue becomes black and painful, hiddat
(severity or degree of heat) and prickling pain is felt in it. Its
treatment is that apply a liniment of Maghz Saq e Gao and Sazij,
Berge Hina, Aqaqia, Beekh-e-Sausan, Saatar and Zafran, grind in
equal parts and sprinkle in the mouth; and this drug also be
used – Aqaqia, Sazij Hindi two misqal from each, Shibb-e-yamani
half diram and Zafran ¼ diram, all these to be used in the mouth
after grinding and sieving, will provide complete relief; and if
Enabussalab and Kishneez Tar mixed with Mom Roghan and
grind with mortar &pastle, until after mixing to each other it
becomes like ointment, thereafter, use it like liniment. And if
this ulcer is on tongue, mouth and the flesh of the teeth (gums),
then burn Mahi-e-Shor and the ash of it to be sprinkled on this
ulcer, it will be beneficial; and it is said that ‘Qula e Siyah’ is
fatal and does not get cured by any treatment or regime.
However, if there is needed Tanquia (Elimination of morbid
material) in any kind of disease of Qula, then it should be mind
that the Tanquia-e-khilt of the feeding mother should be based
upon Fasd and Mushil; and the Tanquia of children to be done
through Hijamatwith incisions (wet cupping) and Mulayyin
Shayyaf. And if, there is needed strong treatment then Qula of
other persons to be done with strong treatment excluding the
children, and whatever is suitable in this regard to be carried
out, and feeding mother and the child to be forbidden
completely for hot articles; and as far as the diet of the patients
of Qula e Damvi is concerned, these to be used after cooking in
Kashkusshaeer or Mash-e-muqasshar or in the soup of Ikra Murgh;
and in the ‘Qula e safravi’, as diet, Murgh, Waqtaq (curd), Aab e
Sumaq, Zardak, Aab e Ghora and Tamar etc. to be used; and the
patient affected with Qula-e Balghami to be given the diet as
Qalia, Mutkhina (roasted) and Aab-e Nakhud etc., and those hot
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diets which contain Zeera, Kishneez, Kardia (a kind of zeera which
is Muqawwi-e-meda and easily digestable), Saater and Darchini,
to be given to them, will be beneficial.

Twenty first chapter
(Regarding the statement of inflammation of
the throat of children)

Means, there is produced inflammation in the mouth of
the children. This disease used to be happened very much, and
it becomes difficult to eat and swallow the food, and some times
it becomes due to involvement of vertebrae. The treatment of
it is that the tabiyat to be kept soft by Shayyaf, thereafter, give to
drink ‘Aab-e-Shahtoot’ and the feeding mother to be provided
Anar, Sumaq or the flesh of pigeon to eat, and Shanj i.e.
Qaraqaroot also to be included in the diet, will be beneficial,
moreover, its Shayyaf will also be beneficial.

Twenty Second chapter
(Regarding warm-e-Loztain (Tonsillitis) and
Istarkha-e-Zuban (Flaccidity of the tongue)

The cause of it is excess of Balgham, which is reached
there due to disturbance in the brain and comes out, and mostly
due to hotness of the thirst ratoobat (fluids) start to come out
………………………., in Dari  (Persian) ‘Warm e Loztain’
(tonsillitis) isknown ‘Galkosh’. The treatment of this disease
……………. The treatment of its dryness is that Khayar&Sirka
or Khayar & Aab-e-kasni or Aabe kishneez and Enabussalab to be
applied as tila (liniment) at the soft side of the head (Ant.
Fontanelle) means centre of the head, then there will be relief;
and the Balgham producing articles to be avoided, and the same
regimens to be opted which have been stated during the
statement of the disease, ‘Warm-e-Halaq’. These should be used
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alongwith feeding mother then it will be beneficial; and if a
little Shibbat and Shahad is mixed and massaged over it so that
more saliva and froath is secreted, then it will be beneficial.
And if it becomes very hard after three days then rub over it
and let it to be dropped so that fluids are removed; and if
flaccidity is produced in the tonsils, then grind Shahad and
Shibbat with Roghan; and grind Shibbat and grind it with Mazoo
and Sirka, then apply over it as tila (liniment), will be beneficial.

Twenty Third chapter
(Regarding Zukam)

When the coldness of winter season all of a sudden is
reached to his head and forehead or from the extreme cold
place the blowing air transmits its bacteria, or the fragrance of
the fresh blooming flowers is reached to him suddenly, then
he is cought by zukam immediately. It’s treatment is that keep
his head warm and get trasnfer to the place having hot air and
keep him away from Zukam producing fragrances, and his
hands and legs to be massaged with cow’s ghee during night
and keep him warm with the help of fire and those medicine
which have been described in the context of insomnia, to be
given in this disease also after dissolving in milk and concealing
in the palatable bread, a little, and to feeding mother; and
sometimes, be given to to the feeding mother only, and after
maturation of the effects of cold, do the Istehmam, and Aaashe
Behi to be given to eat without oil; and if fever comes then it
should be understood that now the matter of the disease
(morbid material) has become matured then zukam needs the
strong treatment then apply Fasd to feeding mother. And if
needed then on the next day the child …………. on head,
clavicle and ear, and let out a little blood. Extreme precautions
should be observed in this regard, so that he should not be
scared very much, means should not get terrified. And if there
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is profuse discharge from the brain then the cause of it will be
wetness of his temperament. Therefore, after dipping a piece
of w ool len cloth in shahad (honey), shed over it the water of
Zafran, and rub this over his body repeatedly until the effects
of dryness come over his body, it will very much beneficial.

Twenty fourth chapter
(Regarding the description of sneezing)

Whenever zukam happens due to the excessive discharge
of Nazla, then it’s symptom indicate zukam and moistness of
the nasal discharge and the wetness of the temperament of the
patient, it’s treatment is that lukewarm water should be shed
over his head excessively and their throat and neck should be
massaged with honey, and a finger dipped in honey to be kept
at the root of their tongue repeatedly so that they vomit,
resultantly, very much,Balgham should comeout from throat,
palate and mouth; at this occasion the deficiency in diet is
understood suitable, means don’t give very much to eat, and
the pills which have been described in ‘zukam’, should be given
toeat to feeding mother at every night and a little from it to be
given to patient also dissolved in the water; and Junde Bedastar
grind in water to be rubbed over his nose temple, palms and
soles; in morning at the time of getting up from the sleep which
is the time of the movement of Nazla, at this time eating of
Halwa of Maghze Badam preferred in honey, provides benefit.
And over their chest, Mom of Roghan e Badam to be rubbed,
and soft wool of the sheep after making smoke in it, to be tied
closely on the chest and his respiration should be kept warm
on the morning, so that cold air should not reach his ……. and
restrict him to take, and decoction of unnab and Banafsha is very
much beneficial in the bronchitis of the children, and giving of
Mash and rice with milk is beneficial, and use Sheera-e-
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khashkhash for insomnia. In the same way, it will be very much
beneficial to give with the Sheera of Birashta khashkhash (fried
khashkhash), and Badam and dry diets like Pulao khushka, banana
and roasted chicken, and Naan and Halwa-e-maghz etc., is very
beneficial in wet cough of the children; and during night it
keeping this pill in their mouth continuously is beneficial. The
composition of it is that – Maghz-e-Badam Sheerin, Post Kunda
(kachaloo), Maghz-e-Tukhme kadoo,, Samagh, one diram from each
and Kateera, Nishashta and Nabat, two diram from each and
Mastagi or Kundur, half diram from both, Rabbussoos five diram,
Afiyoon, four dang, all to be ground, mixed with Loab of Tukhm
e Behi, make pills of the size of funduq and after drying keep in
the mouth, especially during night, and after grinding shakar
and Narjeel together, eating of it is beneficial. It is said that due
to entry of air in the oesophagus/throat, there was produced
cough in milk feeded infants, despite excessive efforts of
coughing, did not get vomiting and became frail, and did not
get relief from cough, and there was such a severe pain in their
chests that the infants used to massage their chest with a part
of their hands, and some persons as much provided the best
treatment, which has been stated, as the cough was increased
more, some persons provided the forbidden and some very
light diets, and refrained from dryness, but there was no
appearance of signs of improvement insteadGhiza e Ghaleez
(hard/viscid diets) provided relief, and sometimes they used
to reached near to death. A person said that took that white
globule which remained in the centre of the blackishness of
the eye of sheep or goat and dry it and grind it with Nabat and
dissolved it in the milk of the feeding mother, and give to take
its one or two pills in the breakfast likewise give at night to
take. This regime was proved extremely beneficial  and they
became healthy after few days, and they did not observe any
type of restriction. Several children got relieved with this
regimen. The other benefit is that a gentleman said about a
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five year old child that at the time of retiring to bed Murmakki
to be given to eat twice in the quantity as Baqla, and at morning,
Halwa of Maghz-e Badam or Maghze Joz, after a few day they got
relieved from this crhonic disease, some subjects got fever
alongwith the cough, they did not observe restriction and the
heat of this fever matured the morbid matter of the fever anddid
not get removed, then they became healthy after making
perspiration and became cured from fever and cough; and some
subjects were given decoction of Piyaz, one spoon in each
morning in breakfast and massaged their chests, and used the
smoking wool, and observed their benefits, and these
treatments are stated repeatedly. And if there is vomiting due
to dry cough and insomnia during night, then use this pill, the
details of which is as follows –

Pista, Samagh-e-Arabi, Rubbussoos, Khashkhash safed and Afiyoon,
grind in equal parts and sieve, make pills with the Loab
(mucilage) of Behidana, the pill should be in the quantity as
size of a gram. This should be given to eat to child and feeding
mother both. And as far as the diets which are being given to
the feeding mother is concerned – Ghaleez (viscid), soft and from
the fried diets as – Hareera Gosht, the MuragghanHalwa of white
wheat in which a little shakar Surkh is mixed, and such as Pancha
which has been cooked perfectly in fats and Qand e safed is
mixed in it; and Changaal means Maleedah, Muragghan Maleedah
of wheat flour and breads etc., and Kaji (a type of Hareera which
is known as Aaqoola and Qahoola also) mixed with sugar or
honey, and Naan and Halwa of Maghze Badam Sheereen, and Naan
and Feerini of Qand in which Roghane Badam is mixed
additionally, and roasted soft low salted Shagoofa, and sugar,
Narjeel&Sheer, Biranj (rice) and sugar, and such Feerini in which
flour of the rice and Nariyal in equal parts is mixed after
grinding, and Naan, Kirangbeen and likewise articles which are
Ghiza e Mughalliz (viscid diets), to be used, by taking such diets
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the cough of the children got subsided fastly and got cured;
and should be refrained from sour and mouth watering (articles
increase salivation) foods, and these articles are harmful in the
disease of cough, since, their Tabiyat is very delicate and the
cough which is produced due to inspiration smoke, its
treatment is that a little Doab ………….. to be given to eat in
cold water, it is very beneficial and must refrain from such
other articles which are beneficial; and if these articles are not
available then Shakar, Turanjabeen and Shahad to be given in as
much quantity as it is available, and sheereeni is also beneficial,
and it is said that there is a benefit in the milk of feeding mother.
And the cough which is produced by the inhalation of dust in
the throat, its treatment to be must with the Sheer of Ghiza-e-
charb and give a little Roghan e Loz, will be beneficial; and that
cnough which is due to dryness of trachea produces Surfa-e
Khushk means dry cough, and its treatment is that the loab
(mucilage) of Behdana sheereen grind and mix together with
Nabat e safed to be given to eat, likewise in this disease, the
meaning of procurement of the mucilage is that their seeds to
be shaked effectively in the feeding mothers milk and water,
when it is mixed perfectly then it should be stirred effectively
so that the Loab e Ghaleez(viscid mucilage) is produced,
thereafter it should be cleaned through cloth and to be given
to eat to the child; or Rubbussoos, a little to be made to eat with
mother’s milk, will also be beneficial; or the kheer of rice with
jaggary or sugar or Nabati or ShakriFalooda with Roghan e Badam,
these all articles will be beneficial. If Kateera is given with Nabat
or milk to the feeding mother then will be beneficial. This Laooq
will be beneficial in making the milk more viscid and for dry
cough. The details of it is as follows – Samagh-e-Arabi, Kateera,
Rubbussoos, Fanees four diram each, Maghze Behidana one diram
to be crushed and mixed in honey and drop in the throat of the
child with mother’s milk, and on that occasion where the effects
of Safra are becoming apparent, on this occasion, sometimes,
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with Rubb e shahtoot or Rubb e ………… to be given before
meals, and the feeding mother to be advised ot take the articles
removing safraand refrain from bitter articles.

Twenty Fifth chapter
(Regarding wheezing or dyspnoea)

Which happens mostly during night, andif such
condition is produced the child starts to weep bitterly in last
stage. It’s treatment is that the diet not to be given to eat to a
long period, and promptly make to eat the lukewarm water of
honey drop by drop to him, and Tukhm e katan to be ground
with ……………… and mix with honey, and make to lick little
by little and to be forbidden to smell cold wind, and his roots
of the ear to be massaged with hot Roghan e Zait persistently,
and make to vomit with wisdom and evasions, so that he should
not weep, it will remain beneficial, and weeping will be very
harmful in first kind, and keeping Nabat in the mouth, and
sometimes eating Halwa of Maghze Badam prepared in shahad
will be beneficial for children or the oil massage on their back,
neck, chest and the roots of the tongue, and dropping of hot
water on their neck (throat) will be beneficial. A five year old
child got this disease, it was not removed from these treatments,
his diet was the Shorba-e-Biranj (soup of rice) with Chooza-e-
Murgh (young chicken), therefore, on fourth night the pain was
produced in the ear of the child, and part of the night, due to
severity of the pain, fever and restlessness happened, a pessary
dipped in honey when placed in his ear, then he got relieved
and the fresh fever which was over his larynx became matured,
troubled for two days, and got relieved. I have seen that a child
ate the kernel of walnut in the night and drink water over it
and slept at hot place, after half night his respiration became
so distressed that reached near to death, though he was given
toeat sheerini but he refrained, he showed no interest in eating.
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A gentleman made to eat him a little Rubb-e-shahtoot, then he
became better by it, and got relieved by its repeated use. Some
places are such that becoming close to such places is the cause
of appearance of it.

I have seen that a child who has gone to an old junkyard,
where he played and made frolic when he came out of it, he
got affected with this disease, and it was closer to become dead,
therefore, after grinding Jund, was rubbed over his nose, ears,
palms soles and temple and a little was given toeat, and his
chest was massaged with oil, and it showed benefit to give
Muraghghan fatiq Shorba at the time of  domination of desire to
eat, and eventually it was learnt that it was the predisposition
of Ummussibyan (Epilepsy), which was appeared due to injury
to the brain by bad odour of the air of junkyard, moreover,
this makes them closer to this condition in the early stage of
Epilepsy in children, as it has been indicated toward this,
earlier, in the affection of epilepsy in the children.

Twenty Sixth chapter
(Regarding hiccups of the children)

When the hiccup gets started in small children, then
there is no escape and release from it, since their intestines get
dilated, mostly there appears nausea after taking milk. It has
been observed most of the time, when there appeared more
hiccups, the feeding mother took a thread from her clothes and
getting wet in her saliva, stuck on the nose of that child, the
hiccup stopped at once, and few children, who are wise and
prudent, they talked during the hiccup in such a way that
produces astonishment, disagrace, fear and sorrow in them as
–(the back of thief and their search through water, or listen
strange talk from them etc. etc., their Tabiyat (physis) becomes
engaged through it, and the hiccup is get relieved, it has been
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experienced; and if the hiccup does not get relieved by these
escapes and  regim ens then i ts treatm ent is that Junde Bedastar,
equal to weight of Hubba, dissolved in water to be given to
him, and he should be advised to take Joz-e-Hindi with Shakar
or Qand, besides, administration of a little Jund dissolved in
sirka and Gulab, provides relief in hiccup, which appears before
eating any article, in this condition use of water or any wet
article is beneficial.

Twenty Seventh Chapter
(Regarding excessive vomiting of the children)

If there comes out Balghami Ratubat (Phlegmatic fluid)
in the expelled vomitus, then its treatmednt is that Qaranfal
half dang after grinding,mix in Aab-e-seb Sheereen or Aab-e-Behi
sheereen to be given to drink, it will provide complete relief;
and it will be beneficial to give Podina after filtering manually,
with Sharab-e-Nana; and if needed, make a bandage, after
grinding Gule Surkh, Qaranfal and Halela with mixing it in Sharab
e Behi, massage with it over the stomach. If there comes out
Safra in the vomitus, then Rubbe Aab e Tursh, Rubb e Reewas,
Rubb e Ghora, Rubb-e-Toot, Rubb-e-Zaroor, Sharbat Seb, Sharbat e
Zarishk (a famous fruit of a spiny tree), Sharbat-e-fawakeh (juice
of the citrus fruits) and to be added Seb-e-Tursh (sour apple) in
it; and Sharbat podina, Sharbat Nana, Sharbat Anar-e-Tursh and
Nardan, and those articles which contain soreness, provide
relief; Fad-e-zehar Haiwani half Dang, gil-e-Irmani two Dang with
apple juice or with the water of Behi or Amrood or Mattha
(buttermilk) or the syrup of Podina, these all articles proved to
be beneficial in nausea and vomiting. And, Jawarish Fawakeh
and Sharab-e-Mastagi and this Sikanjabeen is also very much
beneficial. The details of which is as follows –
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Nankhwah one Diram, Karadia two diram, Shibbat three diram,
each to be boiled in water for one hour, then filter, after that
Post Beekhe Badiyan half diram, Beekhe karafs one diram, Post-e-
Naranj (Orange peel) one fourth, Kishmish ten pieces, add in it
and boil for one hour, thereafter, add half piece of Behi sheerin,
half apple and a little of Podina in it and when it become cooked
then add in it shahad, Sirka and Qand and prepare Qiwam, and
take Sirka in the total quantity of shahad and Qand both.
Moreover, there is no need to filter it, mind it, it is very
beneficial, and this medicine will be in accordance with their
nature and will be favourite  to them. It is said that there was a
girl whose stomach was weak, when she used to take Muzefaat
(the things which weaken the stomach) and Murakkhiyat (the
things which produce laxation in stomach), such as – Mast,
Khayar, Kadoo, Anaar e Tursh and likewise articles, these
produced a type of Nabzia means fullness and upthrust motion
in the pulse and increases her nausea upto the alarming level,
and used to vomit every time, first used to come Balgham,
thereafter Safra-e-Zanjari, and there appeared excessive
heaviness and nausea, and nothing liked to eat, and the sour
articles as stated earlier, provided relief to her, I gave her to
eat few twigs of Nana (mint) with two bites of Naan formally,
she got cured, for few times I gave also the Nana Sabz
withKhushka Pulao, it was also proved to be beneficial, and they,
some times, got fever due to these effects, then got relieved by
the same treatment; and despite the dryness and hotness, Nana
does not produce any harm in vomiting and fever and it is not
forbidden; and very often I gave a little roasted fowl alongwith
Nana to remove the weakness, then remained beneficial. Besides
this, in several other conditions, I trialed this, it was proved to
be very good.
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Twenty Eight Chapter
(Regarding splitting/sourness of milk in the
stomach)

Very often it happens that illiterate and inexperienced
persons used to give to eat Anfakha (paneer maya) to the
children to cure Ishal (diarrhoea) thereafter, make to drink milk
which gets splitted in their stomach and does not get digested,
due to this there is produced toxicity and foetidness in it due
to this there appears fever with rigor, unconsciousness and
dyspnea, there is produced flatulence in the stomach and
breathlessness. It’s treatment is that give Sirka of low sourness
alone or give after mixing water so that it gets dissolve and
refrain from saltish articles, and don’t give anything to eat him
upto some time, especially milk and if again Nafkha is given
with milk then give him after dissolving it in Sirka, so that it
dissolves the same, and get corrected.

Twenty Ninth Chpater
(Regarding the description of Zofemeda (weakness
of stomach), Hisha Hamiz (Acidic stomach)

Girani e Meda (Heavyness of stomach), Sue Hazm
(Indigestion), means indigestion without nausea and Anorexia
denote it. It’s treatment is that, very often, its treatment remains
beneficial with excessive vomiting; and the feeding mother to
be given to eat those pills regularly which have been stated
during the treatment of insomnia, use the same here also, and
for the small children affected with this disease, this Safoof
(powder) provides benefit, the details of which is as follows –

Darchini, Badiyaan and Mastagi, after crushing, grinding all in
equal quantity, thereafter mix all together and cook, and add
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one part of Nabat in it, mind it that it becomes so much viscid
that could be come  out with the finger, and use it in Aab e Behi
Tursh, and eating of Mastagi will  be beneficial, and
……………………… boil in Gulab (Rose) and make sweetish
with Nabat and give in breakfast to eat, it is experienced, and
the feeding mother and  the patient to be made refrained from
Murakkhiyat and Muzayfat, as – Aaloo, Zard Aloo, Hindwana
(Tarbooza) and likewise items etc., and forbid to take Bulghat
(a kind of dates), and give the diet to eat as per estimation. An
one year old child ate butter in large quantity, due to that he
got Haiza (the present equivalent of Haiza is cholera, which is
caused by V. cholera, a type of bacteria, a severe infection. The
author has used this word but his intention seems to be denote
the excessive vomiting and diarrhoea) and the vomiting and
diarrhea started excessively and due to excess of it, his stomach
became weak, and whatever he used to eat, sometimes, vomited
and sometimes passed as undigested stool, due to that he was
having fever for quite few days, since after a little attention,
the fever and vomiting was removed, but indigestion and
dirrhoea remained persistent  four times in a day and night.
Even the treatment was carried out until one year. Eventually,
one person said that gave him Qaranfal (clove) in two nos to
eat, got cured by feeding this only, and whenever there appears
even a little restlessness, the same drugs is being used and
benefitted.

Thirteeth Chapter
(Regarding Constipation without hotness)

The treatment of that ‘zuhra-e-Gao’ to be applied as
liniment over his stomach, and fresh butter mixed with hot
water (half mixed) to be rubbed over his stomach, and massage
softly from stomach towards the umbilicus and pelvis and if
needed put over it a shayyaf made from Shakar, Namak and
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Sibr-e-zard, and the only application of Shayyaf made from
droppings of mouse will be beneficial, or Banafsha to be mixed
with Shakar and the Resin after getting softened and Sabun
Iraqui, mix these items make Shayyaf and use, will be beneficial.
And a little honey to be given to the child and feeding mother
to eat. And if the constipation is due to the eating of Qabiz diet
then firstly normalize it by feeding soft diet. At this juncture
these medicinal procedures to be adopted and Roghan should
be kept away from their stomach, and the shayyaf made from
Shahad and Fodna to be used and Roghane Zait to be rubbed
over the stomach.

Thirty first chapter
(Regarding such diarrhoea of the children
which appears due to weaning)

Start to refeed the baby, and the baby to be feeded with
one DiramSharbat khashkhash at bed time. The details of it as
follows – 25 nos. of dried complete poppies and 25 no. semi
dried to be taken and crushed mix 1/3rd of it Lahitunnees, to be
dipped in two mann (i.e. approximately 68 Tola) of water, day
and night, thereafter boil it well so
that…………………………………… Thereafter take it after
cleaning and mix it with the concentrated Qiwam of Qand and
give to eat with such rich diet to which the child is habitual to
eat and refrain from the laxative diets, and if the strong
procedure i.e. strong treatment is needed then adopt such
regimens which will be discussed in other chapters, mostly
patients got relieved from this treatment. And if the diarrhoea
gets started with dentition, then its cause is when due to
eruption of teeth the eruption site gets a fissure, then a viscid
fluid which is present there, gets accumulated on it, so that,
later on due to deposition of it, gets the shape of tooth, therefore,
the matter which is being utilized by the Tabiat in formation of
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tooth, gets formed into tooth, and the matter which is remained
untilized, got infected and pustulized, and Tabiyatfinds no way
but to expel it out, hence, a burning and itching sensation is
produced in it, there is a feeling of cutting (biting) in it, and
immediately that fluid comes out from the site of eruption,
and during lactation (nursing of milk) the baby takes the milk
mixed with this fluid, and when it enters in the stomach, since
the fluid is infected, it makes infected to the milk as well as
other fluids, at this time it is indispensable for the tabiyatto clear
it from the stomach, intestines, heart and liver through Ascites,
the Quwwate Dafea of the children expels it out through
Diarrhoea. And through this diarrhea, this fluid is cleared.
Some persons say that since during dentition, baby’s Tabiyat
is affected by stress, due to this or disturbances in digestion,
the Diarrhoea is produced, or due to production of fissure in
the gums, the diet when enters in the stomach and got infected
(putrified), then Tabiyat becomes helpless except to expel it out
through purgation and automatically drives it out. We stay
for few days during this disease, until this purgation stops
automatically. But the purgations that exceeds beyond the
limits to be treated as – Zeera, Anisoon, Tukhm-e-Karafs and Berg-
e-Gul, after warming to be applied as Takmeed (hot fomentation)
with a little bag over the stomach and the sitting site (buttocks)
or Jawars (decoated) to be dipped, into Sirka, and there will be
benefit to use after wetting it into Zeeraand Gule Surkh, or Berg-
e-sumaq after crushing with Zeera-e-Moorid and getting wet with
a little Sirka, to be tied on the stomach (lukewarm) will be
beneficial. Moreover, it should be cared that the hotness of
Sirkashould not burn the skin of stomach. However, the
complete treatment of this disease is that they should be sit in
such Berge kharqoola which is slightly hot (i.e. which is a little
warmth by the fire or any other thing). Moreover, this treatment
should be done regularly after each evacuation, and this
treatment is very beneficial in Ishal-e-Damvi (Diarrhoea with
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blood). In the same way feeding of the mucilage of Tukhm-e-
kharqoola is also beneficial. And “Paneer Maya” clusta chak (i.e.
the small babies of animals, when they suck the milk first time
and no other article has consumed, after slaughtering, take out
the stomach with milk, and use it fresh or after drying, this is
known as Paneer Maya). The Paneer Maya of animals especially
Rabbits, Hill’s she goat or Deer’s baby to be given after
dissolving it into cold water, but on the day when the Anfakha
(Paneer maya) is given to eat to child, the milk should not be
given to him on the same day, because due to Paneer Maya the
milk which is ingested through the feeding mother, becomes
curdy after getting into the stomach and causes disturbance.
Therefore, in place of milk the other diets like half fried egg of
hen with the soft part of a roasted Tandoori Naan (special bread
baked in the oven), which is cooked in the water, or Post
Shooneez and Jullab (Mashoo) prepared from Maghz-e-Badam, use
ofit will be beneficial. And it is said if the child is habitual of
the diet, then it will be beneficial to give these diets without
salt, in addition to Anfakha on Paneer Taaza. And the
administration of this falooda is also beneficial, the details of it
is as follows –

Tukhme khashkhash, Tukhme khanak equal to two Misquaal from
each, Tukhme khurfa and tukhme Reehanone misqal from each,
and Badiyan half misqal. Each    to be put into hot plate and strir
until it get into half burnt but should not be burnt, after that
cook well the all items, and in this flour add sugar in it as per
the quantity of Falooda, and when it cooked, add all the above
mentioned ground seeds in it and mix well, thereafter take out
this in a plate, and at the time of eating, add Roghane Badam
in it and lake. In the same way cook the Pulao of gul-e-Kishneez
and a little roghan-e-Piya (fats) and feed; and this powder is
trialed, the details of it is as follows – Haleela zard, Mastagi and
Khilaf (Bed sada),Bairoon-e Pista, one part from each in the same
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way – Badiyan, Post e Naranj, Post e Anar e Sheerni, half part
from each and after taking Qand in half of the quantity of all
ingredients, grind all the items and make ‘Nakhal’ (perhaps it
is meant here that make pills as per the size of dates seeds) and
use it, some times with water, sometimes without water and
sometimes with fruit juice, will be beneficial, and in all kinds
of purgation, one diram of Gil e Irmani to be given to eat with
clean water or Aab-e Behar, it is very beneficial especially
forIshal-e Damvi (loose motions mixed with blood), and roasted
Samagh-e-Arabi in the dose of one diram with egg yolk (half
fried) will be proved a beneficial diet and make to eat Khushk
Pulao with fresh curd of cow, is very much beneficial and has
been trialed subject to the hotness, and the use of tukhme
shahasfarami.e. glue of Reehan, Bazarqatoona, Bartang, after
roasting, is very beneficial in other diseases in addition to
weakness of stomach. And the Naan which is prepared with
wheat flour and Baloot, is beneficial, and Fade zehar haiwani with
the curd of cow, with the juice of Lisanul Hamal, or Aabe seb or
Aab e sifarjal or Aab-e-Amrood, all are beneficial. And Behi
(fermented) and prepared on fire at night is also beneficial, in
the same way roasted Sheera-e-khurfa will be beneficial in place
of Aab-e-kah. And that Maheecha (vermicelli) in which Khameer
mixed with a little Maraj and Nana (Podina), that will also be
beneficial, or Fatiq e Sumaq (curd of Sumaq½ etc. make toeat as
diet, will be beneficial, and the vermicelli of the cow’s milk
containing a little roasted and ground Reehan’s seeds, in the
same way Maash in which roasted rice is added and mixed
with Sheera-e-khashkhash and the rind of Halela, one or two, with
a little Mastagiwith Aab-e-Faneez or Aab-e-Gulab to be made to
eat such persons whose stomach is weak. In the same way
roasted rice with Sumaaq, Zarishk or Anardana which have been
roasted, those after cooking, moreover, added a little Podina,
the feeding of it as diet will be beneficial, especially such cases
who possess vomiting in their GIT. And in the diarrhea with
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fever and cough, this Sharbat-e-Moorid will be beneficial to them.
The details of it is as follows-Amrood (semi ripen) one part,
and the seeds of that Moorid which has been ripen on the tree,
equal to two parts, both, after crushing, to be boiled in water
upto such extent that these to be dissolved, thereafter, mash
these manually and stir after that mix the Qiwam of Qand in it
and some times a little Gulab is added in it, thereafter, to be
given twice in a day, once in morning and night at bed time,
every time to be given 2-3 fingers. It is experienced several
times that dried Amrood, Behi and Seb etc. which is called as
Sanjad, administration of it to the children is very beneficial.
And if the sweet (melon) Kharpaza is given in large quantity in
breakfast, will be beneficial to the cases of Ishal-e-Damvi, and it
is experienced that if the patient (child) is still not becomes it’s
habitual of eating then the things which are beneficial and better
to the feeding mother to be used. And if Ishal has been occurred
due to the obstruction of the liver, moreover, this condition of
the children generally happens due to over satiating,
unorganized eating, over eating and eating of hard and sweet
objects, therefore, at this juncture the hard, dry and astringent
things to be kept away from him, so that it should not increase
the obstruction in this disease, rather it should be treated with
Zarishk, Aash Nardan, Aash-e-Ramaj-o-Rishta, and Sharab Behi,
Aab-e-kasni, Aash-e-Sumaq and Tursh,and like wise items.

An one and a half year old child got diarrhea in summer
season and eventually started bleeding, physicians treated well
but not relieved. At last Berge kharqoola was taken and put in a
pan, and he was sit in it after defication, then got relieved. And
the water of Berg-e-Karad, which is grown at the margins of
water and on inspection it is l ike Lisanul Hamal and
morphologically it is like karad, that is also proximate to it in
benefit. And tukhme Leen is also proximate to it in benefit, it is
known as Bartang, one child got affected with diarrhea and
blood for one week, one person said that roasted Shah Baloot
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should be given to him to eat, he was got relieved merely by
eating it, and very oftenly this trial was also proved successful
on other places. One child of one and a half year got affected
with diarrhea in this season, and after one day and one night
this diarrhea became like dysentery and after one week this
became dysentery  completely, and it happened more in day
time in comparison to night, moreover, it used to happen more
after drinking water, and he felt thirst more in the day in
comparison to the night, and sometime the stool was just like
blood which is observed as like the water after washing the
meat, sometimes truly blood, sometime blood mixed with the
stool and sometimes the stool mixed with safra and Balgham
super added with a little blood, and sometime pus with blood.
And there was tanismus in the abdomen but dysentery was
not there, and he was repulsive to the food, and he deprived
of the milk due to vomiting, however, out of Qabizat items,
some were given to him by tricks and evasions, but  there was
no relief from any item. And he was so averted to the articles
of feeding and drinking the disease got incrased, till passed
one week, a person said that took the extract of Fodana and got
fermented after mixing a little flour of wheat with water, made
Maheecha of it, and Qatiq e kashk and Maghz-e-Jau made to eat
him by any trick. Therefore, on feeding of this said diet for
three days only, he got constipation, but fever increased next
day his constipation was relieved by Shayyaf-e-sabun, there was
perspiration at night and the child became healthy. Another
child got Bukhar-e-Ghair Khalis, fever along with diarrhea means
sometime he got fever and sometime got relieved, and after
subsidence for his GIT became weak and perhaps obstruction
was occurred and due to severity of the treatment and
weakness of power, whatever he used to eat, it came out
without digested in the stool of diarrhea. The reason behind
that was to decrease the severity of fever, he was feeded with
Murakkhiyat and MubarridatlikeAalooe Banafsha, and he was
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more feeded withShaftaloo, Hindwana (Tarbooz) and Anar-e-
Tursh, till this diarrhea persisted upto ten days, it was tried to
check it day and night, but no constipation producing drug
was proved beneficial. Eventually Pulao and Muzaafar suited
him, therefore, he got relieved by feeding it. And majority of
such children got relieved with this treatment who were
affected with Ishal-e-Bohrani or Ghair Bohrani and the diarrhea
was very chronic.

It is said that in ‘Sada’ (perhaps it is the name of a place),
during summer season there was produced putrifaction and
bad smell in the air, due to this small children got affected with
fever and bloody dysentery. Most of the children expired by
this disease, no medicine was effective, even no any ‘Triyaq’
was found effective in this disease, though all efforts were
carried out. Another female baby who was one and a half year
old, got affected with this disease and did not get relieve by
any treatment. The weakness was so evident within a week
that she could not change her posture from one side to another
side, the people became hopeless from her life, the reason for
this was that any of the constipation producing drug and Tiryaq
was not able to counteract this foul smelling air, eventually,
helplessly, to change the atmosphere, it was decided to change
the place, and during this condition of unconsciousness, she
was cradled in ‘kujawa’and proceeded towards ‘Mazdqan’,
where the surrounding atmosphere was normal to driest and
there was no suffocation in the air, when moved from ‘normal’
to some Farsang further, then there was a home at the bank of
the river, stayed there, and in the morning the baby opened
her eyes and asked for bread, therefore, a little bread was given,
which was eaten by her and asked for water and drunk it, and
started to talk slowly. After that they departed from this place
further, and after travelling two Farsang further, stayed at noon
at a pleasant bank, that baby asked for Mast and ‘bread, she
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ate it and she got vigour, hence, that girl stood up and started
to play automatically and fever and diarrhea subsided to some
extent. After that they proceeded further from this place to
another place, however, at this place, at night, that baby ate a
little bread and salted Paneer hence the residual diarrhea and
abdominal discomfort became relieved, she got a little sweating,
after that she stood up and started to run and engaged in
playing, thereafter, these people stayed their upto ‘Asr’, during
this period she got twice some diarrhoeal stool mixed with
blood, then those people proceeded to ‘Mazdquan’, and the baby
got cured by reaching there only, and no dietary restriction
was observed except, the only, she was not given any fruit to
eat. She was given to eat Naan, Pulao with Mast mostly, until
she became alright.

Thirty Second Chapter
(Regarding Dysentery of the children)

When the cause of dysentery is the reaching of cold in
the lower part of the body means, there is cold exposure in the
lower part of the body then the treatment is that Jawaras i.e.
millet with the ash of Abresham or the ash of droppings of she
goat to be heated in a frypan and tied in a cloth, level it and
make to sit the patient over it. And a new brick to be heated,
and a cloth to be wrapped over it, then sitting over it will also
be beneficial, but this seating should not be prolonged, as the
heat of the brick will produce weakness in his heart, and the
Shayyaf of Sabzdana will also be beneficial. In the same way the
Shayyaf of burnt Funduq and Qand will be beneficial. In the same
way the Shayyaf of burnt Maghz-e-Tukhme Shaftalu is also
beneficial. Grind zeera and mix old cow’s ghee in it and give
after dissolving it in cold water, will be beneficial, and observe
restriction from cold waves and it will be suitable to give the
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soup of chicken, without curd, in the diet of feeding mother.
And if the disease is due to other cause, this treatment is not
beneficial, then it should mind that if it suggestive to safra,
means inclined to safra then the feeding mother should not be
given anything to eat for one day, and after roasting Bartang
mix Roghan e Gul in it, to be given to eat with Sharbat-e-Behi to
feeding mother. And as diet the meat of lamb or goat’s kid
cooked with Anardana or with Sumaq to be instructed to feeding
mother to eat. And if the infant is having fever then that Hareera
which is prepared with mixing the flour of barley and Sattoo,
prepared by roasting over pan, feeding this to the feeding
mother will be suitable and beneficial. Likewise make to eat
the Safarjal, Tabasheer and Rubb-e-Safarjal or Seb will be
beneficial. And if the baby is affected with zaheer (Dysentery)
due to Balgham-e-Shor then treat the feeding mother as, roasted
Maghze Jau in the quantity of 3 deram, mix it with Nankhwa
one deram and half deram Kundur, crush all and to be given to
eat to feeding mother with hot water, and nothing should be
given to eat to feeding mother except this for two days and
give Kashkab and Shakar as diet, or that ‘Amaaj’ to be given in
which the roasted seeds have been mixed, and the fats of sheep
and Haldi is cooked, this diet will be beneficial, and Sad,
Qasbuzzareera and Anisoon to be dipped in water for one day
and night and after cleaning and mixing a little Meeba (syrup
of Behi) and old wine in it, give to eat to feeding mother, and
two deram of roasted or crushed Habburrashad to be given toeat
to the feeding mother with lukewarm water, relief will be there.
And whenever the drugs for this disease are given to eat to
feeding mother, a little to be feeded to Razaa means infant who
is the patient. And that “Rishta” (vermicelli or ) which is mixed
with the milk and prepared in the iron vassel, in which tukhme
Murr and tukhme reehan are added, likewise that ‘Rishta’ which
Khamar is prepared from the eggyoke of hen’s egg, that will be
beneficial to give for feeding mother and patient both. Likewise,
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the administration of gulqand aftabi mixed with mucilaginous
substance will be beneficial to feeding mother and patient both.
In the same way, Gulab and Tukhme khushk in equal parts, added
in water, use as lukewarm or after getting cool, especially at
such places where there is indigestion and cholera as general,
and that Falooda which has been described in Ishal-e-Damvi, that
is also given in this disease to the children several children got
relieved from this; the eggyoke of the hen’s egg mixed with
Roghan-e-Gul, lukewarmed, to be put and the patient to be sit
over it as just below of his anus, doing so, is beneficial in the
inflammation and discomfort of dysentery. And that wild bird
which is known as Aq Aq or Akka means crow, incise its
abdomen and the anus of the child to be kept over it with
warmth repeatedly, by doing so, it will give relief to the
inflammation and discomfort. And the Rubb and Sharbat of Behi
sheerin provide relief to the children, and eating of Sanjad is
very beneficial; and the Aash (flour) of Anardana and Podina
with the Yakhni which contains the roasted Biranj that also give
relief. And that flesh of fowl (bird) which is roasted with
Anardana and zeera, eating of it will be beneficial to the disease
inclining towards Safra.

Thirty Third chapter
(Regarding the description of tenismus in the
abdomen means pain in intestines)

When it happens without diarrhea that the clinical
feature of it is that the expelling exit becomes tortuous and the
child weeps. The treatment of it is that after grinding of
Nankhwah and mixing with egg white of hen’s egg to be applied
over his abdomen as liniment, and fomentation of the fresh
tapid cowdung is very much beneficial and Safoof Badiyan and
Agar-e-Turki to be mixed in the milk, likewise, after grinding
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the Badiyan Roomi and Mastagi, to be given to feeding mother
provides relief and the Shayaf of Qand is also beneficial, and
sometimes the Shayaf of mouse droppings and Shayaf of soap,
and softened Shayaf of Banafsha covered with Zohra-e-Gao
(massaged) and application of shayaf Sanj covered with Zohra-
e-Gao, and after grinding Samagh-e-Arabi and cooking of
eggyoke and Afiyoon in the quantity of one Shamma, to be
dissolved in Roghane Gul, the anus to be rubbed with this
combination, than there happens more relief. And making sleep
the baby in prone position or over the thighs of the feeding
mother and swinging slowly and massaging over his back
muscles, happens to be more beneficial. I have seen so many
feeding mothers that they licked with their tongue to the
stomach of baby from umbilicus to the border of stomach thrice
and shed away the mouth’s water, the baby got relieved after
sometime. There are certain people who possess the ancestral
traditional prayers, which are chanted by them, therefore, when
they chant the prayer after keeping their hand over the
abdomen of such baby who is suffering from colic, then a
condition of stress and yawning appears on them and patient
becomes healthy, and those children who were repulsive to
take medicine ………

Thirty Fourth Chapter
(Regarding the complications of Umbilicus i.e.
tanismus)

If it is without dysentery and diarrhea than it’s treatment
is that mix the hot water with Roghan-e-zait and add a little salt
in it, and put it over the bladder and umbilicus and when it
becomes cool then repeat it. And Junde Bedastar mixed in water,
rub over it, will provide relief; and after grinding the droppings
of she goat, put into a piece of cloth and do hot fomentation, it
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will be beneficial; and a little Safoof-e- Badiyan mixed in the milk
of feeding mother, feed to the baby, it will be very beneficial.
Likewise, a little Behi Surkh or Agar(ood) to be given to baby
after rubbing into the milk of feeding mother will be beneficial;
and the use of Shayyaf of Samagh-e-Arabi and the Roghan-e-Afiyan
which has been described in the chapter of Maghas, will be
beneficial at this place also. And if there is no relief with the
fomentation of hot articles, then a cloth of piece to be wet in
cold water and make Tila over it and put Pasakh in the cloth,
will be beneficial.

Thirty fifth chapter
(Regarding the protuberance of the umbilicus
of the babies)

It is generally happens due to pressure during weeping.
The treatment of this is that Murdare Sang and Asfeedaj Hazaz
to be wet in the shayyaf of Mameesa or Aab-e-Kishneez, and apply
(Tila) over it. Likewise, after grinding Murmakki and Joz sard
with Aab-e-Berg-e-Inabussalab and Sibr, and Mazoo (pulverized)
with Aab-e-Kishneez, and Roobahwith Tareek if applied as Tila
over the umbilicus, provides relief. And if needed than over
his umbilicus tie a pocket with pulverized Badiyan in equal size
as the umbilicus is. After that don’t tie a hard Tila over his
umbilicus and take caution so that his back and sides do not be
injured due to hard tying, I have seen that a baby got relieved
by just tying this pocket. And the essential and ultimate
treatment of this disease is that as much as possible the baby
should be kept quite; and Tila will be beneficial also, the details
of which is as follows –

Yashab yamani 3 deram and three pieces of Mazoo after grinding
and sieving mixed in Sirka six deram, to be applied as Zimad
and to be tied over the material means over the specific site
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tightly, if the Sarb i.e. the layer of the pelvis has come out and
there is a slight pain then it returns back to its place with
gurgling, the treatment of it is that take Mazoo, Kazmazaj, Aqaqea,
Shahbaloot, Gulnar and Tukhme Arja in equal parts and getting
fermented with Saresh and Sirka, massage over the umbilicus,
it will be beneficial. Generally and mostly the cause of
protrusion of umbilicus is ‘Fataq’ (Hernia), Nankhwah to be
fermented with Asl (Honey) or paste over it getting mixed the
egg albumen and wrap within Kharqa (a piece of cloth) e.g.
Kharqa katan etc. and wrap Sak and Nankhwah in this Kharqa
and tie over it, and adopt the same remaining procedure as
described in the treatment of Fataq (Hernia), and the treatment
of Waramesurah (inflammation of umbilicus) is that the Mekhush
which is ………… massage with Alakul Batam or Roghan as
Roghan-e-Zaitoon or Kunjad and a little to be given to the infant
to eat, and apply Tila of it over the umbilicus will be beneficial.

Thirty Sixth chapter
(Regarding the description of Reehi (Badi)
Hernia of the children)

Baadi and Muqawwihernia, mostly occurs due to the
strain of weeping. Children got mostly Muqawwi hernia when
they strain to pull something or jump over or when the Baadi
things do not suit them, then its treatment is that the feeding
mother and child to be forbidden to use the Baadnak (Reehi)
articles. Likewise to be refrained from such articles which are
Mulayyin (laxative) and Muzliq (slippery), and such articles
which are carminative means removes the gases, give these in
food e.g. Zeera, Badiyan, Karawiya and Mastagi etc. to be
essentially given. And the baby to be refrained from weeping
by differenttricks. Forbid children to exert strain and when the
gas is in the testicles than stretch his thigh and pelvis and apply
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mastagi, Mazoo, Saresh kafshukran, Anzaroot and Nankhwah over
it, and wash with the water of Zak and after sieving through
the cloth of Karbas tie over this site perfectly. Likewise, Gulnar,
Mazoo, Jund Bedastar, Kundur, Saresh and Momiya in equal parts
mixed in Aab-e-zak, tie over it and when it gets dried then again
tie after getting wet it, especially during night time which is
the time of rest, that time will be better. And best and prime is
that should be tied over it, and the procedure of tieing is that
make a triangular bag equal the size of palm, in such a way
that it should be equal to the triangular napkin of his thighs
and waist and should be covered with pulverized zeera and
Badiyan perfectly so that it got strength after that tie the knots
on its all three angles, thereafter it should be tied over the high
which contain gason tieing, proceed from thigh to the back of
the waist and tie it. The second angle to be proceeded from the
thigh towards the back and then tie up. The third angle pass
through the thigh to be carried towards the testicles and passing
through near to the thigh, put on the buttocks and after
stretching perfectly tie over all the knots, in such a way that
this bag should be tied over the thigh and passage of gas should
be blocked and it should be vanished perfectly. At the time of
tieing lay down the patient in supine position and slowly the
gases of the testicles to be pressurized towards the abdomen
so that it gets out. At this time, its passage to be picked up by
the finger, put the bag over it and tie efficiently on the same
way as described. Moreover, it will be better to tie over the
Tila or Zimad.

There occurred gas in the testicle of a five year old baby,
hence, when the dropping of mouse mixed with milk was
appl ied  as Tila over his pelvis and testicles, he got very much
relief. And at other places it was trialed, it is said that a four
year old baby got affected by gas in his testicle, merely tieing
this bag repeatedly, provided relief to him, and at several other
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places this procedure provided relief. And if the gas is produced
at the back of pelvis then its treatment to be done by tieing the
same Tila and Zimad and the patient and feeding mother to be
forbidden to take gas producing substances. Mostly, merely
this treatment is found to be sufficient. Moreover, the dropping
a little Mushk dissolved in Roghan-e-zambaq in the meatus of
penis is beneficial in Badi Hernia, and the application of Tilaof
Magiz-e-Sakh-e-khar (bone marrow of donkey) over it gives relief
subject to the condition of use repeatedly and the patient should
be very little, and that which is ………………….. the treatment
of them also to be done by tieing this bag as per regime. And
as far as the tieing of hard bag is concerned, it should also be
tied perfectly and that should be observed in such a way that
the opening to be remained relaxed and the stratched place
become alright……………… And I have seen such children
those got blisters due to tieing this bag very tightly but got
relieved in the same night, especially those very small babies
whose ears and its membranes are very much delicate, very
promptly got the incision (dissolution of continuity of tissues),
this incisions are easily happen during the night, and if the
Hernia …….. is there, that its treatment is that it should be
expelled out from there.

Thirty Seventh Chapter

(Regarding Hurqatul Baul (Burning
m i c t u r i t i o n )  – means during micturition, occurring of
burning in the urinary tract. This disease is occurred due to
hotness of the air and consumption of hot articles by feeding
mother, especially occurred in small children. The treatment
of it is that the Sharbat (syrup) of Hindwana means watermelon,
means after mixing the water of watermelon with sugar and
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boil it, to be given to eat and the feeding of the syrup of sheera
of tukhme Khurfa with Qand after making Chashni (hot sticky
solution of sugar) is also beneficial, and sitting in Aab-e-
Hindwana i.e. water of watermelon, is also beneficial. And donot
give the hot articles to eat to the patient and feeding mother
and to be refrained totally from hot articles. It is said that a
baby of one and a half year old, was affected with Sozish-e-Bol,
hence, whenever he did micturate, started weeping and crying,
and used to rub his genitals with his own hand. He was given
to eat Enabussalab and Sada …… and Buttermilk of the cow, got
cured; and it was trialed at most of the places.

Thirty Eighth Chapter
(Regarding the description of micturition in
clothes during the sleep) (Bed wetting)

The cause of this is coldness of the temperament and
the flaccidity of the muscles of urinary bladder. This disease
occurs mostly in the children. The treatment of it is that take
the fruits of a tree Darakht-e-Ban, which is known as Inderjau
due to similarity with the tongue of sparrow, ground it’s pulp
perfectly and make a Majoon by mixing it with honey and give
to eat at night similar to the size of a walnut, and the majority
of the children to be awakened during the usual sleep and make
to micturate or he should be waved and jolted and say to him
“to do micturition’ and daily he should be made feared with
this so that this habit to be departed away from him gradually.
And give him to eat ‘Gulqand-e-Asli’ two diram in morning and
evening. And give this drug also which is composed as follows

Zeera, Kundur, Habbul Aas and take from each five to forty
misqual and make pills, after crushing the Sharbat …………. and
Mazoo-e-Kabood, mix with Tukhm-e-Reehanand Roghan-e-Sosan
or that Roghan (oil) which contains Mushk and Afiyoon that to
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be massaged over the pelvis, and Ood, Mastagi old wine and a
little ‘Musallas’ is said to be beneficial, if taken. And after
roasting the Maghz-e-Sare khargosh to be eaten with ‘Sharab’ or
its dried kidney with sugar only is trialed and proved beneficial.
And as diet, give to eat Quliya and Matbakha or burn Hanjra-e-
kharoos i.e. trachea of the fowl and take it after grinding, to be
given to eat with Aab-e-Fatir in the quantity of one dang to two
dang. And if the disease is chronic then take Shahad in the
quantity of one diram, Shakar surkhfour diram and after mixing
it together, eat some times. Several, three and four year old
children have given up this habit after opting these measures.
And if there is severe disease of bed wetting during the night
then should be hungry and thirsty for quite sometime during
the last time of the night, and sleep him in such position. And
the things which are hot and tonic for urinary bladder should
be used, and these things should be made to eat morning and
evening and opt for such measures. It is said that this disease
was relieved from a person by giving Shahsfaram with one raw
Mazoo, after grinding, with the water of honey. And keeping
warm the sleeping clothes and sitting over the warm articles
in the last hours of the day, these all measure are beneficial in
this disease. And refrain from Khayar, Kadoo and coldness
increasing items. And if the baby is older and female then she
should be given hot Majoon as shahad(honey) and a little
………. after meals, and the intake of Jozboa regularly to be
proved very much beneficial, and he should be given the
articles having the less amount of water and sourness as long
this habit get removed from him. It is seen in so many persons
that this habit does not relieved form this habit till becoming
the adults, and whatever treatment they opted, did not get
benefitted. Physicians said that for such persons, it is beneficial
to give Murmakki in the quantity of ¼ diram with Sharbat in the
morning. Likewise, that Naan in which a little faeces of pigeon
has been concealed, the use of it is very beneficial. And if this
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disease happens due to hotness the patient to be given Qabizate
Barid e.g. Bazrul ward, Sumaq, Harram, Baloot Bazar, …………
Bazrul uzaila, Kafoor these all drugs, single or compound, to be
given with the juice of sour pomegranate, or for this disease
depend on the drug, the details of which is as follows –

Tabasheer, Gil-e-Irmani, tukhme khurfa-o-Kahoo-o-Khashkhash, all
these to be crushed and sieved and make tablets of these, and
if add in it one misqal of Afiyoon and Zafraan in the same
quantity, then will be beneficial. And if it is happened due to
coldness then Qabizat-e-Hasra e.g. Mushk, Qust, Khoolanjan, Saad,
Maroo, Ustukhuddoos, Kundur, Kamoon, roasted wheat, Tukhme
Katan, Tukhm-e-Reehan in the quantity of one diram each after
roasting and likewise Adminsitration of Karnals Barsht as
funduq, Pista etc. and Ghair Barashta as Panbadana, Daqeeq Narjeel
with sugar is very beneficial. In the same way in the diet, Bazre
Sumaqiia, Harramia in equal quantity with Kishneez provide
relief, and taking Itrifal Sagheer and Kabir and Saatar give
benefit. The details of Itrifal kabir are as follows – Halela Siyah,
Post Halela Kabuli, Amla Muqashshar, Filfil, Dar-e-filfil, three
diram from each. After crushing and sieving the Zinjabeel,
Bozidaan, Sheetraj Hindi, Shaqaqul, Toodri Surkh, Zahar o Lasanul
Asafeer, Maghz-e-Habbul filfil, Kunjad Muqashshar, Khashkhash
Safed, Behman Surkh-o-Safed  ten diram each, fry with Roghan-e-
Badam or other Roghan and mix Shahad in it, and use after two
months. And the details of Itrifal Sagheer are as follows –

Post Halela Kabuli, Post Halela Zard, Post Halela Siyah and Amla
Muqasshar in equal parts, after crushing and sieving fry with
Roghan-e-Badam, and mix in it the Shahad in triple quantity, and
use it as Sharbat in the quantity of one to two diram. And if the
hairs of camel after knitting as cloth if tied over the thigh of the
child, then he will not micturate in his cloth during sleep. And
it is beneficial to massage over the pelvis, the Roghan-e-Qust
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and Zait after dissolving in the fats of such shegoat which
contains ………….. andMushk.

Thirty Ninth Chapter
(Regarding the description of dysurea)

The cause of it is the stone in the kidney or urinary
bladder, or due to Ratubat-e-mizaj which is happened due to
eating of Ghaleez Toam (viscid diet) which is generally happened
in small children from infantile period to age of maturity. The
clinical feature and identification of it is that the urine is
colourless, of lesser viscosity and clean and the sediments of
the urine is grey or white, and the sedimentation of the kidney
is of yellowish or red; and the difference between the pain of
kidney and bladder is that …………………………………………
that it should be known that it is in the kidney and the bladder
stone is not producing pain, but which is arising from the
opening of the bladder and the urine………………….The
treatment of it is that ………… to be massaged over the pelvis
and kidney and drop into the urethral opening . The details of
it is as follows –

Zarawand ………………… or Saad, Post Kibr, take one Angia from
each and after crushing it, add one Ratal Roghan-e-Badam in it,
keep it in sunlight for one week, than after cleaning it, add ten
scorpions in it and keep in sunlight, then clean it, thereafter
use it. And the feeding mother and patient (child) should be
forbidden for taking stone producing diets; and after grinding
Hajrul Yahood in water, apply over a roll of cotton and insert in
the meatus of the penis. And the other treatment is that the
Beekhe khubbaziand in the same way its leaf and the leaf of
Khitmi, leaf of Khush Nazar and its root and the stem branch of
Khar-e-Khasak and Baboona, all these constituents after crushing
coarsely to be boiled in a large amount of water and the patient
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to be sit in it, however, it should be mind that the vassel of the
water should be broad and the medicine should be inclined
towards hotness, and when the patient get sit into it, the water
to be reached upto his umbilicus and waist. Make sit in this
water twice or thrice morning and evening till the water
becomes cool; and another treatment is that Qart to be warmed,
and after taking bath every time his body to be dried and the
above mentioned oil to be massaged as per the described
procedure, and half Dang the brain of crow or the brain of the
wild crow to be made to eat with milk, will be beneficial, or
keeping penis in it and dropping of it will also be beneficial.
And if it is more powerful, then it should be removed from the
same Sharbat. And grind the Aqrab after burning it and in the
quantity of one neem, and to be given with Roghan e Badam,
Kharpaza, a little husk, Nabat and Roghane Banafsha. And if there
is a pain and burning due to obstruction of urine then instruct
to eat Kharpaza Sheerin, Tukhme Kharpaza Sheerin Funduq and
Qataq with sugar, and Sheera Tukhme Adrak will be beneficial.
And if there is Habs-e-Baul(obstruction in micturition) is
produced due to coldness of temperament without gases
(flatulence) then the clinical feature of it will be no thirst, slow
pulsation, the colour of the urine becoming colourless, then its
treatment is that keep the penis in the water of Boora, and eat
two Dang of Hilteet dissolved in the Sheera after getting tapid
hot, and make sit in lukewarm water upto umbilicus, and shed
the tapid water over the penis and serotum frequently, and
the soap of a young cock with Aab-e-Nakhud and mix with the
Sheera of Maghz Kajeera, to be taken as diet. And when there is
urge of micturition than stood up on the feet so that the
urination to be done clearly, and after drying the Sangdana
(Gizzad) of Murgh, take in the quantity of one Misqaal mix in
one diram of Namak-e-Hindi and half of its quantity to be mixed
with hot water or the milk of donkey and eat with Aab-e-Turb,
Aab e Karafs and Roghan-e-Badam. And if the Ehtabas e-Baul
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(obstruction in micturition) is occurred due to hotness of fever
then the clinical feature of it is that there will be burning and
hotness in the urine and will come in little amount (dribbling)
and if it is more in quantity than comes out easily. It’s treatment
is to be done with Tadbeer-e-Ratab and Roghan-e-Banafsha and
Shibbat and Roghan-e-khasak. And the water of Aabzan means
Ghusl to be prepared by mixing Banafsha, Sibr, Zard and Baboona.

Fortieth Chapter
(In the description of Hayyat (Ascaris), Habbul
Qara (Tapeworms) and the small worms of
the children means such long worms which
are produced in the small intestine, besides
straight intestines).

The identification of it is repulsion and non inclination
towards oily food, heart burning, tenismus in the umblical
region, dryness of lips during awakening and salivation from
the mouth during sleep, the treatment of it is Afsanteen Roomi,
Barang-e-Kabuli, Zohra-e-Gao, Shahm-e-Hanzal , these all
ingredients to be mixed and crushed, after sieving apply over
stomach as Zimad, will provide relief. And if Aab-e-Seej mix
with the milk and give to eat, it will be suitable, and abstain
from the viscid foods means the heavy foods, over eating,
frequent eating, disorganized eating. In the same way abstain
from wheat, unripe fruits, soft cooked meat and Hareera etc.
Buttermilk should be taken abundantly, and a trialed method
and treatment in this chapter is that the patient should be given
the goat milk repeatedly and continuously for few days with
or without Naan (a kind of bread) so that the worms become
used to eat their liked food, then suddenly stop the feeding,
thereafter, whenever hunger or thirst is felt, then during this
kill the worms by administration of worm killing drugs
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(Antihelmenthics), because, after that these worms become very
hungry and desirous. Hence, at this time the antiworm drugs
to be mixed in the milk, so as that the smell of the drug don’t to
be reached to the patient, during this period a little piece of
meat without salt but roasted or cooked in the water to be
handed to the child, so that he suck it and gulp its water, so
that the abdominal worms after smelling its flavor, in search
of food with open mouth come to the upper part, at this point
of time the milk mixed with the antiworm (Antihelminthic)
drug to be given him at once, moreover, after closing the nostril
of the patient, the milk to be given to drink, so that its smell
should not be reached to the worms prior reaching the drug to
the worms through the inspiration, and the worms should not
become aware. And it will be better to do an action producing
fatigue like exercise before eating the meat. And after taking
the drug, it will be better to do inspiration slowly and stop for
a while and the smell of the drug get mixed in the inspirating
air, and when this air will reach to the worms, will be helpful
in expelling these worms. And the total hot antiworm (Anti-
helminthic) drugs are as follows –

Daramna Turki, Qardmaya, Fa’am, Podina, Qanbal, Aftimoon,
Bazar-e-Raziyanaj, Saatar, Afsanteen, Tukhm-e-karnab, Kankar-o-
Arad-e-filfil, Zeera Biryan Siyah, Tukhm-e-Datura, Seer, Kibr, Saad,
hasha, Shehm-e-Hanzal, Unsul, Turmus, Qatran, Habbul Neel,
Mahoo and from oils, Maghz-e-zard Aaloo and Shaftaloo. Likewise
the cold antiworm (anti-helminthics) drugs are – Kishneez
khushk, in addition to that it slows down the worms and expels
out, likewise – Sumaq, Tukhm-e-khurfa, Sirka kibri-o-unsuli, Berg-
e-shaftaloo, Fofil, Tabeekh-e-post-o-Beekh-e-kharnoob, Tabeekh-e-Post-
e-Anar-e-Tursh, Ghora neem Tursh and the other those articles
which are given after crushing with Batasha (a traditional sweet
prepared by dropping of boiled sugar on a piece of cloth) with
Daramna Turki, Angez Turki, anardana and Maghz-e-jau, to be
given to eat in the dose of 4-5 diram after meals. It remained
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very beneficial, and most of the children got relieved, and in
the samed way that “Ghora” means that raw grapes which is
half sweetish (semi ripen), the ingestion of it after meals is very
beneficial. An abdominal worm was very much troubling to a
three years old child, his belly was protruded, and there was
very much vomiting, there was tanismus in his stomach,
became very much week, whatever the diet he ate, produced
constsipation despite of these worms and whenever he passed
stool, a worm used to come out with it, therefore, Daramna
Turki  with one handful of gule Shaftalu were taken in the spring
season after semigrinding, dipped for a little time in the milk
and thereafter given to eat to the  patient by some people, it
produced intensified movement and eventually it expelled out
the bag of the worms, rather the big worms were also killed
and expelled out; moreover, this Zimad (local application) is
also beneficial, the details of which are as follows –

Turmus Basri, Shahm-e-Hanzal and Sibr, take all these in equal
quantity and after crushing with a few leaves of shaftaloo or
Aaloo, make a Majoon; and put for long worms, above the
umbilicus and for tapeworms below the umbilicus. And if there
is weakness in the stomach, then the following drugs after
beating with the Sharbat of Behi and their Rubb and if mixed
with it, that will be better; and this Tila is very much
experienced. The details of  which are as follows –

Daramna Turki one Misqal, Sibr half Diram wrapped in Berge
shaftaloo to be applied around his umbilicus as Falita (tape/roll
of cotton), and when becomes dried, again to be applied in the
same manner, or this tila to be used which will expel the tape
worms and long worms. The details of which are as follows –

Afsanteen three Deram, Berge Shaftaloo ten Deram, Zohra Gao one
in no., all these to be applied as Tila around the umbilicus, will
be beneficial. And as far as those worms which are produced
in strait intestines, or those small worms which ingest (irritate)
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the structures nearby the rectum/anus, such as Kiram e Sirka;
and produces itching and irritation and very often used to come
out with daefication/stool. The treatment of these is that adopt
regimes earliest for their expulsion, and do not let them inside
the rectum for more time, so that do not accept the treatment,
and the Roghan-e-zait with Roghan Dana e Shaftaloo or with Sadab,
or a roll of cotton dipped in Sibr, Aabe Afsanteen or Aab
warqulkhokh to be massaged in the anus, will be beneficial; and
take Mom and Hina in equal quantity, make Shayyaf and after
sometime keep the anus of the baby near to a lamp and the
lady assistant with her finger, make itch on the margins of the
anus and dialate a little so that the worm exhibit its mouth
towards outer side by these tricks and when it gets appear a
little then catch it, and it has licked around the anus then make
a Shayyaf by mixing Shakar-e-Surkh and Maghz Sakhta Shaflaloo
and keep it inside or keep the Mom mixed with these two. And
if make a shayyaf by crushing the leaves of Shaflaloo and burnt
Maghz Badam Talkh, and dip it in Naqt SiyahorRoghan-e Mom
and it in the same place then it will kill the worms, and for
eating Shakar and Narjeel and such food which contains Sar
Makool, or Darama e Turki crushed with Khurma to be given to
eat. All these articles will provide benefit to the baby. And by
application and massaging of Mom with Roghan e Nuqt on inner
and outer part of anus is beneficial in worm itching and restrict
those to bite. And if apply Siyah Dana and Daramna Turki after
crushing on this place, will be beneficial and refrain from viscid
and humid foods.

Forty first Chapter
(Regarding the description of Rectal prolapse
during defication)

The treatment of it is that keep the leather of an old Dafli
(trumpet) infront of fire until it burns, thereafter grind it and
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sprinkle over it and he should be instructed to pull inside the
smoke of it. This action should be done repeatedly, provide
benefit or ingest Zar e kushta, and keeping on it the Doodh
kharnoob andPost Beekh-e Kibr every time will provide relief,
and if Moorid, Gulnar, Shibb-e-yamani, Mazoo and Post-e-Anar to
be boiled in water and he should be sit in this water for few
times then will be very beneficial. And sprinkling of its
pulverized and sieved powder over it is also beneficial.
Likewise, it is stated regarding Sokhta Shimakh Gao Kohi that it
is beneficial. And if the rectum comes out due to flaccidity of
any organ that its identification is, when keep the hand over it,
then it goes inside. The treatment of it is that Aqaqia, Juft Baloot
and Mazoo to be boiled and the baby to be sit in this decoction
and the rectum to be covered with Aab-e-Moorid and Aab-e-
Lisanul hamal, and rub Joz-e-Saroo and Roghan-e-Qust on it, and
sprinkle the Asfedaj, Muquil, Moorid, Zeera, Izkhar and Kundur
after grinding; and give Sumaq to eat and restrict the patient
and feeding mother for taking Layyinatmeans soft and laxative
articles, and if the child is small, then he should also be
refrained, and manually insert inside the Namak, Gulnar, Mazoo
and Surma Isfahani after grinding and sieving; and after
application of Kahal, Safedab, Khoon-e-Shayad shan and Aqaqia,
after grinding, single or in compound, apply Roghan e Gul over
the anus, will be beneficial, and burn the old and decayed head
of a dead dog and grind finely and after wrapping a little in
cotton, make reach to this place and after intrusion of rectum
inside, stand up right atonce, and if rub the Shahasfaram means
Reehan after grinding, over the rectum, even this will provide
relief. And if the temperament is very much cold then mix
Darchini, shah Baloot, Marzanjosh, Mazoo and Zeera in old wine
and after one night, sit in this after cleaning it, and the rectum
to be rubbed with Roghan-e-Dana-e-zard Aaloo and Shaftaloo. And
if the flaccidity of the rectum is happened due to coldness of
the muscles of the rectum, it’s sign is that this disease will
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happen slowly means will be precipitated slowly and the
fluidity and the coldness of the temperament will be evident,
then its treatment will be done as in the case of paralysis and
hot Roghan will be rubbed. And keep the baby in that water
which is boiled with Sumbul, Qust, Murr and Joz Seer. And if
the rectum comes out due to inflammation then Gul e Khairoo,
Baboona, Banafsha and the like wise items to be dissolved in it,
and wash this place with these items. Moreover, this place to
be rubbed with the brain of goat or cow and the Mom of Roghan-
e-Gul, or Roghan-e-Baboona and Shibbat to be rubbed over this
place and take egg yoke one Deram and Roghan-e-Gul two diram,
mix together and keep at the place of inflammation, will be
beneficial, and if the anus become dialated, then burn the
menstrual bleeding soaked cloth, and the ash of it mixed with
the Ghee of cow to be given to the patient to eat and rub a little
in the rectum also, will become better, it is experienced.

Forty Second Chapter
(Regarding the ‘Bhatni’ and ‘Massa’
(Haemorrhoides) which is known as ‘zakh’)

The treatment of it is that dried human excreta to be put
on finger and fumigation to be done, and mostly this smoke
(fumigation) to be givne to the haemorrhoidal protruberance
repeatedly.  The wart will become dry by this procedure and it
will be rooted out slowly, and eventually vanished. And if the
wart is scratched with nail efficiently and apply Sheera of Berge
Anjeer on it, and Sheera-e-Mehmooda and like wise articles to be
put on it, will be beneficial. And if Tezab-e-Farooqui had to be
applied on it, then it will be removed very shortly. And tila of
the blood of chachoondar (Mole) on it will be beneficial. And it
has been reported in some specific individual’s that in the night
of Wednesday of the end of the month. When the moon
becomes disappeared, the wart to be rubbed with broom from
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individual side towards the outer side thrice and utter “oh..
moon as you are reducing, in the sameway reduce it too”, say
this thrice, and hit the broon at ground each time, the wart, as
it will be shedded out slowly and will be removed totally (if
Allah will like); and if take Mash Siyah (black Maash) in between
Sunday to Wednesday in the beginning of the month, and rub
a single grain of Maash on one wart and count, and as much as
the number of warts are there, taking the same number of the
grains of Maash and after rubbing it on warts keep it in a glass,
furthermore, mind it, that the patient should drink this water
of glass, if it finishes in one Shanba (Sunday),  it is better
otherwise the same procedure to be repeated in next Sunday;
very much experienced. And if Sirka and Namakis rubbed over
the warts daily and wash with it, then it will be better. And if
the Zarneekh and Maweez (excluding the seeds) is crushed and
applied as Zimad and leave it for three days and three nights,
after that open it; then it will uproot it, and if remains slightly
intact than repeat it, and after grinding the Shooneez and mixing
the urine in it, apply Tila, then will provide amazing benefit.

Forty Third chapter
(Regarding the prickly heat eruptions,
appearance during the night time which are
very painful)

These should not be treated because every such child
on whose body these ruptions appear, especially on his scalp,
that child becomes immune to brain disorders and several other
diseases, because the Tabiat (melieu interior) (Mizaj)
(temperament) expels out the toxic effects of the morbid
material through skin. And every such substance from the
ulcers or its predominance is become toxic and harmful, and
becomes generalized. The treatment of it is that after giving
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the diet and drink to the patient a suitable Madda to be given,
and Berge Saad, Berg-e-Gul ……, Berge kaz and Berge Izkhar to be
boiled in water and wash it with this decoction, and the neonate
to be bathed after giving bath to the feeding mother, and the
bathing and washing with Tabeekha Istarkha gives very much
benefit and after taking bath it should be dried and to be oiled
(rubbed) with Roghan-e-Gul and Moorid or Kaz. And whatever
the ulcer/injury has been taken place there, that should be
washed with Murdar Sang, Asfeedaj andRoghan-e-Gul and apply
it. And in the case of children’s …..Banafsha, Neelofar, Kashak
and Kadoo to be boiled in water and the child to be sit in it and
wash with it and Roghan to be kept away from him and the
feeding mother to be given to eat Matbookh-e-Halela zard. And
the child to be given Aab e Anar and Kashkab. And give light
diets to eat to the feeding mother and refrained from heavy
diets and black salt. And massage with Murdare Sang and Sifal-
e-Aab-e-Nakhurda (the earthen pot without soaking the water)
to be ground each with Roghan e Gul, Roghan e Moorid or Kaz,
will be beneficial. And Marham Asfeedaj Marham Kooza Fuqa,
Marham Ardoosa and Marhom-e-zard chobe heals up the ulcers.

The composition of Marham kooza is – tootiya Maghsool,
Murdar sang and Sifal-e-Kooza Fana (Broken earthen pot), after
grinding, take one part of each and after taking Hina in equal
quantity to all, mix with the Ghee of cow, and use it. And for
the wet ulcers/boils, the rubbing of above mentioned stones
with water will be beneficial, and it will absorb the fluid. It is
said that a four month old baby got affected with such type of
boils, which was similar to a small and weak aunt, its …….
inclined towards …… and there was itching, and when itched,
these used to get burning, and appeared an incised wound after
two or three days, and started to shed out the water from it,
and become a wound. And wherever its fluid or smell used to
reach, it also got affected with the same wound. This was
treated for a long time, even that wound reached to his chest,
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back, both hands, face and the roots of the ears etc. and he was
unable to sleep due to pain and itching of these wounds. At
this point of time, we started his treatment and from Mujaffifat
(drying drugs), Adhan (oils) Marham etc., whatever rubbed over
it, did not get complete relief, and he did not have the tolerance
power to the drugs having burning properties to the wound
as – Sharab (alcohol), Roghan-e-chob-o-Gul and other likewise
items. A person said that Unnab to be burnt in the Ghee of cow
and ……………… and grind by a stone and rub it over the
wound, the same was done, therefore, wherever the wound
was appeared, when this ointment was rubbed then this
ointment checked the conversion of these boils into wounds
and healed up it, but from the place again boils were appeared
and become wound. The another person said that rubbed the
oil of dung of asses over it and washed (took bath) after three
days. Therefore, the same was done at the place where that
wound was appeared, that was healed up and the boil which
appeared, become dried, and after taking bath and shedding
out the dried scars, the weak effects of it reappeared. Then a
person said that mix Hina in Aab-e-kasni and apply asTila over
the newly appeared signs daily and if these become in
abundance then second time rub the Roghan e zail. Therefore,
the same was done upto a long period, even he got relieved.
And the procedure to prepare Roghan-e-zail al-Himar is that
the semi dried and formed dungs of donkey to be broken into
small pieces as make brittle and a little organic manure (manure
made from the dung) to be added in it and put in a broad vassel
after putting Kasni in it, then Behman to be sprinkled over it,
and left some holes at the mouth of the vassel for expulsion of
smoke and evaporation/(steam), to the extent that it releases
Gham so as the uncleaned water stored in the lower portion of
that vassel then take the viscid water and use it. And as far as
the removal of the marks of the wounds is concerned, wounds
which remain intact due to hotness, urine and sweating, these
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are treated as – grind the Berge moored, and grind the roots of
Podina, and after rubbing Gule surkh, every ingredient
separately after mixing with Gul-e-Sarashwi and after sieving
finely, massage over it. This action will be better after taking
bath, repeated application of it will shortly remove the marks,
and the marks which appears very ugly, the sprinkling of Gule
Sarashwi over it will be enough. Furthermore, the burnt site of
the thighs, when the fear of recurrence of the disease is fully
removed, then it should be massaged with fresh saltless urine
efficiently, and it should be rubbed over the palm effectively
first then rub it over that place, and rubbing before the complete
healing of the wound will check the ……………….. And as far
as the Saffa (Alopecia) is concerned, it is a type of boil or prickly
heat eruption which appears on the scalp of small children and
mostly mixed with pus and sometimes not, which boil contains
pus in it known as Sarpanch or Sarbanj, then its treatment is
that, if the child is breast feeded then the Tanquia (Eliminaiton
of toxic maerials) of the feeding mother to be done with
Matbookh-e-Halela and Shahatra and the details of the
composition of Matbookh-e-Halela is that–

Sana 5 diram, root of Mahak 3 diram, Haleela zard and Kabuli 07
diram, tukhme kasni and Neelofar 03 diram each, Maweez ………
10 diram, Unnab 10 nos., Sapistan & Aaloosiyah 08 nos. each,
Khayar shambar and Turanjbeen 15 diram each, these should be
boiled and drink. And the scalp of the baby to be treated by
applying Tila as per requirement ………………………………….
The massage with saliva will be beneficial and Mohammad
Zakaria states that in the treatment of Saaffa-e-Digar and
Reshahai paleed should be relied upon sirka and Namak, and he
also states that there is no any better treatment then this for
Saaffa-e-Mutlaq (Alopccia totalis). Sifal-e-Mor e kuhna one part
and Namak half part, after grinding well and wet with sirka to
be applied as tila or the froath of the boiled or cooked meat, to
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be massage over it, will be beneficial. And that ointment which
is made up by mixing Murdar Sang, Zard chob, Sirka and Roghan-
e-zait, application of it as Tila will be suitable. Likewise, after
burning the Maghz-e-Tukhme shaftaloo and grinding, rubbing
of it will provide relief, and Maghze Tukhm e Badam and Tukhme
Talkh Mishmish have the same effects, and it will be better to
apply Tobal after burning efficiently and mixing with Murdar
Sang and a little Hina, as Tila will be better. And where the
wound is hard, hot and putrified then Gil-e-Armani, Kafoor
dissolved into Sirka and Gulab, should be applied over it as
Tila and Murdar e Sang, Mar Post(slaugh of skin of snake),
Zarawand Taweel and Zard chob in equal quantity or Hina in
its double quantity after crushing and sieving, dissolved in
Roghan-e-Gul to be applied as Tila, is very beneficial, and Sam
Abras (Lizard, Iguana or a poisonous snake after drying,
grinding and frying in Roghan, to be applied as Tila will be
beneficial, and the application of Sargeenefeel (the dung of
elephant) after burning as Tila will be beneficial, likewise it is
better to apply Tila of Zohra e khok mixed with Shahad, or Zak-e-
siyah, twoMisqal, ushnan five misqal to be crushed and cooked
perfectly, apply as Zimad, with Aab-e-Sirka. And this Tila is also
beneficial for Saaffa of children which appears on their scalp
and face. The details of it are as follows –

Safed Aab-e-Irzeez (Rang) (Tin) and Gule Surkh two diram from
each, Jalnar (Gulnar) and Arad-e-Jau, one diram from each,
Tabookh-e-Mom-e-Safed two diram, Roghan-e-Gul ten diram, drop
the Mom into Roghan e Gul, and mix the drugs after crushing
and sieving, and use. And use this tablet, the composition of
which is as follows –

Zard chob, Maghz-e-Badam Talkh, one part from each, Muquil
two parts, then Muquil to be added in old Sirka and the
pulverized zard chob, Maghz-e-Badam Talkh to be added in it for
consecutive three days, and make a viscid and hard solution
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of it by mixing to each other properly, and make tablets and at
the time of need apply as Tila mixing with Aab-e-kasni. One
more Tila which acts as the same, the details of it are as follows –

Armini Hazaz, Post-e-Anar, three diram from each, Sana and
Mail, four diram from each, Aqaquia, Shayaf, Basha two diram
from each apply as Tila after moisturizing with gulab. This Tila
is very beneficial for Saaffa Tar, the details of it is as follows –

Rub for few times Namak and Ushnan after moisturizing with
Sirka, and boil the Sabun (soap) in Arq e gulab as much as the
froath appears, after that add in it Beekhe Banafsha, Mom Safed,
Roghan-e-Badam and Banafsha, a little quantity from each, and
after applying this on the wound, leave it for one hour,
thereafter wash with hot water then it will uproot the Saaffa,
and refrain from meat and desserts (sweets). And crush Zard
chob and Badam twenty diram from each, and five diramMuquil
tobe fermented in Khal and make tablets by mixing each other,
and whenever needed mix Aabe Kasni and Roghan e Gul and
apply as Tila, or grind Zarawand-e-Taweel, Gulnar with Zarneekh,
ferment with khal. And zard chob, Post-e-Anar, Murdar-e-sang
and Hina also provide relief. And the Saaffa of those which is
dry, similar to the white skin in matter, Roghan-e-Banafsha
&Kadoo and Sheer-e-zanan (milk of woman) is dropped in the
nostrils and rub over it Banafsha and Isfanaj. And if it hard,
used to clean it with the razor and apply each over it, and Sheer,
Murdar-e-Sang and Roghan-e-Gul mixed with Sirka in it and
apply as Tila. And there is one more kind of Saaffa in which a
fluid is excreted as like the water comes out after washing the
meat. The treatment of it is that the Mahjama (cups) means
Bacchna or Singi are applied over it, by applying this, whatever
the fluid will be there, will come out. After that apply Gile
Armani, Murdar e Sang, Roghan e Gul and Sirka as Tila; and
another kind of Saaffa is that which is very red and as much
red as it resembles to the blackness. The treatment of it is that
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burnt paper, burnt Asrab and Anzaroot three diram fromeach
and Kibreet one diram to be ground and ferment with Khall and
use. And that Saaffa which appears on the face, the treatment
of it is that Gile Armani Kafoor, Zafraan and Gulab after
fermenting with Khall, apply as Tila. And if Saaffa appeared on
the body of the children, then this Tila will provide relief, the
details of it are as follows –

Zard chob, Hina, Zarawand, Murdar Sang Post e Anar to be applied
as Tila with Roghan-e-Gul and Sirka. And if there is chronic Saaffa,
then burnt Namak, burnt Raj, Gokhru, Zeebaq, Mazoo, Zard chob,
Zarawand andMurdar e Sang to be crushed and sieved apply
as Tila mixed with Roghan-e-Gul and Sirka. And if the paper
(Kaghaz) is burnt and the ash of it after dissolving in Sirka to be
applied over the Saaffa Khushk, then this will remove it, and
this is experienced.

Forty fourth chapter
(Regarding Tap-e-Lazim means chronic fevers)
The duration of fever which exceeds more than fourteen hours.
Hence, in the case where from the causes of Yomia Bukhar
(Ephemeral fever), if any cause is evident, then try to remove
this cause and Taadeel-e-Mizaj (normalization of temperament),
furthermore, the details of which is present in Humma-e-Yom,
and in the case where the evidence of hotness of blood due to
putrifaction, becoming the temperament of the child humid,
redness of eyes and face, prominency of vessels due to
production of sangurious diseses means production of the air
of sagninous diseases e.g. Hasba (khasra) (measles) and eruption
of blebs and Matbaqa (continuous and severe fever), and if
thereis evidence of the demand of weather and the purification
of unsuitable water under the usage of feeding mother, then
treatment of this disease is that, if the child is younger and the
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feeding mother is large bodied/robust and having sanguinous
temperament, then apply Fasd to the feeding mother. And she
should be given such dry diets to eat by which there should be
production of Dam-e-Lateef e.g. that ‘Kashkab-e-Jau & Unnab’ in
which cooked a little Kishneez, or that ‘Maash Biranj’ (lentil rice)
in which a little Kishneez-e-Tar is added or Adas-o-Biranj with
Safanaj, and if the baby is more than six months old and humid
in temperament, then second day, or third part or fourth part
of the day, upper part of his ear and a little of blood to be
eliminated. The maximum patients got sweating on third or
fifth night by this treatment and become healthy. And if the
baby is able that the blood to be withdrawal and the fever
persisted for a long time, and the patient is unconscious, and
the period of Bohran (crisis) is not confirmed then pierce the
upper part of his ear, and expel the blood in suitable quantity
so that he becomes conscious, and becomes healthy after
sweating for few days. The fever was exceeded more than eight
days to a female baby. She was unconscious, weak and slow
and she got Hasba means Khasra(measles) also, then the upper
parts of her ears were pierced, there was no bleeding from the
pierced sites for a long time and the people became hopeless
for her for becoming healthy, she was sat and her arms, neck
and ears were massaged aggressively, and when bleeding was
started, it came out a little, and then started to expel very much,
even the bleeding was not stopping, however, the bleeding was
checked by several measures. After that the baby become
conscious and she asked for food, then she was given to eat the
already stated articles, and after few day the fever become lesser
and fats mixed Arq e kahi (Green sweat) was appeared, and the
articles like Khashkhash, pearls of Marwareed and zeera came out
from her body and got cured after seventeen days. And the
diet for feeding to be given as prescribed, and if like to give
meat then giveChooza-e-murgh. And for the diseases like Khasra,
the boiled “Aab-e-Ghab” or dried, is beneficial. And the feeding
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mother should be given ‘Khunaki ha’, cold articles like ‘Aab e
Khayar’ (cucumber drink), Sheera-e-Tukhme khurfa, Hindwana,
Shaftaloo and the water of Baj (Bathva). And in case where the
detachment of the baby from his mother or feeding mother is
inevitable then irrespective of any type of fever is there, crush
the Bans (Bamboo) and its’ extract to be applied as tila over his
both temples and soles and keep him in warm clothes, means
as much warm as sweating takes place, and if the patient is
having Suda means headache is also there, and does not remove
by piercing the ear, or any thing is contraindicated in piercing
then Berge Bed-o-khitmi and Chuqandar to be semicrushed and
boil a little Nakhala and Jirm sirka in water, and after softening
the internal structure of Hindwana, pour in it, and wash his
both feet efficiently with this luke warm water upto the thighs
and rub a little with the hands so that there appears sweating
and headache gets removed, and applying the tila of sandal
and rubbing the Gulab after grinding withSirka and Aab-e-
kishneez e tar over the forehead, is beneficial for headache.
Likewise, the smelling of Lakhlakha and the Shayyafat-e-khunak
(cold shayyafat) after beating, is very beneficial and where due
to putrifaction the reason is Safra (yellowness), then the colour
of her milk and tongue will be yellowish, the urine red inclining
to yellowness, fast reflexes and the yellowness of all secretions,
is evident to this effect then the treatment of it is that the feeding
mother to be treated with Tanquia (elimination of morbid
material) with the four syrups, these are Aloo Bukhara, Tamar
Hindi, Sana-e-Makki and Sheer-e-khisht and likewise articles, and
for eating Ghora & Pao repeatedly and Zarishk and similar items
without meat and Boghan with the soup of Baranj&Kishneezand
also beneficial with the milk, and the intake of above mentioned
Rishta-e-Boghan with Qaliq is also lawful and suitable, and lastly
Chooza-e-Murghi (chicken), Dogh-e-Gawi, Baranj and Khayar-e-
khusk, cooled cucumber, cooked potato and in the summer
season, eating grains daily and drinking of Sikanjbean sada in
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morning is beneficial. And if the child is able to eat the food, or
the patient is younger, than these syrups and diets to be given
to eat to them. And they should be treated for Tanquia
(Elimination of morbid material) by the above mentioned four
syrups, and if needed then application of henna over their palms
and soles during the night is beneficial and in the cases of very
small children during hyper pyrexia,Henna is used to be applied
over the centre of the scalp. And their constipation is removed
by making Shayyaf by mixing together the Shakar and Banafsha
or making Shayyaf by mixing with Mishmish (Apricot), relieving
of constipation is remained to be good. And it remains also
good to make sweating through the above mentioned
measures. And relieving from headache is also take place due
to above mentioned procedures. And the headache is also
relieved by eating Hindwana (water melon), cooked Potato and
Chooza-e-Murgh with Qaiq. And get refrained from such cold
and moist articles which are anti Nuzj means take care in their
usage. And the feeding mother should take those pills which
have been described during the description of Insomnia, four
hour before the rigor of the fever. And during the rigour, at
every morning, that Naanaa-e-sharf-e-Akbar which has been
described during the description of Tap-e-Lazima (continued
fever) to be taken here also, or this Sikanjabeen Usooli to be used
which is composed as –

Post-e-Beekh-e-kasni, Post-e-Beekh-e-Badiyaan, Post-e-Beekh-e-Kibr,
Beekh-e-karafs, Uslussoos, Shibbat, Shooneez, Kardba, Darchini,
Nankhwah one part from each, and Beekh-e-Tatoora five parts,
and Unnab equal to each part, Gule Surkh equal to two parts,
NaanaaTar half part of one, Post e Turanj & Naranj one part from
both, Neem usara-e-Behi Tursh, Zarishk, Anar Tursh &Sirka from
these equal part to each other but in such quantity that makes
sour taste of the water extract of all drugs, and Qand in such
quantity that makes Chashni these should be made boiled in
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such a way that has been described during the description of
Naana-e-Sharf-e-Akbar and clean it, boil it till it becomes a Qiwam
inclined towards sweet, and at the time of use, Mastagi, after
grinding, to be added in it so that a little taste of Mastagi
develops in it. This syrup is highly beneficial in the dose of
half spoon in hyperpyrexia. And this syrup to be given to the
children who took food and younger also, in morning when
the fever supposed to come. And if, there used to appear, the
fever daily, then four hour before the appearance of fever then
the feeding mother should take such pills which have been
described during the description of Insomnia, then it will be
very beneficial. And the patient to be given Naana sikanjbeen
which has been described earlier.And the children to be given
such pills which have been described during the description
of insomnia. And should be given four hour earlier to the
appearance of fever  on fever day. It should be given concealed
in Naan or kishmish or Maweez or Halwa or mixing in the Naana
sharf e Akbar. And in chronic fever, before the appearance of
fever, as far as possible, refrained to take water, this regimen is
very beneficial, especially after drinking the syrup and
beforetaking the pill, and the patient should move a little before
appearance of fever, in chronic fevers, to be engaged and buisy
a little, this regimen is very beneficial, it increases Hararat-e-
Gharizi and make Tabiyat ignorant of the disease and resolve
Madda-e-Fasida (morbid material) like Habbulshifa, which has
been described earlier, many more people who treated fever
like this procedure, became healthy. And whenever there
appears a difference in long duration and less hotness or
coldness, during hyperpyrexia, it should be treated very
carefully, and whatever is described, in Shatrul Ghib and ghib-
e-Ghair khalis, already described, should be followed. And as
per the same doctrine and principles, observe the timings of
the fever, and if action is taken on a principle and happens
before coming the fever then refrained from all such articles
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which make the madda (material) Kham (immature) and should
be engaged in Nuzj-o-Tehleel-o-Taqleel-e-khilt (concoction,
resolution and reduction of humour).  And the patient and
feeding mother to be given a little drug from the residual moist
drugs. And administration of Sikanjbeen-e-Usooli is highly
beneficial, and Aab-e-shibbat to be given in place of water. Many
people were given Naanaa-e-Sharf and water before appearance
of fever, then the rigor was not appeared on them and the fever
was also not appeared second time, and became healthy. And
several people whose diet was that Aardena in which the Naanaa
sabz with Maast was mixed,when in their diet, means Aardeena,
Kashk, Maghz e joz was mixed and given then they become
healthy before the appearance of hyperpyrexia, and by drinking
Bhachooja in water means drinking of Bhachooja in place of water,
they were not freed from this fever. And there are several
people who feel thirst before appearing the fever, which is
preincidental to the rigor and shivering, therefore, they were
giving bath with Gulab mixed water, then they got relieved
very much. And whenever there is appearance of the symptoms
of Balgham very much, its treatment is that as per essential
doctrine this Balgham should be cared for fourteen days,
thereafter before appearance of fever, a little that Habbe Shifa
which has been described earlier should be given to the feeding
mother mixing with honey water or honey. And instead of Aab
e kahi, Ghusle Aab o kahi with cold water is very beneficial. And
in several people, before hours to appearance of high grade
fever, made to lick few fingers of honey, their rigor and chronic
fever relieved by this. And several people were made to lick
few fingers of pulverized Nankhwah mixed in the honey, then
they become healthy. And a few such persons who consumed
any Seer, remained benefitted. And a few were such those
consumed the ‘Kohi Nankhwah’ and become healthy. And many
more such people  who consumed Pulao before appearance of
fever, followed by that Habbusshifa which has been described
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during the disease of Insomnia then they suffered by the rigor
and they did not consume water at all, and got relieved, and
mostly ……………………….. its’ milk relieve the baby and as
diet for him, that Nakhud e Aabi (soup of horsegram dal) in
which Gosht (meal), Piyaz (onion), Nakhud (horse gram) and
Biranj (rice) in equal quantity is cooked will be better, it will be
suitable if added a little zeera, kishneez and Darchini, in it, and it
will also be there, that the condition will become better from
the same treatment. And eating of Mastagi which is mixed with
Nan e khushk in equal quantity, make pills, and taking in
quantity as much as a gram, after meals, will be beneficial. And
some such small children who used to get ‘Balghami Bukhar’
daily, and passed more than forty days of duration, they were
said that before few hours of appearance of fever, made to eat
Jund-e-Bedastar in the quantity as much as a gram to be feeded
after grinding and sieving, and it should be repeated so, hence,
it was done and become healthy, and the feeding mother made
him refrained from cold and hot medicines. I have seen a few
children who were affected with this disease, there appeared
severe rigor/shivering with cold in between one fever to an
other and their duration of cold was prolonged, though they
were given several articles but not got benefitted, eventually,
a little ‘Jozboa’ mixing with the water of Honey was given before
appearance of fever and refrained from water, and they were
kept buisy, therefore, there appeared a change in their disease
than it was repeated, therefore, got complete relief in second
time, and I have trialed this measure in adults which proved
to be beneficial, and few such small children who were affected
with the disease of Ghair Khalis fever and its duration was equal
to two quarters, but appeared in different times then, the people
under food that it was ‘Ruba’ means quadrant fever, and I also
treated understanding the same and they became healthy, and
if there is ‘Hiddat’in the ‘madda’ (material) of the disease and
the tabiyat of the patient is not able to use the hot articles then
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as per the above mentioned procedure, his treatment to be done
with ‘Nana’ (mint). And ‘sikanjbeenat’, Qurs mastagi-o-
mash.Chooza e murgh (chicken) containing Biranjin which a little
zeera, Kishneez and Nakhud is mixed, use it. Summary is that
during the fever of children and small children, especially in
hyperpyrexia, should not be forgetful for caring and
consideration of their stomach. And in the case of chronic fever,
it should be mind more that by the use of mixed articles, their
temperament should be strengthened more. In case of chronic
fever, heart, liver and brain should be more cared and
considered. And the time when severe fever becomes chronic,
the diluted diets should not be given, and do not try to make
them light and soft, rather they should be given the diets other
than these, and try to make the Madda (matter), concocted and
resolving. And their Tabiyat should be kept unknown to the
disease, so, that does not become habitual to fever, means
doesnot ask to repeat the fever, moreover, regarding to check
their fevers, it remains very beneficial to pray, getting Tawassul
through Taaweezat (Amulets) and Tauq, and experienced
effective in cleaning the stomach. And during the time when
there is no appearance of fever, they should not be given water,
especially when the appearance of hyperpyrexia is very closed,
during the fullness of stomach, moreover, it is more beneficial
who smell the fragrance of ‘Bukhoorat’ carefully. Therefore, it
is very effective to use it one hour before the appearance of
fever. The hands and feet of the patient should be kept warmth
twice in a day, if it is not happened in winter season,and when
their stomach is weak then before getting the high grade fever,
giving them ‘Muqawwi’ and keeping it empty from the diet
will be better and supreme, especially,  when Khiltis
predominant, and whenever, khilt is in less quantity and
stomach is powerful then in such cases, before getting high
grade fever, giving suitable diets alongwith the efficacious
drugs, will be better.
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Forty fifth chapter
(Regarding the description of Judri (small pox)
and Hasba (Khasra) (Measles)

As far as the smallpox is concerned which is called as
‘Nagharkan’ also, then, these are called such small eruptions,
appear in large numbers, which appears on some parts or whole
of the body with gradually persistent and continuous fever,
moreover, these eruptions/ Macules/pappules/vesicles
protruded over the skin of the body and produces depression/
depth in it, and mostly effusion takes place in these puppules/
vesicles and becomes suppurated (pustules) or itching is
produced in these, and eventually a scar appears on the mouth
of these eruptions/vesicles. During the initial days of
appearance, it is bigger than measles. The cause of this disease
is plethora of the blood due to putrifaction, along with Safra,
like Sheera-e-Angoor as its froath from within comes out side
and whichever is heavy settles down, and whatever is clean
and mature becomes suspended in between, and in the same
way blood becomes plethoric in adults, and such ‘Akhlat’
(Humours) which is produced from the menstrual blood, and
that bukhar-e-Bad (Bad effervescences) which after the delivery,
being added to the blood then separated, and Tabiyat incites
especially such uncleaned wastes of the blood which become
plethoric, putrified and waste to clear out the waste material
of favourable fluids, so that its waste material to be eliminated
after making those mature. Very often this plethoric
effervescence appears in the form of smallpox. Due to this
beneficial and suitable effects of movement of heat, this disease
affect every person especially during childhood. And it doesnot
happen in childhood, then happens during adulthood
necessarily, and appears one time to thrice. The cause of second
time appearance of this disease means the cause of second time
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appearance of the disease of smallpox is that there would be
appeared the smallpox in lesser amount during first appearance
and Tabiyat could not complete its work, therefore, it searches
the cause to get appearing secondly means to get movement
to reappear or there appear the synergism and coexism with
the strong and injurious causes of reappearance of smallpox
e.g. co-exism with putrified and epidemic air, or sitting on such
place where the smallpox affected person has visited, or coming
across that air in which the effervescences of the wounds is
mixed of smallpox affected person. And eating of very hot and
viscid diet e.g. eating of meat, khurma, …………… etc. The
best form of the vesicle of smallpox which is called as
‘Nagharkan’ is that its protrusion means vesicles become small
and a little inclined to redness and scattered means separated,
distant from each other, and becomes big as much as the size
of lentil grain and becomes Gard means ruptured, becomes
mature (suppurated/pustules) and vanished shortly, and it’s
skin (scar         ) gets separated, and the whiteness to be very
light and small and should not be any restlessness and
uneasiness, means itching etc., and appears very low fever, and
the very important and good task is that its’ fever subsides on
third day. And the worst form of it is that if it’s colour is blackish
like the colour of Banafsha. Moreover, smaller in size, hard and
intruded to another one and very much inclined to blackish
red, and appeared over whole of the body and centrally dotted
with black colour …………………………. the yellowishness
which is continuous to each other. The second sign/symptom
of the appearance of smallpox is that first of all there appears
severe Daimi bukhar (persistent fever) with the rettling sound
of respiration and restlessness. The vassels become prominent,
appears the pain of the back and joints, there is irritation/
itching in the nose and appears the eruptions in large number.
There appears laziness and drowsiness in the body due to the
excess of morbid material. There appears prominence and
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swelling in such big arteries which are situated closed to
vertebrae. There is piercing sense in the organs. There is felt
very much fear during the sleep likewise, the person starts to
jump during sleep and when he, means patient, turns his back,
then his legs start to shiverred (Trimmering). There appears
heaviness in the head, eyes become red and tears start to shed
without weeping, the sound becomes hoarse, sometime pain
is felt in the throat. There is difficulty in respiration, there is
pain in chest and gets cough. There is sore throat and irritation,
sweetness is felt in the mouth, the sputum becomes viscid. And
where, there appears more faintness or unconsciousness and
when if the Tabiyat is strong and the Madda equal to two diram
and there are signs of appearance of Pappules/vesicles on third
day. And some are those children who got appearance of
vesiclesin the last of first day, got relieved very shortly. And
that vesiclesappears on fourth day and become mature very
late and which has passed seven or nine days and does not get
appeared, that will be dangerous. And its dominance will be
due to the dominance of Madda-e-Shore. And its effect will
appear on the internal organs (viscera) very bad. And sometime
its appearance to outside and then concealing will not be good.
And inspite of that means inspite of this status, its colour is
like Banafsha then he should be instructed that remain
awakened during nights. And the vesicles which come out very
late and its power is weak and the colour of its site means the
colour of site of appearance becomes green or black than it
will be dangerous and fatal. And those vesicles which are few
small and few large, angular and continued to each other and
there is predominance of air/gas in between the two and
remain mature for quite late, comes out a little late, persists
fever due to it’s effect and the power is weak or fever persist
most of the time, and there is domination of restlessness and
uneasiness, that will be very bad, and where the blebs come
out first means fever comes, later on then it will be dangerous,
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and its danger will be more than the situation where the
pupples/ macules/ vesicles come out but the high grade fever
remains continued thereafter. And, where appears a broad
vesicle and its mouth also appears then it remains persist
maximum two to three days, and it’s cavity becomes open then
its patient is near to death, and where the vesicle is small and
appears without fluid and burst, and patient utters senseless
talk, then it will be near to death. In the same way where the
respiration rate becomes fast and changes into sounds then
the vesicle will appear maximum within two to three days,
and if the colour of the vesicle is inclined to green or black and
the skin becomes cold then it will be the reasoning of its
incremat. And that patient in which the vesicle appears on face,
chest and abdomen and appears on one of his hand or leg, and
the matter of it is viscid and very shortly get urinate blood
mixed urine thereafter the colour of urine becomes black,
especially due to, its power becomes weak, and this patient
gets affected with Damvi or Safravi Ishal (dysentery) then should
not be hopeful for his well being. Such patient becomes dead
in the condition of measles (khasra) over his body. And mostly
such people who died during the disease of vesicle formation,
died due to Khunaq (a disease of the throat) and such condition
occurs mostly only due to Sahaj (a disease of intestine) or
happens due to Ishal, due to shedding of power, and mostly
vesicle eventually …………… or Dumla (abcess) is produced
from its madda (material). The treatment of it is that if the age
of the patient desires, and it is more than twelve years and if
there is no any contraindication as pregnancy or weakness then
it is necessary to do Fasd (venesection) firstly in the beginning
of fever and after three days of the appearance of the above
mentioned signs and symptoms. And if there is a child and
not less than the age of one year, rather, he should be older
one, then perform Hijamat (cupping). And as far as there is
need to do both then it is to be done before appearing of
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papule/ macule/vesicle, and it is not considered lawful in the
condition when the vesicle come out. And should not be done
the tehreek and Taleen of the Tabiyat of the patient, but this sharbat
(syrup) to be given in the early stage of appearance of vesicle.
The composition of it is as follows -

Unnab three pieces, Sapistan forty pcs, Gul-e-Neelofer one
misqal or Tukhme Khair which is the substitute of Neelofer, two
misqal, Badiyan half diram, Qand three misqal, if there is summer
season then with cold water, and if there is winter season then
use with one Qashiq Sharbat, seven Qashiq Aab-e-sheer Garam,
or take Sharbat Unnab and Neelofar khalis with Shafrak. And as
diet take Kashak (barley) with Adas and Unnab. And wherever
try to check the Taskeenof Khoon-e-Darogh (false blood) morbid
blood, Taghleez (making viscid) and Ghilyan(plethora) of the
material at first phase, then Sharab-e-Tulooh and Nuqoo-e-
Shaftaloo with sugar, and Sharbat-e-kahi, and if needed then use
Sheera-e-Baqlatul humqa with small kafoor. And Sharab-e-Reebas
and Aab-e-FawakehQabiz is learnt suitable and good. And after
Fasd (venesection) and Hijamat (cupping) those articles to be
given to eat which subsides the plethoric condition of the blood
e.g. Adas, Kashak \ushaeer, Bast Jau if there is Aqleen III or Aqleen
IV then use the Sheera-e-Badam after preparation, or Pulao, Adas,
Maash, Biranj-e-Ghaleez Sada without oil with ……… to give to
eat. And refrain from sour articles etc., it will be suitable Qurs-
e-kafoor is also beneficial. And after the appearance of vesicle
when it turns to be dried, then in this condition use Sikanjabeen-
e-Rummani. And if there is Mizaj-e-Qabiz then Aab-e-Tamar hindi
and Aloo Bukhara to be made Qataq after 12th or 15th day. And in
initial stage give Aab-e-Tamar Hindi, Gulab and Sheere khisht so
that its’madda (material) becomes lesser, and do not exeggrate
in making cold it, and the thing which contains the total benefit
is Luk-e-Maghsool four diram, Adas-e-muqasshar seven diram,
kateera three diram, boil in one bowl of water and give after
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cleaning with this water, and if seven Anjeer and two
diramBadiyan,add to it then it will be perhaps suitable with Rub-
e-Aab or Shakar, and the extract of Anar-e-Tursh with Nabat will
be beneficial also, and to quench the hotness, it will be better
that boil Faloos-e-khayar Shambar five diram and Turbud one
diram in two Mann water, when it reduces to one fourth
residue, then give it to eat (drink), and if the patient is younger
then give to eat according to his age and vigour, and those
diets e.g. Sharab (Sharbat) and fruits which make the blood
agitated after getting it liquefied (thin), these articles (foods)
should not be given to eat, instead, those thing which are
inclined toward coldness and dryness, should be given e.g. Past
Jau (sattoo of barley) and Adas with Aab-e-Anare Tursh with
Aseer-e-Ghora (extract of Ghora) or with Aab-e-Reewaj(Reebas).
And mostly in fruit eating children, before appearing the
blisters and after the appearance of blisters, Anar-e-Imlis was
given to eat then they become healthy; and for the sour eating
children sometimes (occasionally) Aashe-Biranj Anardan was
given then it remained beneficial and in regions of Mawara
unnahar, Pulao is given with Khurma e khushk to eat which is
very beneficial, due to presence of humidity (wetness) in the
air of such places, because mostly these Muqawwi diets remains
to be suitable. And as far as the places of hot air are concerned,
in such places, should take care a little in giving the Sharbat, so
that Ghilyan (Plethora) in the blood not to be
produced,however, Sheereeni in such quantity which produces
hotness in the vesicle, sheerini in that quantity does not produce
hotness in Hasba (measles), the reason of it is quite evident,
and in such patients whose vigour is very much weak, for such
patients, to make eat Chooza kebab with Khushk pulao according
to that principle as redescribed, will be very much beneficial,
especially for such persons whose Tabiyat is delicate means who
are delicate in nature. And in Ishal, Sharbat Habbul Aas, Yahood
Habbul Aas, Samagh-e-Arabi, Gile Armani provide benefits, and
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Qurs-e-Tabasheer ………… The composition of Qurs-e-Tabasheer
is as follows –

Warq-e-Gul fifteen diram, Tukhme-Hummaz, Tabasheer safed,
Sumaq, Zarishk Munaqqa, seven diram from each, Nishasta,
Samagh-e-Arabi, Gil-e-Irmani, ten diram from each, after crushing
and dissolving in Gulab, use as Sharbat equal to one misqal; and
if the age of the child is younger then make to eat in a small
amount, it will be better to make the drug after roasting the
above mentioned drug of the Qurs, and Safoof-e-teen with Sandal
in Aab-e-Qabiz gives relief. The composition of Safoof-e-Teen is
as follows –

Bazarqatoona, Tukhme Reehan, Tukhm-e-Maroo, Nishasta, Tukhm-
e-Hummaz Barri, after roasting, mix with pulverized Samagh-e-
Arabi, Gile Armini, Tabasheer in equal parts and then mix with
Maghz-e-Areesa and Tukhme Amand in the quantity of one to
three diram of that Sharbat to be drunk after frying with Roghan-
e-Gul or Roghan e Badam and getting wet with Gulab. And as
diet that Adas to be given to eat that after boiling 2-3 times, the
water of it and fresh water put into the deg (big cattle), and if it
will be repeated twice or thrice than its temperament will
become Qabiz. Very often take shibbat-e-Sabz and Badiyan in diet,
and before giving the diet and Kashkab, it remains very suitable
to make to eat Fad e zahar Haiwan mixing with Aab-e-Qabiz. And
in case of affliction of the disease of Aabla and Khasra, after
passing the fifth day, should be saved the abdomen essentially
to be soft (laxation) because, in both of these two diseases, the
disadvantages of Ishal are very high, and eat after roasting with
Badam and roasted Jawars (millet) with roasted khashkhash. If
Tabiyat (Mizaj) is very much dry then Aab-e-Jau to be eaten with
such Tabasheer e Mulayyin which is composed from Tukhme
Hummaz, or Samagh-e-Arabi, Tabasheer and a little sugar to be
given to eat, thereafter give to eat, Enabussalas with shakar, and
if there is surfa (cough) then Sharbat Habbul Aas and that Qurse
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Tabasheer which has been described earlier, to be given to eat.
Or the above mentioned Safoof-e-Teen, and Sharab-e-khashkhash-
o-Banafsha, and as diet, eat Baranj, Fataq, Sumaq and Jawars
Muqashhar. It should be known that khasra (Measles) affected
such people who belong to such countries where atmosphere
is inclined to hot and dry, as khurasan etc., the abodes of these
should be given to drink the Sharbat-e-unnab and Neelofar etc.
and refrain from Aab-e-Hindwana. And the residents of such
countries where the atmosphere is inclined towards sourness
as Samarqand, Bukhara and Kabul etc. And the residents of such
countries where the atmosphere is inclined towards wetness
as Hurmuz, Qandhar and the maximum areas of Hindustan
(India), therefore, the residents of these areas, every morning,
Unnab 20 pcs, Badiyan or Tukhme karafs two misqal, and if there
is restlessness and anxiety then crush Kasni well and boil all
these item in one bowl of water, and take half of this water
and clean, sweet with ten misqal of Qand e safedand after mixing
a little Gulab in it, give to drink. And in diet, eat half crushed,
Aab-e-Nakhud, Mash Muqashar, Badiyan Sabz and Shibbat sabz
and refrain from Hindwana. And it is suitable and better that
after the appearance of the symptoms and signs of vesicle
formation, save certain areas of the body, because the damages
of vesicle formation happens more in certain parts as – eyes,
ears, nose, throat, lungs, intestine and joints etc., therefore,
these should be protected from it, because, emerging the
papule/macule/vesicle in eyes and ears, the sight and hearing
get affected, and appearance of blister in nose produces
distress in respiration, and in throat it produces khunaq
(distress in swallowing), and in lungs there happens the
disease of Sil (thysis) and Zeequnnafas (Bronchial Asthma) and
in intestines, there happens the disease of Sahaj (laceration),
and when large and deep vesicles appear on the joints of the
body, then destroy these. The regimen to save the eye is that
wet the Sumaq in Gulab and clean it, thereafter, a little kafoor
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to be dissolved in it, then drop it into the eye, during day and
night, a few times, or that kishneez which is wet with sumaq
and mixed with Gulab that to be dropped in the eye, and gets
relief by dropping Aab-e-kishneez shahme Hanzal and Anar Tursh
into the eye, or kafoor with Gulab or Kishneez, with Surma,
especially if drop first day, and to check the appearance of these
blisters in the eyes, if drop yamama and Mazoo mixed with Gulab,
will produce very much strongness (firmness), and apply as
tila over the back of the eyes means on eyelids, Hazaz, Sibre,
Shayyaf-e-Mamisa and Aqaquia in equal amount, and a little
Zafran all wetted in Aab-e-kishneez will provide relief. And if
there is appearance of Shibra in the eye then Shayyaf-e-Abyaz
after getting wet in the women’s milk or Kafoor dissolved in a
little of Gulab should be dropped in the eye. And if this regimen
does not provide benefit and the eye becomes very much red
then Aab-e-kamaNabti which is not sour, should be dropped into
the eye. Some people stated that application of Nft-e-Safed into
the eye is very much beneficial. And if there emerged a big
vesicle over the blackpart (Iris/pupil) of the eye then apply
every hour in the eye, Surma Isfahani or kafoor dissolved into
Aab-e-kishneez, and Surma and Gulab with kafoor is also
beneficial. But it is better to keep the Rifada (bandage) on the
eyelids and as per the size of the eye make a slide of glass and
tie after keeping it over the eye, so that it pressurizes the eye,
and do this every day few times after dropping the drug into
the eye. The regimen for safeguarding the nose is that drop
Sirka and Gulab into the nose every hour. Drop Sandal as single
drug or Shayyaf Mamisa, Rub-e-Ghora and likewise items after
grinding, or pour into it, and dropping of Roghan-e-Moorid with
a little kafoor into the nose and applying as Tila over the internal
portions of the nose remains beneficial. The regimen for
safeguarding the throat is that first of all use the above
mentioned Qawabiz which have been described during the
articles of eating and drinking, thereafter, eat Anar with its
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seeds, and if boil Sumaq, Gul-e-Surkh, Adas Muqasshar in Gulab
and do gargles with it and doing gargles with Aab-e-Anar,
Sharab and Rubb-e-shahtootand Sumaq provides relief, and use
of very cold water provides relief. And the regimen to save
the ears will be carried out by dropping the above mentioned
drugs and keeping a Falita of these drug into the ear. And
the regimen to save the lung is that Angbeen Balooti and
Tukhme Aabi, wetting into the cloth of Resham, making a tuft,
keep continuously into the mouth and eat Rubb-e-Shahtoot
and Maghze Tukhm-e-Kadoo-e-tar, Tukhme khayar, Badam-e-
Muqashshar after grinding with Nabat and Kishneez in equal
quantity, mixing with Loab-e-Aspghol and after making pills
with it, it is beneficial to keep these pills continuously in the
mouth. And the regimen to save the joints is that Sandal,
Shayaf-e-Mamisa, Gil-e-Armani, Gul-e-Surkh and a little kafoor,
all mixing in Gulab, drop Sirka into it, and apply it as Tilaover
the joints. And if there is appearance of a large vesicle over
the joints and bursts with burning and the fluid comes out,
then in this condition, treat this with ointment. And the
regimen to save the intestine is when vesicle becomes receded
means comes to an end then give Sharab-e-Moorid, Qurs
Tabasheer mentioned above, Rubb-e-Aab-o-Rubb-e-Shahtoot and
likewise other items, as diet to be given as per the principle
as mentioned, and where the
vesicle……………………………..
and will be beneficial to the cold tempered persons. And
those diets which contains these articles will be remained
better and if eat unripe (raw) diets, then it will also be better,
or daily boil two misqal unnab and give to eat it after cleaning
and Aab-e-Aloo should be given, and if tabiyat is not soft, Adas-
e-Muqasshir seven diram, Luk-e-maghsool five diram, kishneez
three diram, these should be cooked in half mond of water,
even it becomes half, give him to drink from this water so
that it expels the material outside. And either saftak two diram
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after grinding on the stone, give to eat with Sharbat-e-unnab
and sprinkle over the bed and sleeping clothes, and apply Hina
over his feets (soles), during awakening, there will be no need
to be warmth, rather sneezing will be better for respiratory
trouble. And fumigation to be done by Chob-e-Anar, Chob-e-
Anjeer and Chob-e-zard and when all vesicles come out, then
spread Kadars (jawars) over the patients bed, make a big bag of
it and put kadars in it, and sleep over it, or boil it and mix it
with Gulab and sprinkle over the organs, or grind Warq-e-Gul
and massage over the organs, and wherever the vesicles become
mature later, needs help, then see when all the vesicles come
out and the pulse and respiration is near to normal status and
the anxiety and distress (restlessness) and respiratory distress
become lesser, keep Tabakh-e-Baboona, Ikleel-ul-Malik, Banafsha,
Khitmi, Saboos-e-Gandum below his ………. So that it’s vapour
turn into water and those become mature, and it should not be
cared at all that its heat will produce weakness. Rather when
there is no vigour but weakness, in such condition, it should
be kept repeatedly with a little pause. And when Judri
(smallpox) has come out completely, and one week, has been
passed being emerging, and vesicle turns towards dryness and
dry little later than whichever the vesicle is hard and
big……………………………… ………………………....………..
if  thevesicle is big and filled with fluid then there will be no
wayout that the patient to be slept over the panba (cotton)
containing Berge moorid and sandal. And it should be cared
perfectly that it should not become a wound, and during
summer and winter in both season, he used to be slept in
between hard clothes, subject to the condition that heat and
cold to be comfortable, then there will be very much relief.
And in between Arad-e-Arzan and Arad-e-jau will also be better,
and it will provide relief to make to sleep among pulverized
Berge-moorid, Gule khushk and Shakh-e-BergSausan khushk. And
sleeping after spreading the pulverized Gil-e-sarshoo (Gil e
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multani) and Shibb-e-yamani, over the bed properly, will be very
much beneficial. And pouring the salt water over the healed
blister will be beneficial for drying it. And the use of salt in the
decoction of all leaves, will be highly beneficial in making
mature the vesicles, and wherever the wound becomes black,
at this place the ointment of kafoor is beneficial, and Dood-e-kaz
(silk worm) in drying and healing the wound is highly
beneficial in all seasons, and wherever white fibre appears in
the vesicles, disappears very late in majority of the cases, and
it contains fluid during the night time then lukewarm Roghan-
e-neem should be dropped over it so that it doesnot emerges
out fastly. And if there is fluid in it during night time and does
not be dried as per the duration as in vogue so as this should
be moist and hot with the help of steam, and at this juncture
the patient should be moved slowly and with comfort. And it
should be keenly observed that these vesicles are having depth
or not. If there appears depth in it, then after making,Sibr Mazoo,
Zard chob, Murdar-e-Sang, Arzeez-o-Aqleemia-e-Seem, and by
mixing all make a zaroor (powder) and sprinkle it over his
vesicle so that these become healed. And if there is no depth in
it and the vesicle is equal to the skin of the body then after
grinding Shibb-e-yamani and Namak, sprinkle over it and leave
it, so that second time the white fibre appear on it, and it should
be cared further in the same manner, so that all the fluid
becomes removed and the wound got healed. And if, for
removing the extra fluid and to heal it, take a little from
Marham-e-AblaFirangand massage regularly, then it will be
beneficial. In these countries, the dried fibres from the blisters
after grinding in Nabat is given to eat to the healthy children,
then it keeps away from them the effects of the putrified air
generated by these vesicles. And if the vesicle comes out, then
it is of smaller size and least injurious. And if there is residual
persistence of Naghar Kan then Beekh Qaisi khushk, Arad-e-Baqli,
Maghz-e-Tukhm-e-kharpaza, Biranj, Nabat, Maghz-e-Badam and
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Arad-e-Jau, equal parts from each after grinding perfectly, apply
as Tila with the egg of hen. And when the temperature of fever
is relieved completely and the vesicles are also relieved, then
of course give him fowl to eat, but do not give meat to eat
before this state. And as far as the matter of khasra (measles) is
concerned, then it should be known perfectly, that there are
the eruptions appearing in large quantity which appear
spontaneously on the skin of the body. There are the eruptions
on the skin on the skin with continuous and persistent ferver.
Neither the fluid comes out from these, nor the bukhar (gas)
and khashkhreesha (scars) produced in it. And during the early
stages of their appearance, it’s redness is similar to the marks
of the silkworm over the body of chakor (Alectoris chukar), and
the volume/size of it is equal to the grain of jawars (millet) and
the head of it is inverted, moreover, the pus does not comes
out from it, contrary to Nagharkan(pappules/ macules/vesicles
of smallpox) which is raised over the skin and used to get pus
in it. The cause of its appearance is the Tabiyat (Mizaj)
(temperament) of the patient inclined towards Damvi
(sangnious) and Safravi (bilious), in which a putrified plethora
is found and this disease is one of the all epidemic diseases
which is called as Wafdah and Wardah, because when this disease
appear, a large number of people are affected with this disease
due to mixing with each other, meeting with each other, and
this disease mostly appears during the season of khareef
(autumn) and Bahar (spring), and mostly produced in bad and
putrified air, and in such persons in whom there is excessive
quantity of Safravi khoon (Bilious blood), these are mostly
affected with this disease, and this disease essentially affects
once to each and every person in the life since childhood to the
old age. Moreover, twice and more may affect too. The sign/
symptoms of the disease is that there appears continuous high
grade fever, he feels nausea, fells dryness in the mouth and
thirst, restlessness and there appears Ghabrahat (anxiety and
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palpitation) and pain in back, legs and head (headache), and
the person who have strong Tabiyat (milieu interior) in such
person Khasra (measles) appears after three days of fever
otherwise appears within seven days. And those who got fever
for more than seven day and still doesnot appear khasra
(measles), it is dangerous most of the time. Some such persons
who are strong enough and the temperament of those was also
strong got a little anxiety and restlessness daily, and third day
appeared Hasba-e-Surkh (red coloured measels) from head to
toe, and passed smoothly, and even they did not observe any
abstinence (dietary restriction) and such few people who
………………………. And first of all they got cough and after
seven day appeared red coloured measles and continuously
remained alright and every person affected with measles will
not be without the pain of back and legs. And that measles
which will be of black or Banafshai (violet) colour or green in
colour, mostly it will be stretched due to excessive burning of
the material (madda) and which will be of red or Ashqar
(orange) coloured that will be very safe. And it has been
observed by experience that the urine of the patient of measles,
if red and viscid, and when looks like ………… and ass
(donkey), and the normal status of respiration, sound and Qabz-
e-shikam (bowel movement) will be understood a sign of good
prognosis in this disease, due to the reasoning of the
normalization of the respiratory system and due to the
complete vigour of the Qawwat (faculty) and due to the analogy
compatibility of the matter with excretion, and the fast and
regular respiration will denote the decreasement and failure
of the power (Quwwat), or ………………… and the appearance
of measles and disappearance very shortly, moreover,
weakness of Tabiat (melieu interior) and due to inclination of
the matter towards innerside, due to incidence of Ishal
(purgation/diarrhea) mostly or due to becoming the colour of
it violet and due to the change of duration of the events
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especially colour of which is violet, and when there is thirst
and severe restlessness and whose outer portion becomes cold
and the colour of the measles becomes blackish then the death
will be closer. And for those persons who have not been
undergone to fasd (venesection) and Hejamat (cupping with
sacrification), incidence of this disease happen very much
severe to them, and very quickly transformed into Sarsam-e-
muhlik (fatal meningitis); and the incidence of Ishal (Diarrhoea)
before the appearance and Baraz e Naqis, means it remains better
evenafter the incomplete appearance. However, after Baroz Tam
(last day), extrapower ………. Moreover, in such persons which
are Bohrani (having crisis), experienced. And in such
BohraniMarz(disease having crisis) is better to start epistaxis
and in most of the cases, it ends with good prognosis. And
when the patient of measles gets affected with bloody dysentery
then it is a bad sign especially during last days. But it is possible
that mostly on the power ………………… no other diseases is
there, and there happens Imtala-e-Damvi (accumulation of
blood) then it will be relieved peacefully; especially during early
days and if sleep happens then will be died very shortly. And
at this juncture if treat with Qabiz (astringent) articles then will
produce the swelling in the intestines and kill. The treatment
of it is that if the baby is older, and/or an adult then before
three days of appearance of measles, expel out the blood in a
good quantity from Basaleeq (Basilic vein) (a vein of the hand)
and if don’t find it then Qeefal (cephalic vein) etc. whichever is
got. And if there is any restriction as if the patient is pregnant
or the baby is very young who could not be venesected then
do cupping over the veins of upper part and inner part of the
ear. Because the reduction of the blood is rightful in Damvi
Mizaj (plethoric temperament) patient till they become
unconscious, and it is not right to reduce the blood of the patient
of Safravi mizaj (bilious temperament) and if the Safravi
temperament is increasing towards yellowishness then the
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venesection to be done after it’s completion, and if there occurs
plethoric congestion on second day but prior to fourth day then
should not be gone beyond this limit, but in those persons in
whom the plethora is appearing in abundance but there are no
signs of appearance of eruption of measles yet, the application
of Fasd to them will be right, otherwise after eruption of
measles, it will not be right. And some physicians have opined
the letting out of blood in a little amount right, rather essential,
in plethoric persons after appearance of measles, after that do
the taqleel-e-madda (decreasement of morbid material) and
Taskeen-e-Hararat by Kashkab (Barley water). And Sharbat-e-
Naranj to be given to drink to the patient, and if there is
domination of Safra, then Chahar sharbat to be given to drink to
the patient i.e. Tamar Hindi 25 misqal Aloo Bukhara three in
number, mix with water and make Aghshia and Sheerekhiskt 18
Misqal dissolve in five teaspoonful of Gulab, and use first the
Gulab and Sheerakhisht, after that use the water of Tamar Hindi
and Aaloo Bukhara, and the water (sharbat) of Anarain and
Sheerekhisht. It will be beneficial for upto third day. And after
third day use the Sharbat (syrup) of Angoor and Neelofar as it
should contains Unnab twenty pcs, tukhme Tamar Hindi and
ward or Gule Neelofar one misqal, Tukhme kasni, neem kofta
(crushed) two misqal, Badiyanhalf dirham, and make to drink
abundantly, very cold, as per the classical regimen so that it
provides the relief and cooling to Hummiyat-e-Damvi
(sangniuous fever) and respiration, hence, if the respiration
becomes easy and comfortable through this regimen then it
will be very good and if the temperature gets increase and the
stomach becomes full of water, then vomit it out and drink
this water again, and after this regimen, there is excessive
perspiration or frequent micturition then it should be hoped
that very soon the patient will become healthy and the same
regimen will provide relief. And if there appears hotness in
the stomach then decrease the heat by using Kafooriyat (the
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drugs contain kafoor (camphor)), and relieve this hotness by
using Kashkab, Ghora, Anar and Zarishk, and by using likewise
items decrease the hotness of it. If it is felt that the morbid
material is Qawi (strong) and the air is found helpful in
generating this disease, then ofcourse for eruption of Hasba
(measles) except Kashkab and Yakh, in which, a little in equal
quantity, mixed the herbs of Angoor and Aloo Bukhara should
be given. Besides, the flour of Jau sada in which mixed the
Kishneez sabz, should be given. Nothing should be given except
these. Moreover, the cold and sour articles aggrevate it as these
articles are restricted in maturation and eruption of Hasba
(measles) means these restrict. And this is also possible that
the morbid material becomes analogous to the organ in this
condition, therefore, this Hasba (measles) should be stopped
after two days and before seven days of eruption. And the
Sharbat (syrup), though, is helpful in it’s eruption, Turanjbeen
should not be given because it heats up the blood and produces
safra and fever in the blood. And if the patient is milk feeded
baby then the regimen which have been described in relation
to feeding mother, the same should be adopted to this
milkfeeded baby. And all those regimens which have been
experienced during the treatment of measles affected persons
should be adopted, means, first of all do the Taqleel-e-Dam
(reduction of blood) through Fasd (venesection). Thereafter,
provide Taskeen (relief) and Taqwiat (toning) to him. Moreover,
that flour of barley which contains Angoor and a little Kishneez
Sabz should be given after cooking, and cold water and warmed
grape water which is mixed with a little ice and Shaftaloo,
decrase this hotness. And sometimes administer the Aab-e-Aloo
mixed with grape water to be given to reduce Safra. And
sometimes, when the mouth becomes very dry, then
adminsitraiton of Anardana after cooling and mixing with
sweet, provides relief. And if there are loose motions then avoid
this regimen, and give to eat Aaloo and Hindwana. And in such
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condition, as diet, give the rice cooked in Mash and Barley
water, to eat, especially after the appearance of Hasba (measles).
There was not appeared any mistake in the treatment of any
infant or adult by observing this systematic regimen, and many
more measles affected got relieved. And wherever, the time
has passed after appearance of measles and these eruption are
either incomplete or irreversible, and there is a need to provide
vigour vitality to measles affected patient, then in such
condition, keep the patient hidden and covered with cloth, and
make to drink water by gulp, and one diramShaftrak to be given
to him after washing seven times with water, and sprinkle
Khoobkalan in the bedding and covering cloth of the patient,
then it will be helpful to this patient. And it is said that ten pcs
of Anjeerand three pcs ofSapistan to be boiled with these
componetns, till it becomes three misqal, then make to drink it
one cup daily for four days, and when it become finished make
it again and make to drink to the patient in the same way for
fifteen days. And if the patient is strong (powerful) then put a
little hot water in his clothes so that the steam (evaporations)
of it softens his body and dialate his skin pores. And thereafter
feeding of Sharbat naranj, Leemoon, Sheera-e-kasni, Chahar Arq
and Anaar will provide relief. And the patient whose Tabiyat is
soft before eruption of measles and producing obstruction in
eruption of Hasba and the patient is also having Tap-e-Ishal
(fever due to diarrhoea), in such condition, addition of Behi
Tursh and it’s stuff, Nardaan and Zarishk in his diet will be
suitable and favourable. And many more persons who
consumed the Daranj and sour articles abundantly before meals,
they got relieved from measles easily but there appeared
heaviness in their ears and tongue and continued. And
wherever these produced headache and heaviness or
unconsciousness or successive delirium and there is no Imtala-
e-Dam (plethoria) but subjected to Fasd (venesection) and Hasba
(measles) isalso not appeared then if it is possible then …..
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should be done, here will be no other regimen beneficial except
this. And if there is no Imtala-e-Dam then the morbid material
should be bring out from the brain through Fasd, Huqna,
suitable Shayyaf suitable Sharbat and Lakhlakha etc and
thereafter rub Hina over his palm and soles. And those whoa
re having Khasra suda ………. Those should be given Ghiza-e-
Qawi (Nutritions diet) as – chicken, wild chicken, cooked or
roasted …… if not then Sharbat and Khashkhash and if there is
Surfa (cough) excessively then Sharbat unnab, Sapistan and
Tukhmekhurfa to be givne to the patients, and if there is
domination of Balgham then add Beekh-e-Sosan, Persiaoshan and
Anjeer in it …….. And if there is sometime Madda-e-khasra
(morbid matter of measles) is only of Safrawi colour then its
Tabreed (cooling) to be carriedout excessively. And include
HIndwana (watermelon), Maash and Adas in his diet in very
little quantity. And if the patient is related to Aqleem 3rd or 4th

then, in his diet, Kashkab containing Isfanakh and Roghan,
always will provide relief. And occurrence of Ishal (diarrhoea)
in the last stage of measle, denote the danger of blood, in such
condition the patient to be given Unnab and Zanjbar to eat
after boiling. And if there is no blood then Habbul Aas twenty
pcs., Tukhme khairoo one Misqal, Badiyan one diram, Qandforty
misqal, after making Sharbat, make to drink to the patient. And
in diet rice or the bread made from rice in hot water, to be
given in last days of the disease. And make fataq by mixing
together Anardana, Sumaq and Arzak, ad give to patient toeat.
And if there is excessive hotness, then the Sharbat (syrup) made
from Sheera-e-khurfa and Chahar tukhm, will provide complete
relief. And if there is bleeding from the nose (epistaxis), do
not check/stop it until it stops automatically. And wherever,
there produces weakness due to haemorrhage, a little kafoor
mixed in the water of kishneez to be dropped  in the nose or
make a Faleeta of cotton with crushed Mazoo and get wet it
with Sirka and sprinkle a little flour on this falita, thereafter
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insert this into the nostril. And if this cotton roll  after dipping
into the ink and mixing with the dust of household flour mill,
keep it into the nose then it will check the nasal haemorrhage.
And if a little Afiyoon dissolved in Gulab and rub Nishasta mixing
with Sirka, moreover, after dissolving Kaj in Sirka, rub Aab-e-
Berg-e-Badaward and Aab-e-kahu over it. And the patient is strong
enough and the child is grown up then open a thin Fasd and
very little blood………..and Hejamat (cupping) will also
provide relief. Tying of his legs, chest and hands will provide
relief to ………………. And drop Dilwalghar after cutting, into
his nose. And if the child has been affected with hoarseness of
voice then mix Aspghol in his Sharbat. And when the fever is
not getting subside since last three days then mix Shorba-e-
murgh and a little …………. In his diet and do the bath and
when there appear the signs of Quwwat (vitality/strongness)
then mind that ………………… not to be appeared.
Reappearance of Naks is meant the recurrence of the disease.
And actually Naks is worst than the disease. And the physicians
do not ………… with Unnab. And it is said that the atmosphere
of ‘Fanecz’ situated in the region of ‘Ree’ was found helpful in
producing Hasba, and the small children experienced extreme
anxiety and trouble and got affected with severe Tape Matbaqa
(Typhoid). And there was severe fever appeared at the time of
fever, and most of the children got affected with hoarseness of
voice, and on fifth day, red Hasba was experienced on whole of
the body. Administration of Anjeerwas found beneficial to
remove cough and it checks the eruption of measles. And make
to eat the sour articles is harmful for measles and fever both.
And the diet of some of the patient is Shorba Biranj, the soup of
that rice in which the meat of sheep is being cooked. And the
diet of some patients is Haleem Gandum in which the meat has
been cooked. And some are given Aash-e-jau Sada, and for some
other Booghan e Turanj, and for others Maash-e-Biranj. Besides
this, no any other kind of oily, sour, cold and syrups are being
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given. Moreover, all the patient got relieved through these
types of regimens. In most of the cases the complete
perspiration appeared within seven or ten days. And since the
patient was weak affected with surrounding atmosphere, there
was not needed the Tanquia (elimination of morbid material)
mostly. Tanquia is needed in case of children having extreme
humid temperament and senior males, to provide them
Taqwiyat (strength /vitality), especially due to the reason that
their regimens of eating and drinking are very bad. Therefore,
most of the experienced physicians used to advise to keep the
measles affected persons in neat and clean clothes. So that their
body …………….. to be good. However, the diet of these patient
in early stage of the disease, no other thing will be except Aab-
e-Mash Muqasshar and Biranj. And after maturation of Khasra,
no other thing is being given except Baqr Biranj Pukhta and
Dogh-e-Madda Gao i.e. buttermilk of the cow’s milk, in the diet
of the patient. And if the child is milk feeded baby then his
mother should make essential on her the dietary restriction as
per the above said regimens. And according to some physicians,
she will refrain to take orally the wheat and all types of meat
for six months, so that there should not be probability of
appearing Sahaj-e-Shikam (laceration in stomach and intestines):
wassalam faqat.

This tract which is entitled as “Shifaussibyan” reviewed
by brother …………………. (name is not clear due to ink
staining) on 28th of the month of Rajabul Mujarrab 1263 A.H.,
13th June 1847 A.D. and completed in the running hand writing
of Hamid Ali.

Ilahi Ankas Ke Een Khat Nawisht

Uffo Kun Gunahish Atakun Bahisht

Tr. Oh Allah, whosoever has written this write up,

Forgive  his sins and award him the paradise.

- Al Abd Wali Mohammad Afi Anha
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